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ABSTRACT
The architectural practice of Giuseppe Terragni (1904 - 1943)
takes place during the twentieth century modern social movements,
as architecture and urban form follow a major shift in the political
conditions, in Italy and beyond. This dissertation is a demonstration
of the quest for the rational in the architectural practice of Giuseppe
Terragni. Furthermore, it sorts out the role of Terragni’s practice in
the dichotomous relationships between city and architecture as well
as state and project. Initially, it is the obligation of this dissertation to
address questions of principles, in order to build a plenum 1 for the
relationship between the city and architecture. It traces movements

1

Assembled, staged grounding from where the building erects.

through translatio and transformatio of architectural impression, in
form and type, and its meta 2 in concinnitas, 3 in terms of legacy,
legitimacy, 4 and the rational 5 in idea.

ΘΕΣΙΣ
thesis 6
The implicit rational in architecture exists in hierarchical order
that allows for it to form unity of the whole that any of its constituents
cannot form individually. It should be the architect’s duty to fully
reconcile all the elements in action – for and against form – in
architecture, and demonstrate that the resultant is not a mere
compromise but a necessary optimal condition. Therefore, I start with
a stance in which I attempt to show how Giuseppe Terragni, in his
ratiocinium, 7 explicates the implicit rational in architecture, against
the sea of protean political conditions, which Giulio Carlo Argan
describes as:
The extraneous and the ‘foolish’ revolutionary ambitions of
culture to the fascist revolution, the revolution as an unknown
which one cannot account for, and which avoids fixed values
As the search for. Μετά in Greek.
In the harmonious sense of togetherness. The starting point for us is
the term’s use in relation to the Renaissance palazzo.
4
Lawful, legal, upright.
5
Demonstration in a particular art (i.e., Mathematics) of the inherent
order in relationships.
6
Thesis in the sense of a stance or position. θέσις in Greek.
7
A term which includes reason, argument, and demonstration.
2
3

and denies a political capacity to cultural advances: this was
the struggle of artists who had looked to give life to a second
avant-garde after futurism… When Terragni began his artistic
career, the ideological question was already out of the way. 8
Giuseppe Terragni can be understood in his convictions which
we may be able to sort out through his words, works, and deeds. In
his pursuit of the rational Giuseppe Terragni offers a clue to the time
and actions taking place, as if he were to remind us of the Homeric
song about the deeds of men 9 with convictions under their destiny
and their ironic tragicomedy. Terragni’s Danteum is the one instance
where destiny seems closer to fulfillment. Dante Alighieri’s dream of
the glorious empire seems to materialize in the signs of the monarchy
and its savior – Mussolini. Since the fascist movement concerns itself
with questions of legitimacy that in lineage shifts between histories
of origins and middles, the shifting (translatio) in language plays an
important role in the sorting out of factum 10 and verum. 11
Languages 12 that enter into this play shift laterally mainly between

Schumacher, Thomas L. and Giorgio Ciucci. Terragni's Danteum:
Architecture, Poetics, and Politics under Italian Fascism. 2d English ed. (New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004), 31. From Giulio Carlo Argan’s speech
at the Terragni Congress, September 1968.
9
A term used in relation to the time in question.
10
That which comes first, as having been made.
11
That which is true as result of having been made.
12
All of the author’s translations attempt to maintain a close relationship
with their original structure, letting the reader to be drawn closer to the original
form of expression.
8

Greek, Latin, and Italian. And, at times Dardanian & Proto-Albanian,
both Illyrian dialects enter the play.

ΜΕΘΟΔΟΣ
method
Many aspects of this inquiry demand specific research
methods as shown through the general and specific instances of
man’s activity as work which results in that which is made (factum)
and the pursuit of that which is true (verum). Therefore, method 13 in
the sense of search for the way concerning purpose 14 in what is
made is conducted through istoria 15 and historiography. Meanwhile,
the search for truth, as it does not concern itself with the same scope
as factum, requires philosophy 16 as means towards knowledge, to
sort out questions regarding truth. This dissertation follows certain
Italian philosophers as guides in the pursuit. Not the least among
them is Giambattista Vico who proposes that universal laws of
development of men and society can be traced through the union
between verum and factum. So, verum and factum become

Metodos, μετα + ὁδός in Greek.
Purpose in the sense of scope. Skopos (σκοπός) in Greek.
15
Istoria as figuration. Iστορία in Greek.
16
Philosophia, φῐ́λοσοφία as φῐ́λη + σοφία in Greek.
13
14

characters of the same play. Philology, 17 love for reason, as a
subspecies of philosophy, is a means toward knowledge in
unraveling of the layers of the rational in the making. Additionally, in
this inquiry, I employ analogies, diagrams, ideograms, and images,
which demonstrate the quest for the rational in the architectural
practice of Giuseppe Terragni.

17

Philologia, φῐ́λολόγία as φῐ́λη + λόγος in Greek.
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INTRODUCTION
The search for the rational and its presence in the
architectural practice of Giuseppe Terragni is the common thread in
the arguments presented in this dissertation. The arguments are
staged in three parts and address questions concerning legitimacy
and the upright condition, reasoning, and impression in architecture.
The first part is concerned with the continuity of the rational in
western thought and its relation to the search for idea as form, with
type as a logical impression, and toward the idea of the city. This part
attempts to sort out the question of the building’s impression in the
transition from genus, kind, and type, and the role such impression
plays in the urban form. Consequently, the first part demonstrates
the rational in relation to the transformation of the public buildings in
their plan and prospect. It further looks at the political role each
building plays and its claim in urban form. The first part continues
with the figural in the building and its relationship with other types,
such as the urban ensemble of palazzo, piazza, loggia, and
cathedral.

1

The second part is concerned with the struggle of the Architect
Giuseppe Terragni and Gruppo 7 18 with the modern concept of the
rational in architecture as demonstrated in the housing projects in
Como and the political projects of the Fascist state. This part
addresses the question of the rational in the rehabilitation of the
urban form in the city of Como, as projected in the interventions by
Giuseppe Terragni and the C.M.8 19 group of architects. Furthermore,
it addresses the question of the re-defined role of type, and
Terragni’s reasoning on questions of building’s imagined and actual
presence in urban form. Additionally, the second part takes a look at
the total transformation of the city form into a group of interconnected
societal enterprises with common interests of economic nature,
which acts as a background to Terragni’s practice.
The third part is concerned with the Italian legacy and
legitimacy as an epic struggle, as told by poets and shown by artists
in a continuum from the Aeneid 20 through Dante Alighieri’s Divine

Luigi Figini, Guido Frette, Sebastiano Larco, Gino Pollini, Carlo Enrico
Rava, Giuseppe Terragni, and Ubaldo Castagnoli (later replaced by Adalberto
Libera).
19
Piero Bottoni, Luigi Dodi, Gabriele Giussani, Pietro Lingeri, Mario
Pucci, Giuseppe Terragni, and Renato Uslenghi.
20
Aeneis (in Latin) by Virgil (19 B.C.). Publio Virgilio Marone (70 B.C. 19 B.C.).
18

2

Comedy 21 and On Monarchy, 22 unfolding into the poetic work of
Terragni’s Danteum. Moreover, this part addresses the question of
the fascist government’s ambitions about the transformation of the
Italian monarchy into the renewed Roman Empire. This part
addresses the question of impression of type by expanding
chronologically and geographically beyond the actual borders of the
Italian state.

21
22

De Monarchia (c. 1313).
La Divina Commedia (1321).
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1
LEGITIMACY
&
the
UPRIGHT CONDITION
1.1
Concerning the Rational
05

1.2
The Governing in Palazzo, Piazza, & Loggia
23

1.3
Concerning transformation of TYPE
46

We make rationalism to reach to architecture, not architecture
to reach to rationalism... There is the clear and
serene, almost Mediterranean
rationalism
of
certain
Hellenizing constructions and the exaggerated barbaric
rationalism of some typically Nordic architects; there is
rationalism that gives rise to houses and villas made to live
under the sun, in the trees, and flowers, in front of the water,
and the rationalism that gives life to inhuman visions of
squalor and nightmare. 23
Il Gruppo 7

1.1
Concerning the rational
To begin, we must seek to understand what Terragni (1904 1943) means by rationalism in architecture. The Italian architect
Giuseppe Terragni, customarily thought to be a progenitor of Italian
rationalism, inverts the neo-platonic direction to idea. This
dissertation posits that Terragni is in search of equilibrium in the
constituents of the rational. In his practice, Terragni maintains a
strong, untransformed interest in the manifesting of the rational in
architecture as building, but also as practical reasoning when facing
strong opposition to his projects.

23
Luigi Figini, Giacomo Frette, Adalberto Libera, and Giuseppe Terragni,
La nostra Inchiesta sull’edilizia nazionale. (Il Popolo d’Italia, March 3, 1930).
Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo Italiano.
Architettura e Città. (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1969), 92. Author’s translation.

5

The rational in architecture is not merely a scientific
instrumental intervention for Terragni. Nor is it the already
historicized art of building, in favor of a pure form based on its internal
social function. Instead, it is the ratiocinium – an in-depth search of
the intelligible and the sensible as well as the practicable. After all, it
is the architect's ethical imperative to demonstrate the rational in
architecture. In Terragni's demonstration, manifesting the rational in
architecture in its urban condition is not separable from questions of
legacy and the underlying political form in terms of legitimacy.
In investigating the rational in the world of arts and
architecture, let's look at Renaissance humanism and its approach
to the rational. First, let's introduce the definition of architecture as
an interpretation of Cesare Cesariano (1475 - 1543) and Daniele
Barbaro (1514 - 1570). In his interpretation of De Architectura (1521),
Cesariano's reading states that "The science of the architect is
adorned of many disciplines and erudition: for whose judgment all
works are approved, which of all other arts are accomplished. Work
of the architect results from the rational and the making." 24

Vitruvius Pollio, Cesare Cesariano, and Arnaldo Bruschi, De
architectura. (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1981), iii. Author’s translation.
24

6

In his I Dieci Libri Dell'Architettura (1556), Barbaro states,
"Architecture derives from the Greek and is composed of two entries.
The first means principal, chief, the second, maker … Plato says that
the architect does not belong to a craft but stands above the ones
who do."25
Both interpretations trace the role of the architect back to
Plato's description. In these terms, the architect should be
knowledgeable of the arts bound to speech (grammar, rhetoric, and
logic) and the ones tied to quantity (geometry, astrology, arithmetic,
and music), which, in the middle ages, were categorized as the
seven liberal arts. A tracing of Vitruvius' De Architectura permits
revisiting the architecture of the Greeks and Romans and the
architect's role. Barbaro continues, "and who would well express the
strength vulgarly in that name [architect], would say that this is
master chief." 26 When Barbaro relies on Plato for the appropriate
description of the role of the architect, such definition breaks finally
away from the middle ages' character of the master mason.

Vitruvius Pollio, Daniele Barbaro, Manfredo Tafuri, and Manuela
Morresi. Vitruvio: i dieci libri dell'architettura. (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1987), 6-7.
Author’s translation.
26
Ibid, 6-7.
25

7

The Florentine humanist architect Leon Battista Alberti (1404
- 1472) in De Re Aedificatoria (c. 1450), translated from Latin into
Vulgate Italian, states, "… It would be convenient for me to
demonstrate what I would like the architect to be." 27 In describing the
architect in De Re Aedificatoria, Alberti continues, "I call architect the
one with judgment and expert mind which engages with great
reasons ..." 28 We can attribute Alberti with representing the role of
the architect based on great erudition.
Well-rounded knowledge permits the architect to assume a
working relationship that does not start or end with the building. The
relationship between architecture and civitas (originally the polis)
places the role of the architect at the service of the political form.
Alberti's, and later Barbaro's, approach to redefining the role of the
architect is conciliatory. Whether in Rome or Vicenza, respectively,
Alberti and Barbaro attempt to redefine urban form through
architecture, Alberti in the position of the architect and humanist
scholar, and Barbaro through patronage in the works of architect
Andrea Palladio 29.

27
Leon Battista Alberti, Giovanni Orlando, and Paolo Portoghesi,
L’Architettura [De Re Aedificatoria]. (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1966), 6. Author’s
translation.
28
Ibid, 6.
29
Born Andrea di Pietro della Gondola (1508 - 1580).

8

Alberti offers an all-encompassing nature of the architect's
formal knowledge, in which ragione still belongs to the rational,
through its tracing to its original sense. In Saint Augustine's (354 430) terms, the idea belongs to the intelligible and is unchangeable,
eternal. Meanwhile, the material world belongs to the sensible, and
time consumes it. Through reason and transformation of the material
world, we aim to get closer to the idea. Hierarchically, reason stands
above the practical. So, as St. Augustine points out, "both animals
and human beings (rational animals) may have the ability to build
sound structures. The difference stands on the fact that we know
what constitutes measure (ratio, reason)." 30
In arguing the rational as reason, Aristotle (385 - 323 BC)
looks into the three functions of the soul: sense, intellect, and
appetition on which moral action and truth depend. Aristotle claims:
"[That which] in the intellectual operation is affirmation and negation,
in the will is pursuit and avoidance." 31 Aristotle continues, "Thus,
since moral virtue is a state apt to exercise moral choice and moral
choice is will consequent on deliberation, the reason must be true

Augustine, On Order = De Ordine (South Bend, Indiana: St.
Augustine's Press, 2007), 115.
31
Aristotle and D. P. Chase, Nicomachean Ethics. Dover Thrift Editions.
(Mineola, New York: Dover Publications, 1998), 99.
30

9

and the will right, to constitute a good moral choice, and what the
reason affirms the will must pursue." 32 Intellectual and moral virtues
are means through which the rational in logos manifests itself in the
vita activa (active life) of the bios politikos 33 (political being)
representing the household in the political form or polis. 34
Transformation of the political into a social being shifts the inherently
knowable law 35 (nomos) into superimposed law 36 (lex) of the same
validity, independently from the conditions of the local.
In complementary position to the rational condition is myth
and its metaphorical duality where mythically, Ilios (Troy) presents
itself in a proper hierarchical form when destiny (in appearance
irrational) assigns it a role in the making of Rome. Philosophically,
the sorting out of the logos and the political form has yet to take
place. The mythical is bound to the question of the origin and
accompanies logos until certainty defies man's 37 belonging to the
world. In the Human Condition (1958), Hannah Arendt argues that
once the Archimedean point turns into a moveable point in space, a

Ibid, 99.
βίος πολιτικός in Greek.
34
Πόλις in Greek.
35
Νόμος in Greek.
36
Lex in Latin.
37
This is a term which relates to the question of origin, and not today’s
32
33

society.
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shadow of a doubt cast over the earthly nature of man. 38 When
discussing building types in his Architectural Principles in the Age of
Historicism (1991), Carroll William Westfall explains that René
Descartes (1596 - 1650) places certainty at the bases of action as a
result of his following rules: "1. Don't accept anything as true if you
don't have evidence of it. 2. Divide difficulties into as many parts as
possible. 3. Direct your thoughts from the simple to the complex; 4.
Make your enumerations as complete as possible." 39 Thus, through
the sciences, control processes in the natural. Turning towards the
certainty of natural processes makes the rift with the observable past
irreparable. Consequently, the mythical in origin cannot any longer
stand as a beginning. In these terms, man can turn the natural into
something from which to benefit.
Italian architect and sculptor Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598 1680) offers his comments on the break of the arts with the classical
tradition, during his visit to the Academy 40 of Painting and Sculpture
in Paris, at the invitation of King Louis XIV. During the visit, Bernini
Hannah Arendt. The Human Condition. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998), 285.
39
Carroll William Westfall. "Building Types." In Architectural Principles in
the Age of Historicism, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 141.
40
Bernini visits the Academy on September 5th, 1665. De Chantelou
explains that the Academy was re-located at the Palais Brion, part of Palais
Royal, since 1661 and remains there for thirty-one years, before returning to the
Louvre in 1692.
38

11

expresses deep concern about the students of art, starting with the
imitation of nature. In his Diary of the Cavaliere Bernini's Visit to
France (1665), de Chantelou describes Bernini's concern. In there,
Bernini claims that "[statues, bas-reliefs, and busts of antiquity]
would serve to educate young students; they should learn to draw
after these classical models and, in that way, form a conception of
the beauty that would help them all their lives." 41
Through his work, Gian Lorenzo Bernini always faces the
struggle between descriptive

geometry,

emerging Cartesian

certainty, and the irrational in Giordano Bruno's "new philosophy." It
is through allegory that Bernini shows the union of sentiment and
reason. The medium of symbol or allegory allows the practice of
religion to take a misty form of myth. The "homo theatralis" who
recites his part in the daily comedy prefers illusion (credo quia
absurdum) over reality (credo quia verum).
French thought of rationalization permeates the Italian state
of affairs, especially in the arguments on architecture. Francesco
Milizia (1725 - 1798), 42 in his Principi di Architettura Civile (1785),

Paul Fréart de Chantelou, Anthony Blunt, and George C. Bauer, Diary
of the Cavaliere Bernini's Visit to France. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1985), 166-67.
42
A student of Carlo Lodoli (1690 -1761)
41
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claims that "In architecture, we do nothing but recommend simplicity
and with reason… By simple, ordinarily understood that which is
without complication, without a mixture, and opposes the compound,
the obstruction." 43 Milizia argues for an architecture that takes from
the "beautiful nature" 44 opposing any form of redundancy: "The
confusion at the encounter, and the un-naturality, which when seen
in Rome in the Borromini's façade of San Carlino alle Quattro
Fontane, is contrary to the beautiful simplicity." 45 Milizia finds the
redundancy of ornament in the architecture of Borromini and Bernini
as "unnatural." In terms of its redefined role, this new meaning of
architecture lets architecture break away from the question of legacy.
Milizia favors the Greek architecture over that of the Romans,
for whom the question of the rational seems to find a better answer
in mathematical orders of Greek architecture. But at this point, they
are separated from questions of legitimacy. Milizia claims that "There
isn't, therefore, some peculiar inherent and intrinsic grace in the
architectural proportions as someone imagined." 46 Proportions are a

Francesco Milizia. Principii di Architettura Civile. Quarta Edizione ed.
(Bassano, Tipografia Giuseppe Remondini e Figli Editrice, 1823), 192. Author’s
translation.
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=gri.ark:/13960/t56d6gc1n&view=1up&seq=5.
44
Ibid, 192.
45
Ibid, 192.
46
Ibid, 167.
43

13

question of comfort, according to Milizia. Consequently, nature sets
man as the master of his fate.
In Natural Right and History (1953), looking at the arguments
of Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 - 1778), Leo Strauss points out:
"To have reason means to have general ideas. But general ideas, as
distinguished from the images of memory or imagination, are not the
products of a natural or unconscious process; they presuppose
definitions; they owe their being to the definition." 47 Strauss
continues, "Hence they [general ideas] presuppose language. Since
language is not natural, the reason is not natural. From this, we can
understand best why Rousseau replaces the traditional definition of
man as a rational animal with a new definition." 48 In the Architectonic
of Pure Reason 49 (1781), Immanuel Kant (1724 - 1804) offers a
definition in which reason becomes the driving force of a system of
cognition. Kant claims, "by reason, I here understand the whole
higher faculty of knowledge. I am therefore contrasting the rational

47
Leo Strauss and Charles R. Walgreen, Natural Right and History. 1st
Phoenix ed. Charles R Walgreen Foundation Lectures. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1965), 270.
48
Ibid, 270.
49
Immanuel Kant and Norman Kemp Smith. Immanuel Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason. (London: Macmillan, 1934), 653.
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to the empirical." 50 Knowledge relates to object(s) by only intuition
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Empirical Intuition diagram.

In an analysis of Giambattista Vico's (1668 - 1744)
philosophy, Benedetto Croce lays out Vico's opposition to Descartes'
separation of the rational and poesis. While in search of origins, Vico
dives into the deep waters of the Italian spirit. In the Philosophy of
Giambattista Vico (1913), Croce brings out the following oppositions:
"Descartes frees intellect from the senses, Vico submerges and
overwhelms it in them. Descartes reaches perfection in proportion as
it rises to universality, Vico confines it to the particular. Descartes

50

ibid. P. 655.
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enfeebles the imagination, Vico strengthens it." 51 In La Scienza
Nuova (1725), Vico writes of three kinds of nature: first as one of
divine creation, and poetics, second as heroic and divine in origin,
and "The third was human nature, intelligent, and therefore modest,
benign and reasonable, which recognizes by laws conscience,
reason, and duty." 52
In the three kinds of nature, Vico recognizes the layers of
human nature and cannot be orderly in the manner they present
themselves. Instead, it is through the activity of making that they can
discover their true nature. In his On the Most Ancient Wisdom of the
Italians (1710), Vico explains:
The ancient philosophers of Italy likely believed that proving
from causes consists in giving order to the matter or the
chaotic elements of a thing and composing its scattered parts
into a whole; for from that order and composition of the
elements, a definite form of the thing arises which induces a
peculiar nature in the matter.
If this is true, arithmetic and geometry, which commonly are
not considered proven from causes, do truly supply proof from
causes. And they do so because the human mind contains the
elements of the truths that it can order and compose, and it is
through the disposition and composition of these elements
that the truth they demonstrate arises; so that demonstration
51
Benedetto Croce, The Philosophy of Giambattista Vico. (New York:
Russell & Russell, 1964), 86.
52
Giambattista Vico, La Scienza Nuova. Principi Di Scienza Nuova
D'intorno Alla Natura Delle Nazioni... Corretta, Schiarita, E Notabilmente
Accresciuta, in Opere. Edited by Paolo Rossi. (Milano: Rizzoli, 1959), 439.
Author’s translation.
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is the same as construction, and the true is the same as the
made. 53
The transition from tongue to linguistic modes brings forth a
question of origin(s) and its dichotomous stance. The universal in
gènere 54 by the attribution of genos 55 belongs to the total in the
totality – particularity duality. In this opposition, the earlier is in the
universal order. The latter is in the mode of separation and isolation,
turning to direct observation, for intuition to prevail. When Plato
describes Atlantis, both reason and legacy are present in his
argument. Atlantis is At-las. 56 In mentioning Atlantis, the legacy of
the city is in its name's sake. In its origin, the rational needs not to be
of legacy. There is a cycle in which the rational needs no action, in
which the temple of At-on 57 is not merely a tomb. It does not even
belong to this or that civilization. The pyramid 58 in itself is complete.
It contains the necessary energy to demonstrate the order on earth
with the law of the heavens, eternally universal. Thus, the meaning
is not outside its being. Once the energy is lost, the temple form
(idea) eternally remains. The tomb in the pyramid is where death

Giambattista Vico. On the Most Ancient Wisdom of the Italians, (1710).
Gènere in Italian. Genus in Latin.
55
Genos as lineage. Γένος in Greek.
56
Ancient father. At i lasht in Albanian.
57
Our father. At i (j)on in Albanian.
58
Πυραμίς in Greek.
53
54
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meets birth—the togetherness of the nucleus breaks. Distance with
the unmoved mover 59 grows, and the worldly entirely separates from
the heavenly.
Modern social movements 60 act as the final step into our total
separation from the heavenly world. On one side, the international
socialist movement forces the replacement of political form 61 with
economic planning systems. Once in place, such systems demand
constant maintenance of labor activity from social programs. On the
other side, both national movements in Germany and Italy act as
resisting forces against the international socialist movements. The
claim to the "Third Empire" 62 of the German Nazi government, and
the claim to the Roman Empire, or Fascist Italian government,
facilitate attempts in forcing a sort of mnemonic 63 remembering, in
which project the recycling of this or that civilization. It is in the
obsolete nature of the [re]cycling and the myth of the empire in which
Giuseppe Terragni's ratiocinium attempts to sort out questions
concerning the opposing nature of mimesis 64 and idea. In most

ὃ οὐ κινούμενον κινεῖ in Greek.
International (socialist) or national (fascist) socially driven movements.
61
Based on Plato’s description of the government forms.
62
Third Reich. Holy Roman Empire being the first.
63
Μιμνήσκω in Greek.
64
Μίμησις in Greek.
59
60
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instances, Terragni's question about the place architecture houses
in its urban condition is inseparable from questions of legacy and the
underlying political form, in terms of legitimacy, and parallels
Terragni's attempts in the demonstration of the rational in
architecture.
On the one hand, Terragni's Casa del Fascio in Como
presents itself in a manner that defies the known hierarchical orders,
but in its prospect 65 demonstrates that a higher order is to prevail.
The building plan in Casa del Fascio in Como obeys its function as
a house for the fascists. Still, it respects its obligation with the casa's
governing 66 nature, in its higher form of existence as palazzo.
Terragni sets the building's footprint further back from where initially
thought so that the palazzo can claim its piazza. 67 In Casa del
Fascio, Terragni's ratiocinium is the search between the totality of
the rational and the impression of the ancestral.
On the other hand, Terragni's question of a Danteum in Rome
turns into a search for the showing and telling the story in the

65
The aspect of the upright condition of the erected building that projects
towards piazza, loggia, and other buildings, part of the urban ensemble.
66
The political embodiment of the governing role based on the building
type of house-domus (palazzo as the highest political form of representation of
casa in the city).
67
Piazza as political embodiment of type in the form of impressum.
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dressing of numerical order embedded in the canticles of Divine
Comedy. Is this a form of allegory or analogy? Terragni would situate
the Danteum at the corner of Via Cavour and Via dell' Impero, across
from the Basilica of Maxentius in Rome, halfway between Colosseum
and Piazza Venezia. In the sense of the ever-present golden ratio,
movement relieves the visitor from the observing role, letting him
instead be in a state of search – wonder. Architecture does not
submit to the building. Zeus may swiftly appear in pursuit of
Ganymede. Aeneas is here, in the promise of the empire, the same
as in the pledge to Anchises (father of Aeneas) when he leaves the
burning Ilios (Troy) heading for a new beginning (Alba). Danteum
reflects more of a sacrificial ecclesia. Dante's empire is coming to
life.
Terragni dedicates an in-depth search in terms of legacy,
legitimacy, and the question concerning the rational in architecture.
The search does not begin or end with the two exemplars mentioned
above. Still, it becomes a necessity for Terragni in approaching
Novocomum and Casa Giuliani Frigerio in Como, Casa Vietti within
the rehabilitation of Quartiere Cortesella in Como, Casa del Fascio
in Lissone, monuments, and tombs, the Palazzo del Littorio in Rome,
and other proposals in a built or unbuilt form. Terragni's commissions
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tie the projects to the common thread of the household 68 and its evertransforming role within the ever-changing role of the city 69.
Terragni's ratiocinium invites us to focus on the prospect of the ideal
and the political conditions of the relationship between the household
and the city on the one hand, and the conventional means of
demonstration in building practices, on the other hand, offering hints
about the rational in architecture.
Therefore, we must sort out questions about legitimacy as the
means of government. For the humanist architect Alberti, the
question of legitimacy is an act of conciliation between the
impression 70 of kind 71 and its proper means of representation.
Furthermore, we ought to sort out the question of the legacy that
leads to legitimacy. The relationship between palazzo, piazza, and
loggia reflects both legacy and legitimacy and leads to the question
of type (descendant of genus and kind). Architecturally, they respond
to the governing role in the polis, civitas, and società (in the
Terragni's time of practice).

68
In terms of (οἶκος) and household economy (οἰκονομία). It presents
itself in as a governing type in the palatium, palazzo, (including villa), and casa.
69
In terms of polis (πόλις), civitas (čìvitas), and società.
70
Impressum of building.
71
Kind as predecessor of building type.
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Moreover, we must sort out the question about the duality of
Italy – nation and Rome – empire, an issue that finds architecture
entangled between the rational in the modern social movements, and
the solidifying of unification in Italy, long desired by Giuseppe Mazzini
and Monarchy as a fulfillment of Dante's dream for Italy (Fig. 2). So,
the mythical plays a vital role in the re-constitution of the empire. The
unfolding of all of these acts demonstrates Giuseppe Terragni's
ratiocinium in his architectural practice.
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1.2
The Governing in Palazzo, Piazza, and Loggia
To understand Terragni's and Italy's concern for legitimacy,
we investigate emerging Renaissance Humanism and its role in the
urban form of the civitas. 72 Language oscillates between the original
meaning of the word and its interpretation in translation. In this
sense, legitimacy is the act of cogitatio that following the rules of the
lawful/legitimate denotes the means of government. Therefore, when
observing Leon Battista Alberti's written and architectural body of
work, legitimacy is a question of the beginning, and such a claim
would be similar in architecture, allowing thus for a legitimate 73
construction that seeks conciliation of the designatio and the
prospect as the upright condition.
In his De Re Aedificatoria (c. 1450), when discussing public
buildings,

Alberti

considers

the

upright

condition

as

the

demonstration of both legacy and legitimacy. Alberti states “Hence
the precept: larger buildings must have larger parts. A precept
observed by the ancients, who in the construction of public buildings,

72
73

Transformed polis.
From legĭtimus – legis, Roman lex. Lawful, legal, upright.
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of greater proportions also used larger bricks than in private ones.” 74
According to Alberti “… each part must be appropriately placed in its
position. [The part] will not take up more room than is useful, nor less
of what the decorum demands, but in the position that precisely
belongs to it …” 75
Giovanni Rucellai asks 76 Leon Battista Alberti to design the
loggia in front of Palazzo Rucellai in Florence. In This Most Perfect
Paradise (1974), Carroll William Westfall explains that in describing
the loggia, Giovanni Rucellai considers the building's appearance
"less important than connotations." 77 Westfall points out that
"[Rucellai] describes the loggia as a figure representing attributes he
values." 78 Figuration in both loggia and the prospect of Palazzo
Rucellai can only be complete once considering the impression of
the piazza and its relationship with the first two (Fig. 2). It means that
the prospect and type are ambivalent parts of the question of
legitimacy.

Leon Battista Alberti, Giovanni Orlando, and Paolo Portoghesi,
L’Architettura [De Re Aedificatoria]. (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1966), 64. Author’s
translation. 64. Author’s translation.
75
Ibid, 64.
76
Carroll William Westfall, In This Most Perfect Paradise; Alberti,
Nicholas V, and the Invention of Conscious Urban Planning in Rome, 1447-55.
(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1974), 53. Westfall states
Rucellai’s claim “to the loggia he had Alberti build.”
77
Ibid, 53.
78
Ibid, 53.
74
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic plan (below) and prospect (above) of the loggia in Piazza Rucellai in Firenze.
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In Rome, Pope Nicholas V 79 imagines the same relationship
between mantle dressed prospect and the piazza, relying on Alberti's
theory. Such a relationship is, first and foremost political, in the sense
of the ratione loci. 80 The piazza is the platea, 81 a stage where the
political play takes place in the urban form. In Rome, Pope Nicholas
V is fully aware of the political struggle between the palazzo, the
church, and their shadow cast over the piazza. At the time of Pope
Nicholas V, the Roman urbe with the basilica, forum, and all of which
comprises the activity in it, is in decay. Hierarchically, the forum
comes first, and the basilica on its side. In the original sense of the
basilica, in front of the praefectus urbi 82, matters of judicial nature
take place. The Roman basilica inherits its plan and purpose (to a
degree) from the King's stoa 83 on the side of agorá 84 in the Greek
polis. 85 The fundamental difference between the forum and agorá
allows us to look at these elements' order in the city. 86 Furthermore,

Tommaso Parentucelli uses the name Niccolò (Nicholas V) in honor of
bishop Niccolò Albergati, a humanist and patron of the furthering of Tommaso’s
study interests.
80
As per reason of place. Ratione loci in Latin.
81
Πλατεῖα in Greek.
82
In charge of the government in King’s absence. This is a role that
continues in Republican and Imperial Rome as well.
83
Στοά βασίλειος in Greek.
84
Aγορά in Greek.
85
Πόλις in Greek.
86
As a question belonging to polis, civitas, or società.
79
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we ought to sort out the question of legacy and legitimacy within the
city's political form.
In his Architectural Principles in the Age of Historicism,
Westfall claims, "It is like things that the superior governs the inferior.
In human affairs, the same axiom says that those things which better
serve the purposes of people who seek to perfect their natures ought
to govern those things that do so less directly." 87 There is a
hierarchical relationship between architecture and the city's political
form, about which Westfall continues, "We have seen that, in
attempting to perfect the nature of people, politics is superior to
architecture. Then, it follows that the political service buildings can
render must be the dominant thing in the building." 88 Therefore, the
function does not correspond to the purpose the building carries in
itself. We need to rely on building type in sorting out the political
purpose that the building renders.
In the polis, agorá is where free from labor friends manifest
best interests in the common good. Such manifestation binds the
citizen to his political self in the polis according to the inherently
known law (nomos). In the Human Condition (1958), Hannah Arendt
R. J. van Pelt and Carroll William Westfall. Architectural Principles in
the Age of Historicism. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 138.
88
Ibid, 138.
87
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points out that such activity is in direct opposition to the household
(oikos). 89 The governance of the household is a form of despotism.
It is in the household economy (oikonomia) 90 where labor takes
place. In this case, there cannot be one without the other. Arendt
states:
Things and men form the environment for each of man's
activities, which would be pointless without such location; yet
this environment, the world into which we are born, would not
exist without the human activity which produced it, as in the
case of fabricated things; which takes care of it, as in the case
of cultivated land; or which established it through
organization, as in the case of the body politic. 91
The Roman urbs 92 cannot accommodate such relationships
as in the polis. The Roman law regulates anything locally by the
superimposing of the Roman templum. 93 It is essential to point out
that such order excludes local deities, which helps us understand a
later argument about the transition from Rome to Christendom.
Another fundamental transformation in the transition into the Roman
world is the bios politikos turning into a social being. Arendt points
out that, "This special relationship between action and being together

Οἶκος in Greek.
Οἰκονομία in Greek.
91
Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998), 22.
92
Urbs is the actual complex of built forms.
93
In the form of a template that demonstrates Rome, over the local
condition.
89
90
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seems full to justify the early translation of Aristotle's zoonpolitikon
by animal socialis…" 94 It is in the forum where the many aspects of
the social, political, and economic life of the urbe take place. The
basilica casts its shadow upon it. Completing the Basilica of
Maxentius, also known as Constantinian Basilica, marks the last
Roman basilica, coinciding with the beginning of the basilica
transformation as the new building form of worship based on the
Christian faith.
The institutionalizing of the church comes with the in-schism
types of interpretation concerning the orthodoxy of the church's
governing form. Conversion to Christianity takes over local deities,
thus, allowing for inversion of roles. Both, Orthodox Catholic Church
in Constantinople and the Holy See (Sancta Sedes) in Rome are
regulators to the body of respective churches – the followers.
Transition is complete when the church assumes the governing role,
which before would distinctively belong to the political form. The
transformation affects representation in art and form in architecture.

Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998), 23.
94
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Fig. 3. Tholos diagram.

Thus, as the Christian church inherits the basilica from the
Romans, it also inherits the Greek tholos 95 (Fig. 3). At first, they are
separate, in the form of Roman and round basilicas 96. As the
Christian basilica turns towards the representation of the cross
(Roman and Greek) in its plan, tholos becomes its integral part in the
crossing of the axes. The tholobates 97 allows for the turning of the
dome over tholos. The transformation of the basilica completely
changes the scale and relationship with the sacred. As the basilica
turns into a model, its scale changes according to its role in the city
(i.e., duomo, chiesa, chiesetta), and their cast shadows over the
rione or borgo.

R. W. Tavernor, Concinnitas in the architectural theory and practice of
Leon Battista Alberti. (Doctoral thesis, 1985), 47.
https://doi.org/10.17863/CAM.16319. Θόλος in Greek. The tomb – temple form,
circular, i.e., Church of the Holy Sepulchre - Naos tes Anastaseos (Ναὸς τῆς
Ἀναστάσεως).
96
Ibid, 51.
97
Θολοβάτης in Greek.
95
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Fig. 4. Front prospect of the Duomo and Piazza Pio II in Pienza.

Alberti's collocatio is the search for equilibrium between the
church, the palazzo, piazza, and the loggia. 98 Palazzo, in the
governing sense of the term, includes the loggia at times. In other
instances, loggia serves as the governing body in the communes,
but it often turns into a stage. 99 In her Political Portico: Exhibiting
Self-Rule in Early Communal Italy, Kim Sexton states that "Italian

98
99

Also known as Laubia, a late Latin term for loggia
As a skēnḗ (σκηνή) in Greek.
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urbanites were especially attuned to the craft of performance, as
actors and spectators, in dramatic productions that were spilling out
of churches and into public piazzas in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries." 100 The staging is a precise indicator of the characters at
play in the political form's rhetorical roles. Sexton continues, "How
citizens perceived the events staged in a civic portico and interpreted
their meanings naturally depended on the class, age, gender, and
political leanings of the individual viewer, as well as his or her
attentiveness at any given moment." 101 Even though the social
condition's transformation is quite evident, it would be misleading to
judge the loggia's presence from a relative social range of
perspectives. Instead, it is essential to understand their place in
relation to the piazza, church, and palazzo. Fundamentally, the
loggia opens up a part that otherwise would be non-existent or locked
in the form of the building, such as the medieval palazzo, which is
entirely closed in a fortification-like condition. Loggia breaks away
from the solidity of the palazzo.

100
Kim Sexton, “Political Portico: Exhibiting Self-Rule in Early Communal
Italy.” The Art Bulletin 97, no.3 (2015), 258.
http://search.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.lib.vt.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=edsjsr
&AN=edsjsr.43947740&site=eds-live&scope=site.
101
Ibid, 258.
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Fig. 5. The front prospect of the loggia of Palazzo Comunale in Pienza.

One to three ratios in the loggia's plan allows its ground floor
elevation into three porticoed bays, opened on either side and its
front. In Pienza, the loggia of the Palazzo Comunale 102 (Fig. 5) marks
the presence of the local governing body in the commune. Palazzo
Comunale presents itself as a two-story building. The loggia
occupies the ground floor portico 103 and supports the meeting
room 104 on the floor above. In the transformation of the Borgo
Vescovile, Pope Pius II considers the inclusion of the Palazzo
Comunale 105 a crucial decision. In his Pienza: Il Progetto di Una
Visione Umanistica del Mondo (2000), Jan Pieper explains, "Pius [II]
wanted 'the piazza surrounded by noble buildings.' [Pius II]

102

Palazzo del Pretorio.
Piano terra in Italian.
104
Salone in Italian.
105
The area around Piazza Pius II in Pienza.
103
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supported the expenses by purchasing the houses on the northern
side of the piazza, which demolition would allow the construction of
the Palazzo Pubblico (Comunale)." 106
Humanist Pope Pius II is after the ideal in the city, in the act
of conciliation between the figuration and the impression. Figuration
is in the prospect, and impression is in the type of each palazzo,
duomo, and piazza in Pienza. Pieper makes the following claim: "In
Pienza, if it were up to the Palazzo Piccolomini the task of creating,
together with the duomo and the Palazzo Vescovile, the classical
atmosphere of the tragic scene, Palazzo Comunale, and neighboring
buildings constitute the bourgeois scene of comedy." 107 Turning the
question towards the social concern and demonstration of wealth
distorts the purpose of the transformation of Borgo Vescovile around
Piazza Pio II (Fig. 6) in Pienza. Instead of the socially oriented claim
about the comedic scene, let's consider the inclusion of Palazzo
Comunale as the necessary governing body that completes the plan
in the city form, as demonstrated in Piazza Pius II in Pienza. The
transformation of the urban form, so that it considers the political
condition in civitas, leads to a world where man is in God's image.
Jan Pieper, Pienza: Il Progetto Di Una Visione Umanistica Del Mondo.
(Stuttgart; London: Axel Menges, 2000), 430.
107
Ibid, 430.
106
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The conciliation between a world of destiny and that of one God is a
necessity.

Fig. 6. The front prospect of Duomo, Palazzo Piccolomini (right), and Palazzo Vescovile (left).

There are two forms of demonstration in the Piazza Pio II.
First, in the plan of the piazza (Fig. 7), as an impression of type.
Architect Bernardo Rossellino sets the duomo back to the necessary
measure of the claimed piazza. The duomo casts the impression of
its prospect on the piazza, defining so the ratios of the piazza.
Second, the prospect in which Rossellino completes the figuration
with Palazzo Piccolomini on the right and Palazzo Vescovile on the
left. Both demonstrations are bound to the question of legacy. A
question that buildings demonstrate in how Rossellino, under the
guidance of Pius II, designs and erects Piazza Pius II and its
surroundings.
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Fig. 7. Diagrammatic plan of Piazza Pio II in Pienza.

Great influence to Enea Silvio Bartolomeo Piccolomini (Pope
Pius II) like Tommaso Parentucelli (Pope Nicholas V) is the tutelage
of then bishop and humanist Niccolò Albergati (1373 - 1443), who
plays an essential role in the becoming of both Popes. In Pienza, the
model is apparent for the stance Pope Pius II takes in the
transformations around Piazza Pius II. The Pope commissions
Bernardo Rossellino with the design of the Duomo, Palazzo
Piccolomini, Palazzo Vescovile, and Palazzo Comunale, defining the
form of Piazza Pius II.
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In Concinnitas in the Architectural Theory and Practice of
Leon Battista Alberti (1985), Robert Tavernor claims: "The [Palazzo]
Piccolomini plan is modeled on the Medici palace, and it breaks with
Florentine palace tradition in that Rossellino did not use one of the
major standards of the measure but, quite possibly, a standard taken
from Pius' foot." 108 Tavernor also compares Palazzo Piccolomini to
the Solomon's Palace by claiming that, "… [Pope Pius II] description
does agree with its biblical counterpart… regarding the squared
stones, the central entrance, spiral stair, cedar paneling, etc." 109
Tavernor claims that other palazzi, like the ones belonging to the De
Medici and the Pitti families in Firenze "had facades proportioned,
height to width, by the same proportions which Solomon adopted for
his palace facade dimensioned 30 by 26 50 cubits: the ratio 3:5 or
6:10." 110 Facciata (prospect) of the palazzo can demonstrate its
proper order through proper decorum, so it is not a literal or
straightforward display.
Any of the three dualities, palazzo/loggia, loggia/duomo,
duomo/palazzo, have to allow for the impression of the piazza, for

108
Robert W. Tavernor, Concinnitas in the architectural theory and
practice of Leon Battista Alberti. (Doctoral thesis, 1985).
https://doi.org/10.17863/CAM.16319.
109
Ibid, 96.
110
Ibid, 98.
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the form in the urban condition to come closer to the ideal. In Piazza
Pius II in Pienza, the palazzo, duomo, and loggia belong to the
whole. In plan, the piazza allows for the political condition;
meanwhile, in its prospect, it allows for the ideal. Therefore, the
loggia of Palazzo Comunale in Pienza belongs more to the political
form than to the prospect. This condition becomes more evident in
the loggia Alberti designs for the Rucellai household in Firenze.
Alberti situates the loggia in front of Palazzo Rucellai and rotates its
plan at a right angle. The rotation allows for the impression of the
Piazza Rucellai. In plan, Piazza Rucellai defines the form in the
relationship between the palazzo and the loggia.
In Rome, Pope Nicholas V envisions the city of Rome
distinctly separate from the Holy See. The same palazzo, loggia, and
piazza are essential in Campidoglio on the Capitoline hill. The formal
presentation of otherwise inexistent Piazza del Campidoglio takes
many years to complete and acts as an exemplar, part of Pope
Nicholas V's plan for Rome. In Piazza del Campidoglio (Fig. 8) on
the Capitoline hill, Michelangelo formally legitimizes the legacy in the
impression of type in the piazza as he intervenes in the buildings
surrounding it (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8. Diagrammatic plan of Piazza del Campidoglio in Rome.

The design transforms Palazzo Senatorio (Fig. 8.1) by
bringing the necessary hierarchical order in its prospect, including
the symmetrical stairways. It places Palazzo dei Conservatori (Fig.
8.2) and Palazzo Nuovo (Fig. 8.3) confronting each other at the same
mirrored angle from the central axis. Thus, it demonstrates the
prospect of Palazzo Senatorio, Palazzo Nuovo, to its right, and
Palazzo dei Conservatori to the left and their respective loggie.
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Fig. 9. Piazza del Campidoglio.

The rational finds common ground in the architect as much as in the
vision of the patron. In the exemplars mentioned, the architect is
responsible for the ratiocinium and the achievement of the final form
– the art of building for architecture to demonstrate its form. The limits
of materia are evident and play a decisive role in terms of the ultimate
goal. In his Concinnitas in the Architectural Theory and Practice of
Leon Battista Alberti, Robert Tavernor paraphrases Alberti's
thoughts on what constitutes architecture. Tavernor states,
"Architecture consists of two parts, the lineamenta, and the materia:
the former derives from the mind, the latter from nature. Thus, as a
constituent of concinnitas, finitio may be understood as the
unification of lineamenta and materia by the architect." 111

111

Ibid, 5.
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So, when we depart from the regions of Lazio, and Toscana,
towards the Veneto region, we see a similar approach to lineamenta
but different material treatment due to both gothic and Byzantine
influence. In Venezia, the palazzo, often referred to as casa
(house/household), Cà 112 D'oro (1430), the loggia (riva), offers
access to the palazzo from Canal Grande (Fig. 10). Loggia in Cà
D'oro leads to the portego, extending from the loggia to the end of
the house. On one side of the portego, a cortile offers access from
the street 113 running alongside the palazzo. In her The Quadro da
Portego in Sixteenth-Century Venetian Art, Monika Schmitter, when
paraphrasing Venetian art and architecture scholars, claims, "[the
portego as] the main display space in which Venetians exhibited their
social status and represented family identity." 114 A descendant of
andron 115 in the Greek house, portego is about the well-defined role
and boundaries of the private (household) and the place it houses in
the city's political form.

Short for casa in the Veneto dialect.
Calle Cà D’oro.
114
Monika Schmitter, "The Quadro da Portego in Sixteenth-Century
Venetian Art." (Renaissance Quarterly 64, no. 3, 2011). 694.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/662848.
115
In the Greek house andron (ἀνδρών) is a room occupied by men.
112
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Cà D'oro casts its shadow on Canal Grande, and as such, the
movement from the canal to the loggia and the portego is a proper
transition. In Cà D'oro, there are two demonstrations in the
impression of the palazzo as type and the figuration in its prospect.

Fig. 10. Diagrammatic plan (above) and section (below) of Cà D’Oro in Venezia.

Cà D'oro demonstrates both its patronal desire and its actual role in
the city. We cannot separate the palazzo (governing role) from its
household definition in relation to the city's political form. The city and
house

have

become

interchangeable

L’Architettura (1450), Alberti claims:
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in

Alberti

terms.

In

“If the philosophers say that the city is like a big house, and
the house, in turn, a small city, you will not be wrong in
claiming that the house elements are in themselves small
housings. Such is the atrium, the courtyard, the dining room,
the portico, and so on. Neglecting any of these elements
damages the decorum and merit of the work.” 116
The house still represents a governing role in the transformed city.
So, it upholds both public and private activities.
At the time of the newly found land in America, Venetian sea
merchants retreated towards the Terra Firma (in-land) territories of
the Veneto. They started relying more on agriculture (i.e., rice
production). So, villa in its form is a direct descendant of oikos
(household) and its oikonomia (household economy). As such, the
household

in

the

villa

embodies

political

in

the

palazzo

representation of the city. Andrea Palladio addresses the question of
the building as it presents itself anew, in the proper form. In Palladio's
thoughts, as in Alberti's works, the house is fundamentally laid out
according to the order of the human body. In Palladio’s program,
hierarchical order of the villa demonstrates an appropriate transition
between its areas (housings), from private to public, and from
utilitarian to its political purpose.

Leon Battista Alberti, Giovanni Orlando, and Paolo Portoghesi,
L’Architettura [De Re Aedificatoria]. (Milano: Il Polifilo, 1966), 64. Author’s
translation.
116
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Palladio's casa en villa demonstrates its form and political
order at the same time. Casa en villa is hierarchical and despotic by
nature. Villa exists in the form of a villaggio, and its boundaries go
beyond its physical limits. Villa includes the territory and the house;
therefore, it does not have the obligation of the immediate condition
that the palazzo faces. For instance, Villa Emo is a main two-story
apparent building with piano nobile over the piano terra. A loggia at
the front of piano nobile leads inside to the sala. Other rooms inside
the main building do not have a singular role. Two flanking one-story
side buildings occupy a utilitarian role in the economy of the
household. Palladio's drawings in his treatise usually carry an ideal
condition that does not reflect in the limits of the building. In Palladio's
works, this condition starts with the impression of type.
So far, we have seen the demonstration of the figuration in
prospect 117 and the impression of type in the relationship of the
piazza, loggia, and duomo; in Palladio's unity of these elements, the
tracing of the plan becomes the point of origin. In Vico's
understanding of the chronological form of making (factum) results
in the true (verum), transitioning from figuratio towards the tracing of

More specifically, the building prospect of the house, in palazzo or
other forms.
117
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the impression of type. Legitimacy is a question of the beginning,
traceable in the impression of type, and in the figuration of the
prospect demonstrated in the relationship of the palazzo, duomo,
loggia, and piazza. Therefore, the following is an attempt to sort out
impressum as type and its transformation. In doing so, we continue
to examine the relationship of the palazzo, duomo, loggia, and piazza
in the urban form within the city's political form as we come closer to
its redefined role during social movements in Italy.
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"A useful way to define building type is as a generalized,
unbuildable idea of a building knowable only in the intellect and
containing within it all the possible examples of actual buildings of
that type that have been and can be built." 118
Carroll William Westfall

1.3
Concerning the transformation of TYPE
In collocatio, the palazzo, piazza, loggia and the basilica can
achieve a sense of harmony – concinnitas. Let's say that any of these
individual conditions, in what can be graspable about their purpose,
would also belong to a particular type. In his article On Typology
(1978), architect Rafael Moneo defines type "… neither a spatial
diagram nor the average of a serial list. It is fundamentally based on
the possibility of grouping objects by certain inherent structural
similarities. It might even be said that typically means the act of
thinking in groups." 119 According to its family, type is bound to a

118
Carroll William Westfall. "Building Types." Architectural Principles in
the Age of Historicism, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 151.
119
Rafael Moneo. "On Typology." Oppositions 13, (The MIT Press,
1978), 23.
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general sense of what the thing can be. Thus, in the meaning of the
house, casa would have to be of certain formal qualities or include
many characteristics that are generally known to us for it to constitute
a generalized type. Casa (house) relies on legacy and legitimacy
through the translation of cultivation and inheritance. Therefore, the
question is: "do the characteristics of casa (house) derive from
function or something else?"
In his Architectural Principles in the Age of Historicism, to the
question of "… what building will best serve the purposes that will
bring them together on the building site" 120 Westfall responds, "The
best is in the typical or that which it is like the thing to be, while the
most important purposes are the political ones." 121 Westfall
continues, "Knowledge of politics provides a parallel for thinking
about buildings. Following how Aristotle taught us, while we study
cities and their political forms to learn things of general validity.…" 122
Thus, casa or domus 123 is of governing nature and, in generalized
terms, is a regìa 124 type. A villa is closest to its original political form,
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Carroll William Westfall. "Building Types." Architectural Principles in
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oikos (household), and its political structure is hierarchically
despotic 125 in the governing of its household economy. In the urban
condition, casa finds itself in the form of representation in the
palazzo, which may vary in scale, but remains bound to governing
type (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Governing type diagram.

Organizationally, the palazzo in its clearest organizational
plan would have a vestibule, 126 ante 127 leading to the atrion 128
(courtyard) with a sacrificing hearth 129 in the middle. As the city
transforms, so does the relationship between the house, the sacred,
and the urban condition transform. The term city ambiguously carries
many layers of its governing forms, in which it comes closer to polis
or civitas, or something in between, and the actual physical aspect

As dómos (δόμος) – house and pótis (πότης) – master.
Aithoùsa (αἴϑουσα) in Greek
127
Prodomos (πρόδομος) in Greek
128
Aτριον in Greek. Cortile in Italian.
129
Eskarei (ἐσχάρη) in Greek.
125
126
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that represents the characteristics of building under the influence of
such political conditions. Therefore, the house may reach toward the
political role of palazzo, where conditions of the urban and political
form allow. Thus, palazzo is the highest form of the house,
manifesting its purpose, bound to the political, in the governing type.
Going back to Contarini's Cà D'oro in Venezia, the Greek
palatium (palazzo) re-appears in the transition from Canal Grande,
loggia, portego, and cortile. Consequently, it is through legacy and
legitimacy that type demonstrates the question of collocatio as part
of concinnitas. In the meantime, Palladio's Villa Almerico Capra
Valmarana (Rotunda) presents itself as a place of retreat, which
Goethe calls a "palatial house." 130 Rooms in the house assume no
singular role. Because of the changing nature of comfort and
technology, Goethe writes, "Inside it can be called habitable, but not
comfortable. The salon is beautifully proportioned, the other rooms
also, but they would hardly meet the needs of an aristocratic family
for a summer sojourn," 131 however, the continuity of type remains. In
its plan, the house properly opens towards the four horizons.
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David Lowe, Simon Sharp, and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
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Proportionality demonstrates its dominant role letting function play a
minor role in the house. Considering that Villa Rotunda is a house in
its generalized sense, so is the Villa Barbaro. 132 Conditionally, in the
Villa (Rotunda) for Conte Paolo Almerico, 133 Palladio includes the
round structure in the middle, which belongs to the tholos.

Fig. 12. Panoramic View of Villa Barbaro and Tempietto in Maser, Treviso.

In the Villa Barbaro, instead, he leaves Il tempietto Barbaro (a
tholos in its kind, as well) outside of the house (Fig. 12). As we've
seen

earlier,

Daniele

Barbaro's

most

significant

humanist

contribution to architecture is in translating Vitruvius' Ten books on
architecture, for which Palladio provides the illustrations. Daniele
Barbaro was named as the patriarch of Aquileia in his ecclesiastical

132

they share.
133

Marcantonio and Daniele Barbaro commission Palladio for the Villa
A member of the Curia Romana.
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appointments. The Barbaro (brothers) prefer to maintain the sacred
and secular roles of the tholos and the house, respectively, separate.
Palladio is still setting the stage for the figuration of the story in istoria
terms. Andrea Palladio's architectural interventions in the cities of
Vicenza and Venezia, mostly based on the teachings of humanists
(i.e., Trissino and Barbaro), take place in the form of tracing of the
impressum of type. His humanist teachers' active role lets the
representation of the story (figuratio) still prevail in more exemplars.
What at first appears as a historicizing attempt of type turns
to be a question of the re-appearance of the genus. Let's go to Carroll
William Westfall about the definition of the type. In Architectural
Principles in the Age of Historicism, Westfall claims, "As a parallel in
buildings we ought to be interested first of all in things that are of
general validity, that is, that which must be included in the design of
any building no matter the time, place, or materials in which it takes
actual form." 134 In defining the general validity, Westfall states, "That
validity is in the political purpose the building is to serve. The purpose
a building is to serve defines the type of building it is." 135 When
function replaces the [political] purpose of building type, so does
Carroll William Westfall, "Building Types." Architectural Principles in
the Age of Historicism, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 151.
135
Ibid, 151.
134
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representation fully replace transformation with composition,
particularly in several French theorists' works.
Jean Nicholas Louis Durand, in his "Recueil et parallèle des
édifices de tout genre, anciens et moderne," (1799) compiles a study
of all known exemplars of architecture and breaks from the flexibility
of the kind or genus in architecture. Durand is championing for the
certainty of this or that composition and the knowable parts in the
building. The search moves from Alberti’s question of unity towards
the certainty of the design of what's knowable. The move towards
certainty is due to the new natural sciences classification methods
and descriptive geometry, according to Gaspard Monge's (1746 1818) teachings. On the use and meaning of type, we may need to
rely on Quatremère de Quincy (1755 - 1849). Westfall points out that
Quatremère de Quincy's understanding relies on "… the Greek word
typos, which means 'model, matrix, imprint, mold, figure in relief or
bas-relief." 136 The composition allows for the arrangement of parts
according to a predetermined final order. Thus, well-known building
parts become the necessary elements of any building composition.
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In Westfall's argument, urban and the political form are
necessary conditions for type to make sense (which means that type
is still traceable to genus). The form is an in-transformation notion
that architecture may lead to building. In itself, the form's inherent
properties include the rational in the order of morphei 137 (as shape).
Thus, form only exists as continuous transformation, which still
inherits its original stance (idea). The longer the thread of continuity,
the closer we are to the generalized sense of form's inherent qualities
and the less relevant its particular properties become. Such
properties demonstrate to be temporary and possibly forgettable.
Type originally belongs to idea. Thus, as a building or potentially
buildable, it is a constant translation of that which is bound to its
original form.
As a reminder, categorization in Aristotle's terms only adds to
our knowledge and is emancipatory. Such knowledge is universal
and maintains a strong relationship between the particular and the
general notion of the cosmological order in which we conduct our
activities. We actively seek to be part of the relationship between the
household and the political form for the sake of what is good for us.

137

Μορφή in Greek.
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In this stance, we act in good faith, and the rhetoric in which we
engage is bound to the ethics of friendship. Once the political form is
out of the question, the program in organizational terms rules the use
of meaning in type. A familiar picture of some sort projects certainty
onto the composition that supposedly addresses the moment's
needs. The relationship between the household and the city
disintegrates. In this case, the city is fully submitting to the change in
society. A state of totality superimposes its policies to the former
citizen (currently a social being).
On March 12, 1932, the fascist group of Bologna announces
a competition for three types of casa del fascio in the fascist
periodical L’Assalto. The Concorso fra gli studenti delle Scuole
Superiori d'Architettura del Regno per tre tipi di case del fascio claims
"… casa del fascio is an institution of type, of which no 'paese' or
[inhabited] fraction, however small, can do without; because in it
concentrate the best energies of the place, is discussed of the
collective interests, and find generous and friendly hospitality.…" 138
L'Assalto continues, "… it is from the casa del fascio … that the new
spirit of Italy spreads through the measures of the Fascist
Flavio Mangione, Le Case Del Fascio in Italia E Nelle Terre
D'oltremare. (Pubblicazioni Degli Archivi Di Stato. Roma: Ministero per i beni e le
attività culturali, Direzione generale per gli archivi, 2003), 66. Author’s translation.
138
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Government; it is the casa del fascio that is the symbol of a regime
in antithesis with many governments of the world and with all the
governments of the past." 139 The competition's requirements are
programmatic. Casa del fascio is the "new house" that mediates
between the dependent inhabitant of a town or the city and the totality
of the state.
The fascist government projects a new direction in the
relationship between the individual and the masses. 140 Thus, casa
del fascio takes over a role that the church would cover before. The
government relies on its propagandistic means in spreading a clear
uniform sense of the unconfounding and familiar role of casa del
fascio in the newly defined state. Thus, the government examines
building types and their role in the city, and demands that casa del
fascio confronts and dominates over other building forms. The fascist
government demands that "… all inhabited locations should have a
spacious and serene casa del fascio. And it is desirable of all the
venues to assume the unmistakable architectural appearance that

Ibid, 66.
Social movements demand for masses to prevail over the individual.
Fascist Italy under the Monarchy reduces but cannot fully remove individual
rights without disintegration of its political form (Monarchy).
139
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would make them immediately distinguishable…." 141 The fascist
government claims that even though palazzo comunale and chiesa
belong to a particular architectural type, no two of them are exactly
the same as they materialize.
Casa del fascio needs to stand independently in the same way
a specific palazzo comunale, chiesa, or tower stands alone. The
article continues, "It is time to stop building headquarters of fascist
organizations in various traditional styles as if Fascism were nothing
more than a humble line of ancient political and moral ideas.…" 142 In
Italy's proclamation of the fascist government, we see the tower,
introduced as a distinct element of the urban form in the city, which
casa del fascio needed to take into account. In urban conditions
familiar to us thus far, we see the tower's presence in Pienza, in
Piazza Pius II as the campanile to the duomo and as the tower of the
Palazzo Comunale. The tower is also present in Piazza del
Campidoglio in Rome, in the Palazzo Senatorio. Therefore, like the
piazza's impression, the question of the claiming of the tower is
political.

Flavio Mangione, Le Case Del Fascio in Italia E Nelle Terre
D'oltremare. (Pubblicazioni Degli Archivi Di Stato. Roma: Ministero per i beni e le
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Mussolini and the fascist government claim a necessity in the
tower's role in the casa del fascio. The new [fascist] tower marks its
presence in the city and its role as defined by propagating the fascist
agenda. Based on a functional understanding of type, the fascist
government sets expectations in terms of the building's program,
including a tower in its hierarchical order of volumes. The relationship
between parts in the casa del fascio must let the symbolic prevail in
the hierarchical order building displays. It is a form of alienation,
assigning a new role to type, forcing out the legacy of the sense of
familiarity. The superimposing of the program presents architecture
with a predetermined role, and the deformation of the generalizable
in type is complete.
Periodical La Rassegna di Architettura declares, "No more
hybrid and insignificant casa del fascio. Mussolini has restored
dignity even to the external forms of the hierarchy: why should the
casa del fascio not dress up in architectural forms that themselves
are ambassadors of our faith?" 143 La Rassegna periodical publishes
a report on the results of the competition about casa del fascio tipo
(Fig. 13). The report shows that both the jury and teams of architects
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and architecture students entering the competition play along with
the requirements as per the competition program.

Fig. 13. 1st prize competition entries for the Casa del Fascio “tipo.” 144
144

Il Concorso Per La Casa Del Fascio "Tipo." La rassegna di
Architettura, no. 6 (1932), 271-274.
http://www.casadellarchitettura.eu/fascicolo/data/2011-07-09_453_2363.pdf.
1st prize: Architects Enrico Peresutti and Ernesto Rogers for the entry of Casa del
Fascio tipo for towns of 5,000 - 10,000 residents (top). Architects Lodovico B. Di
Belgioioso and Gian Luigi Banfi for the entry of Casa del Fascio tipo for towns of
10,000 - 30,000 residents (middle). Architect Renzo Bianchi for the entry of Casa
del Fascio tipo for a large city (bottom).
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The requirements of the program place a strong emphasis on the
service role the casa del fascio needs to play. The measure is in the
field of statistics. The scale of each casa del fascio depends on
statistical data based on the area population which a particular casa
del fascio needs to cover.
The Italian government is aware of the instrumental role
fascist propaganda has played for the decade the fascist government
has been in power. In the Rassegna di Architettura report, it is clear
that the competition for the casa del fascio shows a form of cleansing
in the new fascist generation, which labels as "rational." The report
claims: "The competition … for three types of case del fascio, had a
very nice outcome for the number of participants … and for the
general quality of the projects, which almost all stand out for their
absolute and rational modernity". 145 The outcome demonstrates that
totalization is reaching out to both education and practice of
architecture and shows their dependence on the state.
The fascist state's agenda aims at the efficiency of education
which turns students into problem solvers once in practice. The

Flavio Mangione, Le Case Del Fascio in Italia E Nelle Terre
D'oltremare. (Pubblicazioni Degli Archivi Di Stato. Roma: Ministero per i beni e le
attività culturali, Direzione generale per gli archivi, 2003), 271. Author’s
translation.
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biggest among other radical changes partaken by the fascist
government is appropriating the term casa (house). Such
appropriation starts from the early days of the fascist movement.
Later, the fascist government aims total control of the state,
considering that Italians, one way or the other, would have to become
part of a sort of fascist household state (nation). Even though the
fascist movement as a national socialist movement always claims to
be fighting against other forms of international social movements, it
soon finds itself in the conundrum of dialectical materialism.
Although Mussolini only holds the prime minister's office in the
fascist government, appointed by King Victor Emanuel III, the socioeconomic agenda becomes the de facto driving force behind the
policy-making processes. It is only a matter of time until the abolition
of the Monarchy at the end of World War II when rotationally, the
political left and right continue with a change of the state into a social
entity. When tracing the unfolding of the political arguments as part
of the social movements throughout Europe, in the second part of
the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century,
social upheaval increasingly undermines political form, intending to
deform its existence in favor of the social programs. In many aspects,
national identities come at odds with governing methods that are pro
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or against socially set agendas. The fascist movement, which at its
start is of social concern in its nature, calls for resistance to the
international socialist movement, propagating for a unified front
against anything that opposes the fascist program. In a hardline
leading role, the fascist government sets the stage for arguments in
favor of the new intermediary role of casa del fascio. 146
Casa and palazzo reflect widely spread assigned typical roles.
In fascist terms, casa in one of its roles associates with the term
fascio, which is interchangeable with littoria. The Fascist movement
takes up the term littóre from the original Roman use of the word
(Latin: lictor – oris). In Roman terms, it is the name of the public
official in service of a magistrate, whom he precedes (clearing the
way) by carrying the fascio (a bundle of tied together sticks. i.e.,
wood). The typical ties of casa del fascio and palazzo del littorio are
to the programmatic; ergo, casa (house) is a term that in function
demonstrates the socially-driven agenda. At this point, central
government controls and projects all the aspects of social and
political programs. Engaging so all possible propagandistic means
show the appropriateness of each assumed role of either two terms.
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Hence, casa also becomes casa popolare and concerns itself with
the questions of public housing. Meanwhile, casa del balilla 147 or
casa della gioventù Italiana del littorio, in its program, calls for the
question of a well-trained young [fascist] generation.
There is a substantial shift towards something related to use
and function (edifice type) in all the cited instances of the type. Thus,
type goes through its transformation and bears lesser of its purpose
bound to the political, parallel to the city losing most of its political
form bound to its original form of the polis. The existing conditions of
architecture and the city do not stop Giuseppe Terragni from
attempting to sort out questions about the optimal condition. In a
modern form of tracing of genus/kind, Terragni's inquiry about type
in the building attempts to sort out questions about the relationships
between buildings that carry in themselves a well-defined role in the
urban condition.

After the young man named Giovanni Battista Perasso, also known as
Balilla who expressed his indignation against the occupation of his city by the
Hapsburgs.
147
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2.1
GIUSEPPE TERRAGNI
Il Gruppo 7
&
the Rational in Architecture
In the revolutionary sense of the newly constituted fascist
government there is a proclaimed new role of architecture and its
relationship to the city. The new role is driven by the desire of
redefining both architecture and urban condition, under strict
adherence to the policy making processes of the new government.
Under these conditions, a group of young architects (some still in
school): Luigi Figini, Guido Frette, Sebastiano Larco, Gino Pollini,
Carlo Enrico Rava, Giuseppe Terragni, and Ubaldo Castagnoli (later
replaced by Adalberto Libera), form the Gruppo 7 (1926). Enamored
with what to the group appears as a cleansing effect of the modern
social movements in postwar 148 Italy and beyond, Gruppo 7
envisioned the bright future in the new era due to the revolution.
Gruppo 7, of which Giuseppe Terragni is an active part, 149
claims that the basis of the new architecture in Italy should be in the
148
149
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rigor of razionalità and a new spirit, 150 present in an emerging
architecture throughout Europe. Here, we take a look at the multiple
aspects of the rational, type, and spirit, as demonstrated in the
arguments of Gruppo 7 and Giuseppe Terragni. In his article Origini
del Gruppo 7, theorist and art critic Carlo Belli claims:
The immense labor for which one era dies and other arises
were announced in the second decade of our century: from
1910 to 1920, all manifestations of human activity had a
synchronous gasp: after the war, during the birth of
Bolshevism and Fascism, the expressions of the spirit brought
out at the high level of experience .... 151
This "phenomenon" translates into a new era for Gruppo 7, in which
"a new spirit is born," according to Belli, who identifies "order, clarity,
logic" in the Gruppo 7's statement. 152
The group of young architects published a manifesto, titled
their four notes on architecture, in the periodical Rassegna Italiana
(1926-1927). They claim: "It exists... this new spirit, a prodigious gift,
which not all eras of art nor all historical periods have possessed." 153
The group continued by claiming that "even though [the new spirit]

The same as in l'esprit nouveau.
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may appear in different forms throughout countries, it will have the
same foundation." 154 The new spirit is present in various forms
throughout Europe in the influence between arts and architecture. It
is present in France, in Le Corbusier's architectural arguments, and
in the writing style of Cocteau. 155 Gruppo 7 claims that Germany and
Austria can also claim a style of their own. 156 The group claims that
"the Netherlands has a blooming of new architectonic forms, in the
most rigorous and constructive rationality... so does Sweden and
Finland, they have a proper character of their own." 157
The article on the four notes on the architecture of the Gruppo
7 are the group's proclamation on the razionalità in architecture in
the name of the new spirit, affected in good part by l'esprit nouveau
already in the air in France. The new spirit forms the architecture of
Le Corbusier in France, the architecture of Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, and Peter Behrens in Germany, according to the Gruppo 7.
Together, with other rationalist architects throughout Europe, they
respond to the current needs in architecture. Meanwhile, in Italy, the
new spirit is somewhat present in the abstractions of Massimo
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Bontempelli or the paintings of Carlo Carrà and Giorgio De
Chirico. 158 In reaction to what the approach to architecture in Italy is
missing, Gruppo 7 argues: "The new architecture, the true
architecture, must result from close adherence to logic, to
‘razionalità.’ Strict constructivism must dictate the rules." 159 Gruppo
7 also argues that "… from the constant use of 'razionalità,' from the
response of the building structure to the purposes it proposes, it
results in the selection of the style."
The Gruppo 7 claims that new architecture should rely on the
necessity of type, 160 in the production of a few fundamental types. 161
To the Gruppo 7, architecture exemplars are in the impression of
Roman architecture in the world, based on four or five types, the
temple, basilica, and rotunda. 162

Gruppo 7 further states that

repetition leads to perfection, and "Romans built in series." 163 They
assert that types come to Rome via Greece, where the Parthenon
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demonstrates the exemplar of type and extends in time between the
Doric order of Aigina and the Doric order in the Acropolis, continues
the Gruppo 7. 164 Additionally, Gruppo 7 rationalizes that type is
present in the origin of the mosques of Constantinople, descendants
in a way of Santa Sophia, which in itself descends from the church
of Sergio and Bacco in Byzantium. 165 The group continues with the
typical Tuscan and Umbrian houses of the XIII and XIV centuries and
the Florentine palazzi of the XV century.
The Gruppo 7 presents type as a question of inheritance,
which opposes the rationalized typical. In the case of the type in the
house (casa), the group claims: "… the idea of the 'casa-tipo' baffles,
frightens, arouses the most grotesque and absurd comments: it is
believed that making 'case-tipo,' houses in series, means
mechanizing them, constructing buildings that resemble the
steamers, airplanes." 166 The group calls it, "A regrettable
misunderstanding! It has never been thought of as the machine to
inspire architecture. Architecture must adhere to the new necessities
like the modern machines are born from new necessities…" 167 The
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group continues, "The house will have its aesthetic like the airplane
has its aesthetic. Still, the house will not have that of the airplane." 168
In his Vers Une Architecture (1923), Le Corbusier lays out the
argument of designing houses in series. He claims that "A great era
has just begun. There is a new spirit." 169 Le Corbusier brings forth
technology and economics as two essential elements in his
argument. He states, "The industry, invasive as a river that rolls to its
destiny, brings us the new tools adapted to the new era, animated by
the new spirit. The Law of Economics is imperative to manage our
actions and thoughts." 170 In that sense, "the large industry must take
care of the building and establish the series of the house
elements," 171 continues Le Corbusier. The question of thinking in
series is not exclusive to the period currently in discussion. French
Rationalist thought has existed as a question of separation, leading
to revolutionary thinking in architecture and beyond.
In Le Corbusier's terms, "The series is based on analysis and
experimentation." 172 He continues, "The problem of the house is a
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problem of the epoch. The equilibrium of societies depends on it
today. Architecture's principal obligation, in an era of renewal, is to
revise values, the revision of the constituting elements of the
house." 173 So, it is "l'esprit nouveau" that would create the condition
for the "mindset of building and living in series," according to Le
Corbusier. 174 The mechanistic approach, in Le Corbusier's terms,
allows for society to turn to technocracy as a new order, which in
Italy, only exists as one of the opposing sides. 175 The F.I.A.T. 176
building (1923) in Lingotto, Torino, praised by Le Corbusier,
exemplifies such a mechanistic approach.
The Gruppo 7 attempts to distinguish between the rational as
a means to international architecture and the new spirit to affect
Italy’s new architecture. The Gruppo 7 goes to a great extent to
clarify that the new spirit has yet to find its way in Italy's new
architecture because Italy has not fully succumbed to modern social
movements' revolutionary nature. More so than within Italy,
influential

societal

trends

come

from

outside

Italy,

as

a
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superimposition by the Austrians and French, especially in northern
Italy. So, as we see a little later, it is acceptable for a form of the
rational, as shown in the Stazione Centrale di Milano (1931)
designed by Ulisse Stacchini, to be accepted as an eclectic number
of

formal

architectural

elements

juxtaposed

with

modern

technological and economic programs.
Thus far, we sense two distinct forms in the rational, the
typical, and the spirit. The rational as the functional and aesthetic
aspect is set against razionalità directed toward the metaphysical.
Categorization of type based on building’s function is in opposition to
type as a generalized scheme of the building and its relationship to
the city, 177 and therefore its political form. As a force of modern social
movements, the new spirit is in opposition to the spirit in the thread
of ancestral Rome and beyond. This is the milieu when Giuseppe
Terragni starts his search for form regarding the questions brought
forth thus far. The first example of Terragni's building design in Como
is a rental apartment complex, called Novum-Comum (1929) [literally
New Como]. This project expresses the building's upbringing. In the
Gruppo 7's terms, the rational is in the clarity of Le Corbusier's

As a political entity, inherently part of its original or form of polis, or
later transformed into civitas.
177
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revolutionized approach to building as a direct result of the
construction material – béton armé (reinforced concrete). The new
material frees the plan and elevation from their predetermined
structural role.
In his designs for the Novocomum apartment building,
Giuseppe Terragni demonstrates their influence in the building's
stand-up-right position. Terragni's initial designs (Fig. 14) for
Novocomum retain the signs of masonry construction.

Fig. 14. Front prospect of proposed Novocomum in Como.

So, when the building takes shape (Fig. 15), it causes an
uproar. A note of protest published in the local periodical La Provincia
di Como, on October 13, 1929, claims, "… we have received some
letters about a building [Novocomum] that has sprung up in the
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vicinity of the stadium 178. A writer [sarcastically] asks of the purpose
an 'ocean liner' serves in 'terra ferma'; another asks if the futurist art,
in architecture, has no other aberrations to show…" 179 Questions
raised show resistance and sense of extraneity towards futuristic
movements. The article continues, "Il Comune will take a measure.
We don't know what nature it will be. Echoing the notes of our fellow
citizens, we hope that in the future, our good taste is saved from such
distasteful 'case.'" 180

Fig. 15. Novocomum in Como.

In response to the complaints, the Municipio of Como
appoints a committee of three architects to judge the building and
evaluate whether the building is an element of disfigurement of the

Sinigaglia Stadium opposite to the Novocomum.
Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
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area, according to La Provincia di Como 181. Novocomum is part of
that search for the new spirit, which entitles the architect to consider
the new tendencies 182 in architecture. In its plan, Novocomum takes
into consideration and respects the urban condition. The new
addition completes the urban block. In its prospect, it rejects a
historicized past in the form of a façade. In Novocomum, Terragni
maintains the symmetry in the elevation but strips it of any customary
signs of decorum.
Architect

Giuseppe

Pagano

publishes

“I

benefici

dell’architettura moderna” in the periodical La Casa Bella, on March
1930, in which he comes to Terragni's defense in Novocomum.
Pagano claims that Novocomum is "… the first example of rationalist
architecture in Italy, in which architect Terragni elevates to
consecrate the new technique of reinforced concrete, proving [the
building] to be an excellent 'machine à habiter.'" 183 Pagano
continues, "… although a common 'casa d'affitto,' [in Novocomum]
(Fig. 16) one lives well, breathes well, absorbs the sunlight better,
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enjoys far-reaching views, experiences the sensation of communion
with nature…" 184
Several members of the Gruppo 7 185 published the article "La
nostra inchiesta sull' edilizia nazionale" in the daily periodical Il
Popolo d’Italia on March 30, 1930. The group complains of "… the
monopolies of almost every major new public construction or private
entities organized by representatives of a recent past. The new [train]
Station of Milano is a teaching lesson." 186 Rational expectations in
the immediate past architecture add to the control of the outcome, as
shown in the central train station in Milano. In an attempt to break
away from the habitual and face the needs of new architecture,
Gruppo 7 asks the question, "Do you want [new] architecture? How
can we see today: 'new Italy, new Italians,' why not desire, likewise,
the formula: 'new architecture (Fig. 16), new architects?'." 187
According to Gruppo 7, "[there is] an architecture truly
modern, which in art corresponds to the impulse of the fascist life in
Italy." 188 The group presents the argument for the expression of
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"buon gusto" or "senso estetico" and the "conscience of our [Italian]
tradition" not literally but as a force in the spirit. The group warns of
the difference between a rational approach that removes the
essence of spirit and the “rationalism of mediterraneità” 189 in the
constructions of houses e villas in nature's liveliness. 190 Should the
Novocomum be considered the first apartment building of rationalist
tendencies in Italy, affected by a new spirit, its Italianità 191 appears
distant at a first look. Novocomum comes closer to Le Corbusier’s
notion of a “machine d’habiter,” as Pagano points out.

Fig. 16. Perspective drawing of proposed Novocomum in Como.

In the sense of Mediterranean nature of the thing (i.e., house, villa).
Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
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The question of Italianità, while searching for form in the spirit
of Architecture, accompanies Terragni in every project, especially
when facing the question of casa-tipo (house type). In the four notes
on architecture, Gruppo 7 brings forth the question of Italianità and
Mediterraneità "the program of architecture is the blessing of a group
of architects 192 to the first issue of Quadrante in which they declare
that this architectural publication's characteristic tendency is in the
tendenza rather than on eclecticism of tendencies." 193
In laying out the points raised by the rationalist architects of
the group, and the writers 194 of the Quadrante, in favor of clarifying
the characteristics of the Italian rationalist tendenza, Gruppo 7 claims
that "Affirmation of the 'classicism' and 'mediterraneasm' understood
in spirit… in contrast to the 'nordism,' 'baroqueism' or romantic
arbitrariness of a part of the new European architecture" 195 Gruppo
7 grounds the argument to the aesthetic expression of the casa –
tipo (house type). The group considers renouncing individual
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creativity a necessity and favors the anonymity contained in the
universality of repetition – of building in series. In the four notes on
architecture, Gruppo 7 claims that: “… at least for a time, the new
architecture in part will be made of renunciation. It is necessary to
have this courage: architecture can no longer be individual.” 196
In the claiming of new architecture Gruppo 7 declares “… [we
need to] sacrifice our personality; it is only from this temporary
leveling, from this fusion of all the tendencies in a single 'tendenza,'
that our architecture, truly ours, can be born.” 197 Although Terragni
is an active member of the Gruppo 7, he turns to the architect's
individuality when asking questions tied to the specificity of place,
type, and remembrance. Terragni’s own work and collaborations are
a constant demonstration of his ability to start anew and
argumentatively challenge the questionable in the reality of
architectural practice, the inability of furthering the search to the
optimal condition.
Whereas Novocomum is Terragni’s revolutionary start in
search of the rational, not long after, he faces the question of type in
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the commission of a Casa del Fascio in Como. Both designs address
the same fundamental question of the house. Novocomum and other
building of similar nature, like Casa Giuliani Frigerio, Casa Pedraglio
in Como, and Casa Rustici, and Comolli Rustici in Milano, are
examples of rental apartments. 198 The question of type based on
function, allows assigning these buildings to the service of society. 199
In the political sense, building type carries in itself the
governing means of the particular house (household). Any of the
examples mentioned above act more as members of the society that
constitute the transformed city. When the city turns into an economic
society, it loses a good part of its proper form. The contradiction
between the city and society has been there for quite a while. The
Gruppo 7 is in the middle of this conflict, which is parallel to the state
and the social. Le Corbusier accepts the role of economy and
technology and their role in a technocratic state. In Villa Savoye, Le
Corbusier presents the revolutionary points in Architecture within the
villa's essential order.
In the Novocomum, Terragni dismantles the pre-conceived, or
the expected historicized image of the building. Terragni plays out
Appartamenti d'affitto in Italian.
Constituent of the city that replaces in part (or whole) other forms of
the city as (i.e., polis, civitas).
198
199
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with the thought of a freer building plan, ribbon window, and the roof
garden. Construction material – béton arme, allows Terragni to be
somewhat liberal in implementing some of Le Corbusier’s points on
architecture. Terragni addresses the question of order in the
building's footprint, turns the corners in the same fashion as the ones
in the existing building on the other half of the block, and marks the
right-angle corners at the top and roof plan levels, completing the
urban block. Terragni introduces plenum and the dynamic symmetry
in its street-front prospect.
In Novocomum and other appartamenti d'affitto in Como and
Milano, we can sort out the pursuit of Terragni’s ratiocinium. The
universality of the rational does not and cannot belong to a certain
Italianità or any nationality but more so to the necessary well-being
of the living conditions. Each of the buildings above claims its island
in the distinction between the building and the urban condition
surrounding them. Many years later, Carlo Aymonino explains the
separation of the building and urban form: "It will be the functionalist
movement that, by releasing the house from the street, will develop
a residential type independent of the building regulations." 200 In his
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practice, Terragni demonstrates that the house and the urban
condition are necessary to each other in the city. Terragni’s
demonstrations lead us in the question of which city. For instance, if
Novocomum and Giuliani Frigerio apartments relate to Como as
society, Casa del Fascio in Como is closer to a palazzo as a
governing type and it attempts to draw us closer to a political form of
Como, closest to the civitas.
Novocomum is a major victory for the Italian rationalist
architects, and this is the beginning of a constant consideration of
the rational constituents for Terragni. This consideration takes place
in his architecture of the palazzo and villa, whether in the form of a
casa del fascio a single-family villa, or in the preservation of the Casa
Vietti, part of the rehabilitation project for Borgo Cortesella in the
Regulatory Plan for the city of Como. Villa, another form of house,
no longer holds the same purposes as in the Roman villa or the
Renaissance villa. In the modern sense, they are a condition of rest
from daily routine activities, which may still take place within the
villa's boundaries. Terragni addresses the question of the villa's role
with the design of Villa del Floricultore and Villa Bianca. In both

Distributivi degli Edifici: Anno Accademico 1964-1965. (Venezia: CLUVA, 1965),
9. Author’s translation.
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designs, Terragni plays along the same lines of the rational as in the
apartment buildings. Terragni never loses the sense of order in terms
of the plenum or building situation. It is in the palazzo – governing
type that Terragni attempts conciliation contained in the arguments
of Gruppo 7 and the familiarity of type.
The question of type as a means of searching or even
preserving the spirit in Terragni's approach to architecture leads us
towards a better understanding of his ratiocinium. The article "Como,
Casa Vietti," (1943) published in Costruzioni-Casabella, states, “The
matter of Casa Vietti and how symptomatic and instructive, is well
known, to the amateurs of the beautiful lake city [Como], and the
question of restoration of the famous and aching Cortesella.” 201 In
many aspects borgo Cortesella is a complex of obsolete “unhealthy”
buildings. The article promotes Terragni’s sense of preservation on
one particular building in the borgo, the Casa Vietti. The article
continues, “He [Terragni] truly respected the ancient without
mortifying it in a cloying and false segregation but calling it instead
to participate as a living element in a living composition.” 202 Terragni
successfully preserves the loggia of Casa Vietti (Fig. 17) and
Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. Architettura e Città. (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1969), 35. Author’s translation.
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includes the new building around it. 203 In defense of the preservation
of Casa Vietti, among others, Terragni finds an ally in architect
Federico Frigerio, who in a letter (1939) to Terragni, states, “I confess
that it [Casa Vietti] is something that we must not lose at all.” 204

Fig. 17. Drawings of Casa Vietti in Como.

The strong presence of the “pietra viva” walls and arches,
supports and ennobles at the same time the modern addition. 205 In
his article Discorso ai Comaschi, published in the periodical
L’Ambrosiano on March 1940, Terragni claims, "I have polemized on
the now venerated argument of 'tradition,' intended as the summation
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of revolution instead of crystallization of forms, ideas, and
costumes." 206 Terragni recognizes the struggle in the “summation of
revolution.” He claims, “I have set myself up more than once in the
wider controversy between the old and the new, not easy
reconnaissance of the starting positions, to take part for the first
[summation of revolution] when this is an authentic document of
architectural value.” 207 Terragni expresses concern over the tradition
presented as “[crystallization of forms, ideas, and costumes] often a
camouflage of decrepit ideas and schemes embellished with very
modern exterior and badly applied formal.” 208
In the Discorso ai Comaschi, 209 Terragni denounces the art
critic who falsely represents the modern and rationalist architect as
someone who is causing tremendous damage to the city and
allowing for mere standardizing of all aspects of daily life. Terragni is
clear about the distinction between old and new in architecture. He
claims, “I have admired architectural exemplars of the past, studying
with joy, the wonderful lesson of life (evolution + revolution) of who
knows how to overcome the formal stylistic characteristics, it is given
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to discover through the mathematics law of proportion in their exact
beauty.” 210 Regarding the restoration of Borgo Cortesella and Casa
Vietti in particular, Terragni is for the demolition of several buildings
that impede implementing the new project. In the same. The loggia
is the only element Terragni focuses on saving. Loggia’s
preservation allows Terragni to demonstrate the conservation of the
spirit 211 in the loggia fully.
Loggia, as an architectural exemplar, has a strong presence
in Como. Broletto 212 (Fig. 18) and its tower is initially set between the
pronao 213 of the church of San Giacomo and the Cattedrale Santa
Maria Maggiore (currently, Santa Maria Assunta). At the time, the
nave of the church of San Giacomo would extend at the same
horizontal line as that of the Cattedrale Santa Maria Maggiore.
Palazzo Comunale 214 and loggia and the tower were set behind the
current Broletto, forming a cortile 215 (between XIII and XV centuries).
The office of the podestà of Como is responsible for the construction
of both broletti (loggie), 216 showing the equilibrium between the city
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and the church. The aspect of both churches changes in time, and
only the original Broletto and its tower survive.

Fig. 18. Plan diagram of the Broletto and Palazzo Comunale in Como.

In the competition for the Monumento ai Caduti (1926) in
Como, Giuseppe Terragni and Pietro Lingeri present the memory of
the loggia (Fig. 19) as a transition threshold from the church of San
Giacomo 217 to Piazza del Duomo in the form of a single arch over
the tripartite arcade, staging the monumental role of the loggia.

Terragni and Lingeri competition entry proposes for the Monumento ai
Caduti to be erected above the foundations of the pronao di San Giacomo.
217
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Giuseppe Terragni participates in the execution of Monumento ai
Caduti (Fig. 20). The podestà of Como, at the suggestion of Filippo
Tommaso Marinetti, chooses to work with a drawing of Antonio
Sant'Elia.

Fig. 19. Plan diagram of the Cathedral of Como and Pronao of San Giacomo church in Como.

In many aspects, for Terragni, architecture is a question of
ethics. In the competition entry for the Monumento ai Caduti 218 in

218
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Como, the choice is bound to the monumentality of remembering,
demonstrated in the choice made by Terragni and Lingeri, in raising
the monument over the footprint of the Pronao of the Church of San
Giacomo in Como. Both the form and situ 219 tie to the spirit of
remembrance. The actual monument turns towards the schizzo from
Sant'Elia, who, in his terms, senses the power of the future to be free
of memory.

Fig. 20. Competition entry for the Monumento ai Caduti in Como.

Marinetti and Sant’Elia, started as part of the same futurist spirit. And,
they have the same sense of energy and speed, but Marinetti loses
clarity, as he gets closer to Rome. So does the actual monument, as
it stumbles upon several hurdles, and like Marinetti, it gets further
away from Como and closer to appealing to fascist Rome and IL
DUCE.
219
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In many aspects, an architecture, as projected by Terragni,
Gruppo 7 and other rationalist architects, irritates the likes of
Marcello Piacentini and other Italian academics as well. They find a
form of internationalism or un-Italianità in the rational approach to
architecture. On May 12, 1931, the article “L’appassionata polemica
degli architetti Italiani sulle forme della architettura contemporanea”
in Il Giornale d’Italia is in response to Marcello Piacentini’s “Difesa
dell’architettura Italiana.” The article claims, “… we have called it
rational [architecture] although this word does not correspond
perfectly to the 'concetto,' that it cannot be defined only as rational
work that like architectonic must also be art.” The article continues
“Rational architecture as we understand it – finds the harmonies,
rhythms, symmetries in the new construction patterns, in the
character of the materials and the perfect response to the needs of
the building's designation.” 220
In 1934, Terragni and a group of other rationalist architects
acting under the name C.M.8, 221 are winners of the competition that
addresses the need for a regulatory plan for Como. This is one of
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many other competitions that attempt to address questions regarding
expansion of Como, preservation, and in-part restructuring of Roman
Como (Fig. 22). The group's plan proposes the re-arrangement of
north-south and east-west communication inside Como's castrum
city and preserves its urban characteristics. The group’s goal is to
improve the outside neighborhoods' connection with the center and
organize the light-rail transportation network throughout the city.
The regulatory plan of C.M.8 group includes re-organizing the
public buildings in Como, relocating the Palazzo del Governo from
Via Volta to Via Rodari towards Via Lecco near the Duomo. The
proposed plan suggests constructing a new Palazzo dei Sindacati in
Via Pessina, presumably behind the Casa del Fascio, and the
removal of side guard railings in Via Lecco. The new regulatory plan
addresses the problem of railroad tracks passing through Piazza
dell'Impero, between the Duomo and Via Lecco by proposing to
relocate Como – Nord 222 train station on the side of Teatro Sociale.
The C.M.8 formally redefines the center of the city with the site plan
in which Casa del Fascio, Palazzo del Governo, and the Teatro
Sociale form a square at the edge of the Duomo.

Municipio di Como, Ufficio Urbanistica, "Progetto: Piano Regolatore e
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Fig. 21. Diagram of the proposed Piazza dell’Impero in Como.

The proposed center at the edge of the Roman Como is to
include the parts previously belonging outside the city walls. The
relationship between Casa del Fascio and Piazza dell’Impero is more
evident in Terragni's scheme than in the plan of C.M.8. Terragni's
scheme (Fig. 21) situates Casa del Fascio across from the Duomo,
at a slight angle on the central axis's side. Terragni proposes a site
plan where he places Casa dei Sindacati to mirror the Casa del
Fascio on the other side of the axis. They both stand in front of the
Teatro Sociale, the Duomo, and the proposed city's Palazzo del
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Governo located on the opposite side of the Piazza dell' Impero. This
scheme formally accepts the governing role of Casa del Fascio and
Casa dei Sindacati.
The past presence of the Palazzo Comunale with its loggia,
between San Giacomo church and Cattedrale Santa Maria
Maggiore, gives us a hint on the importance of the relocation of the
local government (Palazzo del Governo) building in Via Rodari.
Terragni can achieve equilibrium between the constituting parts of
the modern city. Terragni's organizational plan is a reminder about
the active role that representation has instead of mathematical order.
Casa del Fascio in Como, with its trabeated loggia, presents itself to
remind of unforgetting. In Terragni's center for Como, constituents
are active participants. Palazzo, loggia, piazza, and the church in
collocatio do not aim at the grace of concinnitas but to the idea.
As part of Gruppo 7 and as a practicing architect, Terragni
plays an active role in many architectural arguments in Como and
beyond. He demonstrates that he favors the clarity of the idea in
support of a new architecture. Terragni renders his thoughts, siding
with the ethical approach to the practice of architecture. Therefore,
in the question of the rational in architecture, Terragni shows that
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questions of type and spirit are part of the same arguments and can
only manifest themselves in the city's urban condition.

Fig. 22. Città murata (Roman Como).
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2.2
Casa del Fascio
Early in the movement’s uprising, the fascist government in
Italy is quick to appropriate the question of type and its
transformation as part of the program it needs to put in place, in favor
of societal renewal. Thus far, we’ve seen type as under the direct
pressure of the social movements, quickly turning into a question of
this or that dependency. Redefined, the rational surrenders to the
functional as well. Architecture turns into the fulfillment of this or that
program. Here, we take a look at Terragni’s ratiocinium in the
definition of the house and its relationship with the question of legacy
in terms of piazza and loggia. We do so by taking a look at the casa
del fascio as a political proposition of the fascist movement for the
new house of the fascists. Furthermore, we look at the architecture
of the Casa del Fascio in Como and Lissone and the fascist political
proposition’s effect on their designs.
The Fascist movement in Italy offers a highly nationalist
program. The manifest of the “Fasci Italiani di Combattimento,”
published in Il Popolo d'Italia on June 6, 1919, proclaims:
Italians! Here is the national program of a healthy Italian
movement. Revolutionary because it is anti-dogmatic and
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anti-demagogic; highly innovative because it is antiprejudgment. We place the value of the revolutionary war
above all and for all. The other problems: bureaucracy,
administrative, legal, school, colonial, etc., we will trace them
when we have created the ruling class. 223
The Fascist movement maintains that it would achieve the
necessary societal changes only through a revolutionary war. The
Fascist movement claims to be Mazzinian 224 in its nature, and it
considers the state to be at the very foundation of every individual’s
value and right. On the other hand, for the Italian liberal socialist
movement, masses 225 precede the state and find something that
controls individual liberties according to social concerns. The Fascist
government starts with the removal of all opposing political groups in
1925. It secures the position of an absolute government in the
Kingdom of Italy in 1928. Within Italy, Mussolini’s government quickly
moves forward with societal renewal plans.
Type in the question of house 226 occupies a central role in the
aspect of societal renewal and that of the urban form, as projected in
the fascist revolution. Mussolini envisions the new type of the casa
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del fascio would stand upright, confronting other types such as
church and local government buildings. At the same time, the fascist
periodical L’Assalto proclaims “Everything that is accomplished and
carried out in the casa del fascio must be observed from the outside,
for Fascism has nothing to hide…” 227 L’Assalto continues with the
notion that casa del fascio must be made of “large simple spaces that
give more the idea of the greenhouse” 228 and should reject “the
masonic palaces and lodges, charged with decorative masks and
symbols, pierced by a few windows and service doors leading to
alleys of the ghetto…” 229 According to L’Assalto “[casa del fascio]
must be closer to the stadium… have fewer offices and more
conference rooms; less decoration and more simplicity; less strained
perspectives and greater visibility of the landscape.” 230
The article “Cos’è una casa del fascio?” published in the
periodical Quadrante 35/36, in October 1936, states: “The regime
has offered modern architects some key themes for typical works: la
casa del balilla, lo stadio, la casa dello studente, la casa dei
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sindacati, la casa del dopolavoro.” 231 The article continues, “The
most

gifted

with

political

prestige,

propaganda

value

and

revolutionary originality, however, remains the casa del fascio.” 232 By
this argument, casa del fascio should follow the example of the early
fascist “den” in Via Paolo da Cannobio in Milano and be a place
“where to concretize action and programs of a Revolutionary [fascist]
Party,” 233 according to the article. At the same time, “fixed in history
by the three years of fascist passion (1919 – 1922), they [existing
case del fascio] are then unfitted for the new duties of the party in
front of the nation, in opposition to the politically charged world. The
casa del fascio must no longer be a den, or refuge, or fort; must
become home, school, temple,” 234 claims the article.
Therefore, casa del fascio needs to distinguish itself from
other

buildings.

Its

configuration

must

rely

on

volumetric

relationships with constituting elements that lead to a hierarchical
building in appearance, both actual and imagined. In its
organizational plan, casa del fascio must include meeting spaces, a
chapel, and offices. In its prospect, the building of casa del fascio
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Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. Architettura e Città. (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1969), 134. Author’s translation.
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demands the tower’s presence so that it projects a balcony from
where

the

leader

(Mussolini)

can

address

the

“masses.”

Consequently, in its prospect, casa del fascio lays claim to the
piazza, a gathering place for the supporters of the fascist revolution.
In the monthly periodical Quadrante, its directors, Pietro Maria
Bardi and Massimo Bontempelli, dedicate the issue of October 1936
to the Casa del Fascio in Como, a design by Giuseppe Terragni. The
opening editorial article introduces the Casa del Fascio by discussing
the Italian nation’s qualities as a people who have the finest of
abilities, that of constructing. The article following with Mussolini, “If
in any movement of political renewal there is an aesthetic and artistic
reflection, we feel that this reflection is above all present and lively in
what we have implemented not to the unfruitful desire of power, but
to return the Italian people their style.” 235 The article continues, “The
style that is the eternal and luminous characteristic of the lineage that
will not only give men the standards to build future cities but wisdom
and just laws necessary for civil harmony.” 236 In summary of the
function of a casa del fascio, the article on the Quadrante claims:

Pietro Maria Bardi and Massimo Bontempelli, "Costruire." Quadrante
35/36 (1936), 1. Author’s translation.
http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_ALMA21135322370001551.
236
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[Casa del fascio] is the center of every province’s political and
moral activity in Italy, testimony to the miraculous dedication
of people to a leader… That seat of the party will have duties
of organization, propaganda, political and social education.
But not a bureaucratic body, a beautiful and comfortable office
building. The high moral significance thus fits and is
consolidated in the typically functional concept that will have
to preside over the construction of the case del fascio…
‘Fascism is a glasshouse’ declares the Duce. The phrase’s
translated meaning indicates and traces the gifts of organicity,
clarity, and honesty of the construction. 237
The Federal Secretary of the Fascist Party puts together a
financial plan that makes possible a new Casa del Fascio for the city
of Como. 238 Receiving the commission for the Casa del Fascio is an
honor to Terragni. The [fascist] party doesn’t reject but embraces
Terragni’s argument in search of the rational in architecture. This
building has an obligation towards representing the originality of
fascism. So, according to the Federal Secretary as presented in the
assignment of 1932, the Quadrante editorial, the building of Casa del
Fascio in Como “architecturally, can be modern, but without those
exaggerations which, by allowing for risky experiments, can
compromise the financial plan…” 239

Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. Architettura e Città. (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1969), 134. Author’s translation.
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The commission for the Casa del Fascio in Como takes place
on “… December 1932 (the year of the Exhibition of the Revolution),
three years after the controversy about the ‘Novocomum,’ and one
year after the polemical exhibition on rational architecture held at the
‘Art Gallery in Rome’ and inaugurated by the Duce.” 240 The editorial
article continues by claiming that “theme is new; any reference to
buildings of representative character is impossible; we need to
create on a new basis and not forget that fascism is an original
event…” 241 Sacrario, sala di unioni, uffici, and torre littoria, constitute
the programmatic elements of casa del fascio. Not only are these
elements charged with a programmatic role, but they’re also to fulfill
their obligation in terms of remembrance and hierarchical order.
In many instances, both actual and imagined volumetric
relationships demonstrate the conflict between the elements. The
symbolic classification of casa del fascio as house, school, and
temple further complicates a cohesive coming together of its
constituting elements. Ideograms (Fig. 23) showing some of the
possible statistical relationships include the piazza’s presence as a
necessary element. In terms of casa del fascio to propagate a
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Ibid, 130.
Ibid, 130.
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particular agenda, the prospect takes over the plan, showing its
dominating role in the piazza relationship. A balcony demonstrates
the hierarchical order of the prospect over the piazza.

Fig. 23. A group of ideograms.

In the final scheme for Casa del Fascio in Lissone, Terragni
and Antonio Carminati place the offices next to the lictoral tower, 242
alongside the piazza. They place the auditorium 243, dedicated to
large meetings, behind the offices and extend out a balcony from the
tower, overlooking Piazza Vittorio Emanuele III. The passage from
the piazza into the building of Casa del Fascio demonstrates a lack
of particular – general relationship.

242
243

Torre littore in Italian.
Sala d’unioni in Italian.
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Fig. 24. Section (above) and plan (below) diagrams.
Early scheme of Casa del Fascio in Lissone, Provincia di Monza e Brianza.

The final plan for the Casa del Fascio in Lissone does not reach the
necessary optimal condition that Terragni would achieve in Como,
due to a series of architectural decisions.
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An earlier scheme for Casa del Fascio in Lissone (Fig. 24)
demonstrates a more cohesive part-to-whole relationship. At the
front, Terragni 244 sets the five-part entrance slightly back, as a
reminder of the presence of the loggia, completing the transition from
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele III into the centrally placed auditorium in
the building. Terragni decides in the same manner on the side
prospect by placing the three-part entrance slightly back at the
prospect's center. The transition from the claimed piazza 245 to the
loggia, atrium, and auditorium is complete.
In this scheme, Terragni distributes the offices into two-story
space over the ground floor. The extra story height allows the width
to height ratio to favor an appropriate proportional relationship in this
scheme's prospects. Dynamically symmetrical front elevation shifts
into a bilateral (B – A – B) form of symmetry as it turns to the side
prospect. Bilateral side symmetry indicates a more prominent role
the side prospect needs to play with a balcony and possible
gathering space in front of the building. In this scheme, however, the

244
Terragni’s collaboration with Antonio Carminati is never in question.
Thus, pointing out Terragni’s decisions in the earlier scheme does not intend to
undermine Carminati’s contribution in the final scheme. In this case, it is essential
to measure the findings against Terragni’s plans for Casa del Fascio in Como.
245
A balcony over the side loggia indicates the redefined piazza role of
the area in front of the side entrance.
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tower may still be the outcast. Still, knowing Terragni’s persistence
in finding the optimal condition, we may consider this scheme as the
beginning of a series of alternatives that would lead to such a
condition.
At the front of Casa del Fascio in Lissone, the construction of
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele III is the result of the demolition of the
parochial church. When the local Fascist Party Secretary sees the
very active role the church plays locally, he quickly moves with a
request to construct a Casa del Fascio in Lissone. The Fascist Party
is clear about the distinction in church and state roles as defined in
the Lateran Pacts. 246 In the early scheme, the front of Casa del
Fascio triumphs over the centuries-old parochial church, and on the
side, it confronts the local government building. It is impossible for
any of the Terragni’s buildings to actually demonstrate such
confrontation. In the ratiocinium between questions of the fascist
party’s requests and Terragni’s quest, as shown in his architectural
decisions, it is worth stating that there is a constant conflict between
the two. On the one hand, the fascist party, based on the promising
terms with which it starts the revolution, is searching for transparency

Patti Lateranensi (1929) in Italian. The pacts between Mussolini’s
government and the Holy See.
246
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that removes the barriers between the building and the people (party
followers, masses). On the other hand, it sets the stage for the
building elements to confront and finally take-over the [old] city
form 247.
The final scheme for Casa del Fascio in Lissone shows more
of the confrontational role this building demonstrates. The offices'
row is distributed in two stories and starts at the ground floor, parallel
to the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele III. The office series is the necessary
bureaucratic layer (a symbolic form of the wall) between the piazza
and the inside of Casa del Fascio. Fascist movement and later
established government set the demands clear for the tower's
presence in the prospect of the casa del fascio. In Lissone, the tower
with the balcony overlooking the piazza only reinforces the demand
for such a hierarchical order. Inside, the atrium is reduced to a narrow
entry area, pressed between the tower and row of offices.
The passage from the piazza to the building is overly deemphasized. Interior space is reduced to a passage between rooms.
The form of Casa del Fascio in Lissone indicates a sense of urgency
in the building of casa del fascio, which seems to bypass Terragni’s
In Lissone, the city's political condition is a mixture of society
expressed in economic interests and political residues demonstrated in the
struggle between the local government and the church.
247
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modus operandi and considerations for the rational to prevail. In a
way, Terragni cannot thoroughly seek an optimal condition in the
project for the Casa del Fascio in Lissone. The local fascist body is
happy with the final approach to the building. They see it as a
moderately

modern

building

that

does

not

go

against

recommendations for the necessary hierarchy between parts.
The missing order in the built form of Casa del Fascio in
Lissone sets the ground for the important role of the following
elements: the building's prospect, the passage from outside to inside,
and the building's interior organization of rooms. All three are
intrinsically connected and cannot be separated into three parts. An
Italian functionalist movement already attempts to separate such
elements in favor of questioning the social, cultural, and aesthetic
effects of architecture. This step completes the cycle in favor of total
abandonment of the rational as a form of fulfillment, acknowledging
total surrendering to function. Casa del Fascio in Lissone is an
example in which Terragni lacks the necessary freedom for his quest
to lead to such condition – the highest state of completion. Almost a
decade earlier, Terragni declared his stance in favor of the rational
to prevail in Como's Novocomum. Ratiocinium of the architect seeks
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the necessary autonomy, such as Terragni achieves earlier in the
project of Novocomum.
In the apartment block of Novocomum in Como, the architect’s
stance is confrontational to customary trends in architecture, set forth
by the prevailing historical styles or by the demands of the political
condition, in this case, the fascist government. Since Novocomum,
Terragni becomes aware of the real struggle of the architect who
should never let go of the pre-condition in which ratiocinium needs
to lead to the prevailing of the rational. In Novocomum, whether at a
local or national level, political and traditional conditions would allow
for a broader range of architecture arguments, from which such
conditions would benefit. At the time of Casa del Fascio in Lissone,
the fascist government was a fully developed political hierarchy,
beyond the transformational nature of the fascist revolution, into a
fully established bureaucratic administration. Therefore, the breach
between any earlier political and architectural arguments is
unbridgeable.
The social concern at the basis of the revolution materializes
in the administrative autocracy that follows. As a reminder, whether
international (socialist) or national (fascist) in nature, social
movements lead to revolution. In architecture, the fulfillment of a
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building's socially-based programmatic role seals the prevailing
function's fate. Suddenly, the building is stripped of idea and
becomes an object that serves a particular function (part of a broader
plan/agenda). A master plan projects certainty on the limits of time,
cost, and function of all buildings in the plan. Therefore, the fascist
government finds itself between the fascist movement's desire to
agitate and overturn “apathy”, and once in power, the willful
implementation of the socio-economic programs. In terms of political
form, Italy is still a Monarchy, and King Vittorio Emanuele III appoints
Benito Mussolini as the head of the government in 1922. So, Italy
cannot eliminate the many layers of the legacy bound to both ethics
and virtue in favor of economically driven plans.
As a nation under Savoia's monarchy (1861 - 1946), Italy's
Constitution as a unified nation is only one of the many layers of the
political conditions. The arguments accompanying political form 248 in
Italy before and after the monarchy's constitution are a constant
struggle between the church and the state's role. Dante Alighieri is
the first to address the question of a unified Italian nation under God,
with distinct positions for church and state. 249 Therefore, a unified
To be further discussed in Part 3.
Dante Alighieri, Il Trattato Della Monarchia. (Genova: Stabilimento
Grafico Editoriale, 1921).
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Italy under the monarch rule with set boundaries between the church
and state as decreed in the Patti Lateranensi (1929) is a fulfillment
of Dante’s prophecy, projected as a significant achievement of the
fascist government. Mussolini’s government attains a clear
distinction between church and state, diminishing its role and
allowing the Italian government to legitimize the fascist revolution. At
the same time, the fascist government’s actual intention is in the rebirthing of Roman glory.
Italy’s lineage to Rome goes through Christianity and the
church and its role in transforming the city and its urban form.
Memory in remembrance is an integral part of the relationship
between piazza and palazzo (casa). In their arguments, Terragni and
Gruppo 7 struggle in favor of architecture as a summation of the
fascist revolution, making the question regarding the rational in
architecture even more difficult if not impossible to sort out. Via
repetition, a revolution is a modern form of renewal that tempers the
society's character 250, so architecture within the bounds of the
rational needs no special consideration except for its functionally
dependent role to program.

Society as a grouping of società entities. A long transformation that
suppresses the political form of the city, in favor of the economic program.
250
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Terragni’s ratiocinium actively seeks both the reason in
mathematical order and the unforgetting 251 of legacy. So, the very
first vertical layer in the front prospect of Casa del Fascio in Como
sets the tone for the dynamic order by offering four horizontal rows
of five openings each in the form of recessed balconies, three of
which are at the center and two on one side. The piazza passage
leads into three openings, three steps off the ground plus one leading
into the loggia and a series of entrance doors. Steps and entrance
doors run along the same width as the three central openings.

Fig. 25. The atrium and loggia of Casa del Fascio in Como.

At times, a question of remembrance turns into a question of
unforgetting.
251
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The doors' vertical plane is set back from the front, leading to the
atrium and beyond in the covered cortile. The dynamic order of the
asymmetry at the front layer translates into central symmetry at the
entrance doors' layer. The same logic follows at the top, where the
three central openings (balconies) frame the summit of the Brunate
(Fig. 26) mountain in the background.

Fig. 26. Framed Monte Brunate. Casa del Fascio in Como.

The series of vertical layers let us separate the actual from the
imagined. While one layer shows the hierarchical order, another one
shows the dynamic symmetry in balconies' multiplicity. The duality of
order and legacy continues in the cubic form's cleanliness and
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minimizing of all prospects' material distinction. On the other hand,
Terragni shows the openings' porosity in the vertical layers
throughout all the building’s prospects, which allows for the recessed
windows to remain in the shadow. Entering from the Piazza
dell’Impero into the building, the transition is apparent due to the
layers, from the piazza to the loggia, atrium, and covered cortile (Fig.
27).
The tri-partite recessed entrance at the center presents itself
in the trabeated form of the loggia, and it maintains the same
orthogonality as the building's overall order. About the loggia,
Terragni is aware of its role in Como's urban form. Loggia in Casa
Vietti, the Pronao of San Giacomo church in the Monumento ai
Caduti, become urban elements of memory. In Casa del Fascio, the
loggia traces as far as Greece. The building's loggia passage
continues with the dark marble ceiling's symbolic weight in the
atrium, leading to the double-height cortile – sala delle adunate. The
passage here is a reminder of the transition in the renaissance
palazzo, further traced to the original Greek palatium. The tracing
emphasizes the sacrificial nature of the cortile, symbolized in the
revolutionary gatherings of the fascists.
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Fig. 27. Diagrammatic plan (above) and section (below) of Casa del Fascio in Como

.

Casa del Fascio in Como offers three kinds of massive
gatherings. The covered cortile acts as an auditorium should
participation exceed in number, through the atrium and out of the
entrance doors, spilling the crowd into the piazza. Terragni proposes
Piazza dell’Impero in front of Casa del Fascio for fascist party
gatherings. For massive meetings, Terragni proposes extending
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towards Piazza Giuseppe Verdi. The nature of the mass gatherings
on the piazza demand dependence on the building's front prospect,
from where the leader [Mussolini] offers to deliver his speech. The
logical political answer is in a balcony projecting out, from where the
leader leans towards the masses. The balcony projecting out of the
lictoral tower 252 demonstrates the hierarchical order of the building of
casa del fascio paralleling the political leader's hierarchical order.
Thus, the tower becomes an essential political element of casa del
fascio. Lack of an actual tower-balcony 253 relationship in the Casa
del Fascio turns the building’s front prospect and Piazza dell’Impero
in Como into a formal relationship more so than a projected
dependent role.
Terragni is clear about the role of the tower in the city. Both
Roman and Diocese Como are rich in towers that both city and
church can politically claim as their own. Examples include towers at
the pronao of San Giacomo and Palazzo Comunale, which have to
give way to the tower standing next to the Broletto on the side of
Duomo of Como. These towers exemplify the confrontational nature
of the political condition in Como. Thus, the argument of the fascist
Torre littoria in Italian.
A number of schemas include a tower and the presence of an
arengario (raised off the ground podium).
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movement for the tower as a new fascist element, able to confront
the local government or church tower, turns into a demand from a
solidified position of the fascist government.

Fig. 28. Front prospect and tower of proposed Casa del Fascio in Como.

The notion of a new house for the fascists in the casa del
fascio allows Terragni to raise questions about the governing nature
of type and the rational in architecture. In this case, type and rational
are in tension. Even though Como expects a casa del fascio,
Terragni brings forth the notion of the palazzo in a way that
“disobeys” the rules of hierarchy as set forth by Mussolini and honors
the rules of dynamic symmetry as set forth by legacy in architecture.
Terragni traces 254 over the Roman templum in setting the stage for

254

In the sense of traccia (tracciare) in Italian.
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the

building.

Considering

the

setting,

Terragni

takes

into

consideration the question of the political condition of Como when
situating the building. Formal relationships let mathematical order
demonstrate the form of the building. Such a formal relationship does
not stop with the building. Terragni enables the drawing to show the
new sense of equilibrium for what could be considered the new
center of Como. Terragni plays with both the actual and the imagined
in terms of the transformation of Piazza dell’Impero.
In the metamorphosis of the Casa del Fascio in Como, there
are two kinds of transformations –idea to material form and Palazzo
to city form. In his many schematic designs, Terragni shows several
towers that aim for a mathematically imagined form rather than an
actual form. The optimal building form is one of unity and autonomy.
Terragni’s mathematical reasoning leads to several considerations
as a design transforms into a building. In the drawing, all prospects
are orthogonal geometry of openings, leading to either windows or
balconies, and respect the rule of a particular depth of cast shadow,
once transformed into the material. Thus, all openings are recessed
balconies or windows in the building. The slightly outward projected
reflective plane in the rear prospect is the only exception. The
reinforced concrete allows for Casa del Fascio to demonstrate strict
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adherence to the design's mathematical order. This order is
demonstrable in the building, where material necessities dictate
Terragni’s addressing of the natural elements. Specifically, Terragni
directs the rainwater draining inwards, towards the center of the
building, instead of disturbing any of the prospects.
Three steps lead to a fourth one into the building on the front
and rear prospects outside the building. They act as the threshold
from the outside to the inside. The first three steps stand on the
piazza; meanwhile, the fourth belongs to the building’s plenum.
Similarly, the same transition occurs in the Ca’ D’Oro in Venezia
when entering the loggia (riva) from Canal Grande into the portego
(androne). In Casa del Fascio, the shadow casts are traceable to the
renaissance palazzo (i.e., Ca’ D’Oro). The tracing leads to the
understanding that Terragni is working with the palazzo as type in
Casa del Fascio in Como. As such, the governing type of the palazzo
demands its proper representation in the political form – city.
Terragni sees the governing nature of the fascist party (and
the fascist government) in the casa del fascio, which he
demonstrates in his plan for Piazza dell’Impero. Simultaneously, the
designs and building of the Casa del Fascio in Como indicate that
Terragni places architecture above all, an architecture that lets the
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rational lead to higher reasoning. Financially and politically, the
project for the Casa del Fascio in Como turns out to be very costly.
Still, Terragni is primarily concerned with what would allow his
ratiocinium to consider all constituting elements' appropriateness in
the project carefully. If, for Alberti, collocatio consists of the decorum
in concinnitas, in the Casa del Fascio in Como, Terragni‘s ratiocinium
attempts to reflect on the nature of the inherited ancestral spirit and
the new spirit.
In Terragni’s statement on the old and new architecture, as
expressed on his article titled “Discorsi ai Comaschi” (1940), he
favors the struggle the architect goes through for the “true” to prevail
over the “false” such as the mathematical order over of the stylistic
forms of “camouflage” in the new architecture. 255 Thus, type
becomes a question of the originary to which form is bound. In his
architectural practice, Terragni works through modern rational
means and demonstration techniques. Still, his rational never
abandons the tracing over what cannot be part of the same modern
space. If such an experiment were to be simply bound to the spirit of
the fascist movement, then Terragni’s attempts at the rational in

Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. Architettura e Città. (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1969), 46. Author’s translation.
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architecture would fall short of his ideal. As an architect, Giuseppe
Terragni is continually searching for the proper form of architecture
that should be both local and universal.

Fig. 29. Planimetria Generale of Como
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2.3
Città, Società & Technology
In presenting Como's conditions in his Discorso ai Comaschi,
published in L’Ambrosiano on March 3, 1940, Giuseppe Terragni
states his concern for the rudere architettonico 256 and a plan for the
city of Como. Terragni recalls, “... A dozen years ago I set the
problem of the necessity for a Master Plan for Como, offering the
public some fundamental elements.” 257 Terragni continues, “… I
presented to the largest international congress of urban planners –
that of Athens 258 – the diagnostic study of Como, medium, industrial,
historical and tourist city as a contribution to the resolution of the
functional city, the theme of the congress.” 259 In attempting to sort
out a few critical elements in the regulatory plan for Como, first, let’s
take a look at the conditions in which the city of Como finds itself.
Additionally, the following examples shed light on the conflict of the
city as a political condition that inherits in part from the political form

Ibid, 45.
Ibid, 45-46.
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Congrès International d'Architecture Moderne (C.I.A.M.) in Athens,
Greece, 1933.
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of either the polis or civitas and the pervasive role of society and
technology.
Let’s return to Hannah Arendt’s point about the transformation
of the zoon politikon into a social being. 260 This is a teleological
transformation that takes many cycles. The social being has a
properly assigned role in society, based on interests mainly of
economic nature. This role allows for classification – the ranking of
the social class in society according to levels of economic wealth.
Furthermore, the technological revolution comes in aid to the notion
of progress of wealth accumulation. Therefore, society turns into an
interchangeable form of management of economic means. Thus far,
modern social movements have one goal in common: uprooting and
overturning society, changing it into an equitable form of existence.
So, what is society in terms of the Italian società then? A group of
individuals with common economic interests forms an enterprise, the
societal model that pervades the city’s political condition, allowing for
its transformation into an economically based form of management.
At the time of competition for the Regulatory Plan of 1934,
Como measures its form of existence through economic means

Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition. 2nd ed. (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1998), 23.
260
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composed of industry, agriculture, and tourism. In the Provincia of
Como, of which the city of Como is the Capoluogo, the silk industry
employs around sixty thousand laborers 261 and benefits from the
tourism in the Larian region. 262 It is the active role of the enterprises,
in economic terms, which allows for Como to expand sporadically.
Many earlier attempts of a regulatory plan result in unsuccessful
interventions. According to the relazione issued by the Municipio di
Como in 1937, the new project for the regulatory plan “… promises
to finally realize the important problems for which hygienic, economic
and commercial reasons have been calling for many years with the
sincere aspiration of the citizens [of Como].” 263
The conflict Giuseppe Terragni is part of sits in the strata of
Como. In its form, Como carries within itself many memories, from
myth to certainty. Historically, Como was initially an Etruscan
oppidum, then the Romans took over and surrounded the city with
walls. After the French, the Austrians are the most recent in the
chronological order of takeovers for Como. The time between the
Municipio di Como: Ufficio Urbanistica, Relazione. Progetto: Piano
Regolatore e di Ampliamento di Città. (Como, 1937), 10.
https://www.rapu.it/ricerca/scheda_documento_scritto.php?id_documento=1647.
262
Known as the region surrounding lake Como. Larius is the ancient
name for Lake Como.
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Municipio di Como: Ufficio Urbanistica, Relazione. Progetto: Piano
Regolatore e di Ampliamento di Città. (Como, 1937), 10. Author’s translation.
https://www.rapu.it/ricerca/scheda_documento_scritto.php?id_documento=1647.
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unification of Italy and the fascist government only emphasizes
further the conflict between the rapid expansion and the preserving
nature of the Roman Como. Competition for the regulatory plan
demands consideration for restructuring and re-arrangement of inner
and outer parts of the walled section of Como (Roman Como). The
competition calls for entries that address many problems in the urban
conditions of Como. In his article “Piano Regolatore di Como,” on the
periodical Urbanistica, Agnoldomenico Pica describes (1934), “The
call draws the attention of the competitors to the most urgent
problems, first of all, those relating to the improvement of traffic within
the cramped chessboard of the walled city [Roman Como].” 264
Roman Como sits at the southern edge of the lake. The
railroad tracks only pass tangent, east, and west, to Roman Como.
On the east, the railroad tracks in Viale Lecco, leading to the Como
Nord train station, physically divide Roman Como from the eastern
neighborhoods. The Relazione of Municipio di Como of 1937 claims
that “The [railroad] line will no longer go through Piazza [Giuseppe]

Agnoldomenico Pica. "Il Piano Regolatore di Como." Architettura, XII.
(1934), 741. Author’s translation.
http://www.casadellarchitettura.eu/fascicolo/data/2011-02-03_358_1181.pdf.
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Verdi, but will end with a small station, with only ticketing services,
located on the side of the Teatro Sociale.” 265
The C.M.8’s plan places Casa dei Sindacati (house of the
labor unions) behind the Casa del Fascio. Earlier, we see in
Terragni’s diagrammatic plan the Casa dei Sindacati of the side of
Casa del Fascio. Terragni is presenting the formal role of architecture
in the urban condition of Como, thus allowing for architecture to go
beyond responding to this or that problem in favor of the manifesting
of urban form. Each of the buildings mentioned above may at first
appear as a siding party in the società of economic interests.
Terragni instead, attempts to represent them in the palazzo –
governing form. In their ideal form, both buildings, together with the
local government, Duomo, and the local theater represent the
balance in the political condition of Como.
The conflict between the society and what is left of the city as
a political entity technology demonstrates the pervasive nature of the
economic enterprise. Take for example, the speed with which
technology forces a train to intrude and potentially pierce through the
city. In Italy, as the city goes through its societal transformations, the
Municipio di Como: Ufficio Urbanistica, Relazione. Progetto: Piano
Regolatore e di Ampliamento di Città. (Como, 1937) 35.
https://www.rapu.it/ricerca/scheda_documento_scritto.php?id_documento=1647.
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train faces a barrier in the traditional layers of the urban conditions,
forcing it to come to a full stop. Milano finds itself in a so-called avantgarde position when it comes to its societal transformations. Società
as an enterprise is the driving force behind all transformations in the
urban form of the city. And the influence of these transformations
extends in time and geography beyond Italy and the Fascist
Government.
After the unification of Italy, the construction of Galleria Vittorio
Emmanuele II, a covered street between the Piazza del Duomo and
Piazza della Scala in Milano, is similar to other examples throughout
Europe. Teatro alla Scala, since its inception, acts as an exemplar to
the enterprise of opera production. Between Vienna and Paris,
Teatro alla Scala sets a social presentation standard that responds
to social class, towards which the local customs start to turn as well.
Architecturally, the memory of collocatio is historically present in the
relationship between the loggia and the Piazza della Scala. In the
same manner, a sense of memory is present in the Stazione Centrale
in Milano.
Architect Ulisse Stacchini worked on designing the building of
the Stazione Centrale in Milano before the Great War (WWI), yet the
building work had to be stopped due to it. In a new competition, which
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takes place in 1923, the jury 266 adjudicates the winning prize to the
project with the motto “in motu vita” by Ulisse Stacchini. The heavily
decorated building ends with a highly ornate loggia-like galleria delle
carrozze in front of the station, towards Piazza Andrea Doria (Fig.
30). The building complex stands as a set of revival images.
Mussolini, head of the fascist government, praises the new train
station in Milano. The building of Stazione Centrale in Milano extends
in Piazza Doria and further in Via Pisani, which connects the station
to the former city walls. In a way, Milano expands to and around the
new station.

Fig. 30. Prospect (above) & Plan (below) of Stazione Centrale di Milano.

Architects Camillo Boito, Gaetano Moretti, Manfredo Manfredi,
Giovanni Giachi, engineers Ausano Cajo, Rinaldo Rinaldi, and Cecilio Arpesani.
266
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In contrast to Milano's new train station, Firenze finds it
challenging to implement a project for a train station in Santa Maria
Novella by Angiolo Mazzoni, as too monumental. Therefore, in a
competition in 1932, the jury 267 adjudicates the first prize to the
project entry by the Gruppo Toscano. 268 The reaction is immediate
and split between supporting and opposing groups. Rationally
modern,

the

winning

project

embraces

horizontality

and

harmoniously balances transparency with opacity in travertine and
pietra forte surfaces. As pointed out in the editorial note of the
periodical Architettura (April 1933), Gruppo Toscano presented a
strong project worthy of the first prize, confirming Mussolini’s claim
for Santa Maria Novella to have a beautiful new station. 269 The new
train station building transitions from the tracks towards Piazza della
Stazione through its diminishing scale, in a non-confrontational
demonstration towards the Basilica di Santa Maria Novella and the
surrounding buildings.

Architects Marcello Piacentini, Cesare Bazzani, Armando Brasini,
sculptor Romano Romanelli, and writers Ugo Ojetti and Filippo Tommaso
Marinetti.
268
Giovanni Michelucci, Nello Baroni, Pier Niccolò Berardi, Italo
Gamberini, Sarre Guarnieri, Leonardo Lusanna.
269
"Concorso Per La Stazione di Firenze." Architettura, no. IV (April
1933). Author’s translation. Author’s translation.
http://www.casadellarchitettura.eu/fascicolo/data/2011-02-24_380_1671.pdf.
267
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Armando Brasini and Marcello Piacentini seem to accept the
fate of Stazione dei Treni di Firenze (Fig. 31), Santa Maria Novella,
as a demonstration of the rational in the modern revolution. In reality,
both Brasini and Piacentini avoid conflict with Mussolini, more so
than rendering the appropriate verdict, in favor of Gruppo Toscano.

Fig. 31. Perspective drawing (above) & Plan (below) or Stazione Santa Maria Novella in Firenze.
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The fascist government is responsible for setting in motion both
competitions, in Milano and Firenze, through Costanzo Ciano, 270
Minister of Communications. Thus, Mussolini’s government could
claim that it promoted the best climate for an architectural argument
between defenders of the rationalist movement in architecture, and
other architects seeking a revival of Renaissance and Baroque
architecture.
Technologically, the train in Milano finds less resistance in a
city that is in its stage of complete transformation towards the
management model. So, the characteristics of the city are different
from Firenze. In time, Milano has become as eclectic as its brandnew train station, and medieval Firenze reveals quite a divide
between its urban form and the intrusion of the train. But Firenze also
fully surrenders, especially after the war, to following a management
model as the overwhelming majority of cities in Italy and beyond.
Therefore, as the train comes to a stop and confronts both cities of
Milano and Firenze, Marinetti’s proclaimed futuristic velocità (speed)
manifesto (1909) comes to mind, as it affects all the aspects of the

Early member of the Fascist Party and father of Galeazzo Ciano,
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Mussolini’s son-in-law.
270
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city – society. In a short matter of time, all the layers of the city come
to aid accommodation of speed.
In the period of 1922-1943, all the Italian cities rotate around
the gravitational force of Rome, which during this period, exists
somewhere between the myth of the empire and the nation of Italy,
somewhere between Dante and Mazzini. It also allows architects to
be part of that force as well. As a nation, Italy desires to showcase
through means of exhibition. Thus, the committee in charge of
Esposizione Universale di Roma (E.U.R. ’42) organizes nationwide
competitions for several buildings (i.e., Palazzo dei Congressi e
Ricevimenti, Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana) at the E.U.R. site.
Giuseppe Terragni actively participates in several competitions,
including submitting entries for Palazzo del Littorio (1934) in Rome.
Italian government commissions Terragni with a new
Danteum via dell’Impero (1938), in Rome, between Piazza Venezia
and Coliseum. The Danteum is a building dedicated to the study of
Dante’s work. In the meantime, the likes of Brasini and Piacentini
have their opportunities on many occasions to show their
contribution to a confusedly labeled rational architecture. This is, in
reality, a series of buildings – an image of the fascist regime. It is an
image that reflects both the image of Rome, of Italy, and that of
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Imperial Rome. Both architects (Brasini and Piacentini) are from
Rome, are academics, and are closely tied to Mussolini’s
government. Their careers involve commissions that extend
geographically throughout the Mediterranean region, former colonies
of Italy, and lands occupied during the second world war, part of the
Imperial Rome ambitions by Mussolini’s government.
As we shift our attention to Rome, we must look at the Italian
nation's birth as a dream of Giuseppe Mazzini and the empire as a
dream of Dante Alighieri. We must look at the transformation of myth
from Italy, to the new Roman Empire. We must also look at how the
transformation from myth to nation affects a part of the desired
empire by geographically crossing the Adriatic towards Albania.
Such desire directly conflicts with the awakening of a nation and the
role architecture assumes under independent and later occupied
Albania. In the third part, we attempt to sort out the question of the
inherited ancestral spirit, architecture played against its photographic
sense, something Terragni warns against, and the question of
building type in the casa as presented and claimed by the fascist
government both in Tirana (capital of Albania) and Rome. We end
the argument by taking a look at the Danteum in Rome.
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In architecture, neither idea 271 nor shape 272 alone can achieve
its optimal form. Architecture manifests its optimal form 273 in the upspringing of the unity of the intelligible and the sensible. As we
continue with the sorting out of the constituents of form in
architecture, and more specifically in Terragni’s reasoning, 274 here
we take a look at the conditions in which the newly formed notion of
Italy manifests itself. There are three stages of Italy as it goes
through unification as a nation, as a society through modern social
conflicts, and as a fully established monarchy attempting to trace and
re-establish Rome's Imperial role. Therefore, the arguments here
stretch in time and geography beyond Italy.

Eidos (εἶδος) in Greek.
Morphei (μορφή) in Greek.
273
Form is a term for which we have to rely on the Latinate word forma.
274
Latin term ratiocinium in the form of reason, argumentation, and
demonstration.
271
272
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We start with the notion of Alba as tracing the one side of the
duality seen in the Pythagoreans’ set of opposing sides of one, like
in the duality of dark or light. Then, we continue with the up-springing
as the unforgetting of “The emerging abiding sway” 275 in the Greek
term phusis. 276 Let’s say that it is for the love of wisdom 277 one
embarks on a journey that leads away towards the deep ‘waters’ of
confusion and beckons back to the ‘shores’ of clarity. The
relationship between love for wisdom and journey is bound to the
play's form and its governing rules, tied to its nature. The Latinate
word natura is the term that takes over the Greek term phusis. In the
Metaphysics, Aristotle argues that phusis is “the immanent part of a
growing thing, from which its growth first proceeds.” 278
In method, the search concerning purpose 279 is a sense of
direction regarding the journey. Thus far, philosophy and method act
as loanwords that can displace and replace its sense in pursuit of

Martin Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics. (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2000), 15.
276
Phusis (φύσις) in Greek. Aristotle considers meta ta phusica (μετὰ τὰ
φυσικά) a second science, and metaphusica (μεταφυσικά) a first philosophy
(πρῶτη φιλοσοφία) which addresses questions of immaterial and incorruptible
matters, and lands in both questions of logic and ontology.
277
Wisdom (σοφία) as knowledge.
278
Aristotle, and Richard McKeon. The Basic Works of Aristotle. (New
York: Modern Library, 2001), Book V, Ch. 3, 16 – 20, 755.
279
In the Greek term of skopos (σκοπός).
275
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reason. 280 In Aristotelian terms, by acquisition, one becomes familiar
and then knowledgeable of the object/subject through the art of
knowing and experience. Hierarchically, the first lands in reason,
while the second deals with action. This combination constitutes the
mode which, through reason and constant separation, attempts
emancipation.

Thought 281

rationalizes

sounds/words 282

and

rearranges them according to a stance – position, 283 revealing the
distance between the word and reason in favor of the stance or
position.
Giorgio Agamben points out Aristotle’s opposition to the
sound/word (phonei), which he considers as a sign of pain or
pleasure, and logos as manifesting of reason 284 in the speech form
of the political life, in terms of action. 285 Nevertheless, when the
rhapsode sings about the deeds of men and gods in the city of
Ilios, 286 he sings in remembrance of the eternal. He sings in verses
that belong to memory as well. Here knowledge is bound to the limits
of language and action.
Reason as logos (λόγος).
In relation to the Greek term nóēmata (νοήματα)
282
In Greek phonei (φωνή)
283
Position/stance as thesis (θέσις).
284
Giorgio Agamben, What Is Philosophy? (California: Stanford
University Press, 2018), 15.
285
Political life in the Greek terms bios politikos.
286
In Homer’s Illiad knows as Troy, Ilios.
280
281
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Aristotle claims that “… the mathematical arts are founded in
Egypt; for there the priestly caste was allowed to be at leisure.” 287
Therefore,

when

we

think

of

the

Pythagoreans

seeking

demonstration in the mathematical arts, the leisurely must allow such
activity to occur. The leisurely, then, is a necessary condition under
which any scholarly activity can take place. Sense of urgency is the
first and foremost essential condition before the unforgetting in any
of the arts.
Action in itself is bound to memory as knowledge is to reason.
In the written form, Homer’s Illiad is already distant from its revolving
storytelling nature. In written form, language moves towards a
categorized or classified form of knowledge. We sense the change
in language, which strictly ties to its destiny, moving towards the
mode of stance or position from its role of action. We return to the
definition of phusis. Aristotle points out that phusis means “the
source from which the primary movement in each natural object is
present in it in virtue of its essence.” 288 Under these terms, all things
exist within their purpose. Therefore, “The animals other than man
live by appearances and memories, and have but little of connected
Aristotle, and Richard McKeon. The Basic Works of Aristotle. (New
York: Modern Library, 2001), Book I, Ch. I, 20 – 25, 691.
288
Ibid, Book V, Ch. 4, 16 – 20, 755.
287
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experience; but the human race lives by art and reasoning 289,” 290
according to Aristotle.
The claim that humans live by memory and reasoning offers
a hint on either being lost and found again, and leisure is the
necessary condition for reasoning to take place. Another condition
for the reasoning to take place relies on the existence of being.
Phusis is the demonstration of being revealing itself as such, in
movement. Let’s consider the tracing of the phusis as an act both in
memory and as a mathematical demonstration. The Homeric song
traces through the memory of deeds of men and gods defined by
their destiny. The Pythagoreans trace the harmonies of being in
nature and principle. 291 The aim of the science of philosophy is the
search for truth. As in other sciences, knowledge aims at the search
related to each specific purpose.
Architecture considers tracing in memory and rational
harmonies and its purpose to demonstrate form in its optimal
condition. I think of phusis when I consider the demonstration of the
Aristotele, La Metafisica, (Milano, Fratelli Bocca Editori, 1942), Libro I,
Cap. I, 3, 58. Reasoning as ratiocinium. In the Italian translation of Aristotle’s
Metaphysics: “Ora, l'altre specie animali vivono colle immagini e colle
reminiscenze, e dell'esperienza n'hanno poca: la sola specie umana vive anche
coll'arte e co' raziocinii.”
290
Aristotle, and Richard McKeon. The Basic Works of Aristotle. (New
York: Modern Library, 2001), Book I, Ch. 1, 25 – 981, 689.
291
Ibid, Book I, Ch. 1, 30 – 986, 698.
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optimal in the architectural form, as a result of Giuseppe Terragni’s
ratiocinium. Here, I speculate on words that describe the destiny of
what has come and what has yet to come. Architecture follows
language and music, which come first. At the forefront, they
[language and music] act in favor of the unifying condition.
Thus, Alba is the prologue of the up-springing towards such a
condition. Alba is the passage from dark (night) to light (day). Alba is
the clarity of the morning light, anticipating the sun's appearance,
whether in Homer’s Illiad, Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy, or
Giuseppe Mazzini’s call for the Italian uprising, 292 Alba is the one to
introduce the morning’s surging light. I’m in search of phusis.

Birth of Nation
Two major opposed modern social movements, which mark
the first half of the twentieth century, reveal the beginning and
irreversible damage to Europe's political form. The Unification of Italy
(1848-1871) and consolidation of the House of Savoy Monarchy
(1861-1946) is a long struggle that faces constant challenges of
socio-political and socio-economic forces. Desire for transformation,

Uprising as Risorgimento (translated from Italian as rising again).
Giuseppe Mazzini is the ideator of the Risorgimento Movement (1848 -1871) with
final goal reunification of Italy.
292
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against the existing conditions, at the end of the nineteenth and the
beginning of the twentieth century reveals the two sides of the
political argument. Proponents and representatives of the socialist
movement, following a Marxian model of socially-driven agenda,
project revolution. Such propaganda, even though mainly addressing
the labor class, 293 at the national scale cannot have L’Italia of the
Rioni 294 fully commit to the socialist program.
A half-century earlier, Italian philosopher Giuseppe Mazzini
explains the dangers of a socialist system. In the Duties of Men
(1860), Mazzini proclaims, “The following is the general formula of
Communism: The property of every element of the production, such
as land, capital, instruments of labor, and so on, to belong to the
[social] state.” 295 Mazzini claims that it is up to the communist state
to assign duties to its laborers and equally retribute its masses. 296
Mazzini claims that under Communism, “… Liberty, dignity, and
individual conscience would all disappear before this organization of
productive Machines. The human family, under such a system,

Classe operaia in Italian.
Use of Roman term Rione (singular) or Rioni (plural). In here indicating
a strong sense of local autonomy.
295
Giuseppe Mazzini, Doveri Dell'uomo (Londra: 1860), 185.
296
Ibid, 185.
293
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becomes a mere human flock or herd.” 297 Its application requires
uprooting other governing forms based on democratic forms of
representation, which rely on the state as its basis and replace them
with its own socially based agenda. Such a statement finds practical
application in the Russian Empire, where the Bolshevik Revolution
uproots and replaces the Monarchy with a socialist system. Its
fulfillment marks the establishment of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (U.S.S.R.).
During this time, technology plays an unanticipated but crucial
role in many aspects. In the Manifesto of Futurism (1909), Filippo
Tommaso Marinetti declares, “We say that the world’s magnificence
has been enriched by a new beauty; the beauty of speed.” 298 The
physical reaction of the propelling force in social movements'
progress replaces anything that would have to do with the upspringing – phusis. The irreconcilable differences between form and
speed, driven by technology, are demonstrable for the first time in a
world scale war (WWI). Marinetti continues:
“We stand on the last promontory of the centuries! Why should
we look back when what we want is to break down the
mysterious doors of the impossible? Time and space died
Ibid, 185.
Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, and R. W. Flint. Marinetti, Selected
Writings. (New York, Farrar, 1972), 41.
297
298
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yesterday. We already live in the absolute because we have
created eternal, omnipresent speed.” 299
The newly found need for speed causes a desire for clearing,
agitation, and overturning of the stagnant marshy waters in which
society 300 finds itself. Speed is in the trains of socially driven
movements propelling towards the prospect of the new reality. Years
later (1954), in his introduction to Martin Heidegger’s Question
Concerning Technology, William Lovitt writes:
The technology treats everything with ‘objectivity.’ The
modern technologist is regularly expected and expects
himself to impose order on all data, ‘process’ every sort of
entity, nonhuman and human alike, and devise solutions for
every kind of problem. He is forever getting things under
control. 301
Programmatic control over technology means more control over the
outcome. Technology reveals a crucial role, especially in the
unfolding of the events leading to and during World War I, where
government and speed for the first time show to have irreconcilable
differences.
Benito Mussolini stands out as a hardline leader in a matter of
short time and rises above others. Among other reasons, Mussolini's

Ibid, 41.
In terms of società, a term indicating and economic enterprise.
301
Martin Heidegger. The Question Concerning Technology, and Other
Essays. (New York: Garland. Pub., 1977), xxvii.
299
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supports for Italian participation 302 in the war (WWI), leads him out of
the Socialist movement lines, a condition that marks the beginning
of a national socialist (fascist) movement in Italy. A massive force
against the apathy, which finalizes with the demonstrative march to
Rome of the black shirts 303 headed by Mussolini. King Victor
Emmanuel III appointed Mussolini as the Prime Minister of Italy on
October 31, 1922. For the king a strong governing body meant a
consolidated Monarchy both internally and externally. After all, Italy
came out victorious of the war and recovered many of its territories
from the dissolved Austro-Hungarian Empire.
The fascist government claims it to be in fulfillment with
Giuseppe Mazzini’s Risorgimento movement (1848 - 1871). In his
Reform of Education (1922), philosopher Giovanni Gentile claims
that: “This truth, however, was grasped by the profound intuition of
Mazzini, the apostle of nationalities, the man who roused our national
energies, and whose irresistible call awakened Italy and powerfully
impelled her to affirm her national being.” 304 Gentile attributes
Giuseppe Mazzini with the ability to bring together the people in a

Movimento Interventista in Italian.
March of Le camicie nere (in Italian) in October, 1922.
304
Giovanni Gentile and Dino Bigongiari. The Reform of Education. (New
York, Harcourt, Brace and company, 1922), 5.
302
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unified Italian nation. Before the Risorgimento movement, Mazzini
begins the political movement of Young Italy

305

in 1831. Gentile

continues:
Even from the first years of the ‘Giovine Italia,’ he insisted that
Italy, when still merely an idea, before her taking on a concrete
and actual political reality, was not a people and was not a
nation. He [Mazzini] maintained that a nation is not something
existing in nature; but a great spiritual reality. It is in and for
the spirit, it is never a fact ready to be ascertained, but always
a mission, a purpose, something to be realized—an action.” 306
Giuseppe Mazzini spends his entire life proclaiming Italy – the
fatherland, a unified nation ‘under God.’ In reality, in the sense of
habits and rituals, Italy still exists at a local level, whether under a
duchy, regional republic, or under Austrian or French rule. At first,
Karl Marx is a supporter of Mazzini’s cause for Italy. Marx realizes 307
that Mazzini is for an uprising aiming at Italy's unification but not
according to a Socialist agenda. Mazzini foresees the Risorgimento
as an action towards the republic 308 by and for all Italians.
In front of Mazzini, l’Alba announces the up-springing of the
nation of Italy. Italian philosophers, poets, composers are at the

Giovine Italia in Italian.
Giovanni Gentile and Dino Bigongiari. The Reform of Education. (New
York, Harcourt, Brace and company, 1922), 5.
307
Karl Marx, "Mazzini's Manifesto" (1859).
http://marxengels.public-archive.net/en/ME1142en.html#N288
308
Res Publica in Latin.
305
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forefront of the uprising. Through Alessandro Manzoni, Giuseppe
Verdi, and many other fine Italian poets and composers, language
and music reach out and unify the masses. In the Filosofia della
Musica (1836), Mazzini writes: “Today the intellect stands between
two worlds: in the space that separates the past from the future:
between a consummated synthesis and another one being born.” 309
Mazzini continues, “Poetry, literature, history, philosophy, are all
expressions of a single phenomenon; they all tell again at those who
know and want to understand. We are in transition times, between
the dying light of a setting sun, and the [Alba] of a rising sun.” 310
A time like this is when music concerns itself with spiritual and
political expression. The chorus, in particular, carries the role of
collective individuality. In Va Pensiero from the 3rd act of Giuseppe
Verdi’s Nabucco (composed in 1841), the music returns to its primal
form, that of lament – chant. In Va Pensiero, music and sentiment
(expressed in words) become inseparable. The chant is about
remembrance. Unlike the telling of Illiad's story, this calls for the
awakening of the dormant Italian spirit. Whether Verdi considers
himself actively part of the Risorgimento or not, it becomes irrelevant
Giuseppe Mazzini and Giovanni Battista Penne. Filosofia della
Musica. (Roma: Tipografia Bodoniana, 1936), 8. Author’s translation.
310
Ibid, 8.
309
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due to his music's role with the masses' sensibility (emotions). The
chorus of the enslaved Hebrews 311 in Va Pensiero brings forth the
rearranged fragment from Psalm 137, used in the Libretto by
Temistocle Solera (Fig. 32).

Fig. 32. Coro di schiavi Ebrei music score, from Giuseppe Verdi’s Nabucco.

http://opera.stanford.edu/Verdi/Nabucco/libretto.html. From the chorus
in Temistocle Solera’s Nabucodonosor, Part III:
Va, pensiero, sull'ali dorate / Va, ti posa sui clivi, sui colli / Ove olezzano
tepide e molli / L'aure dolci del suolo natal! / Del Giordano le rive salute /
Di Sion le torri atterrate... / Oh mia patria sì bella e perduta! / Oh,
membranza sì cara e fatal! / Arpa d'ôr dei fatidici vati / Perchè muta dal
salice pendi? / Le memorie nel petto raccendi / Ci favella del tempo che
fu! / O simìle di Solima ai fati traggi un suono di crudo lament / O t'ispiri il
Signore un concento che ne infonda al patire virtù / che ne infonda al
patire virtù / che ne infonda al patire virtù, al patire virtù!
311
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Verdi and Solera work through historical means in all the elements
involving music and word. The merging of the two demonstrates the
up-springing of the spirit. I would like to rely on Dante’s Divine
Comedy to further elaborate on this point. In the 1st Canto of
Purgatory, calls the Muses 312:
Per correr miglior acque alza le vele
omai la navicella del mio ingegno,
che lascia dietro a sé mar sì crudele;
e canterò di quel secondo regno
dove l’umano spirito si purga
e di salire al ciel diventa degno.
Ma qui la morta poesì risurga,
o sante Muse, poi che vostro sono;
e qui Caliopè alquanto surga,
seguitando il mio canto con quel suono
di qui le Piche misere sentiro
lo colpo tal, che disperar perdono.”
“To course across more kindly waters now
my talent’s little vessel lifts her sails,
Leaving behind herself a sea so cruel;
And what I sing will be that second kingdom,
in which the human soul is cleansed of sin,
Becoming worthy of ascent to Heaven.
But here, since I am yours, o holy Muses,
May this poem rise again from Hell’s dead realm;
and may Calliope rise somewhat here,
accompanying my singing with that music
whose power struck the poor Pierides (Πιερίδες)

Giorgio Agamben, What Is Philosophy? (California: Stanford
University Press, 2018), 100. Muses are born of the union of Zeus and
Mnemosyne. They are: Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato,
Polyhymnia, Urania, and Calliope.
312
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so forcefully that they despaired of pardon. 313
In Dante, we sense the analogic transition of the soul towards the
eternal. The lifting of the spirit in Verdi’s work turns instrumental. In
combination with Mazzini’s views on the state/nation, an optimal
condition relies on the strict relationship between being Italian and
Patria under a federal republic. Unification of Italy is possible under
Monarchy's rule, close to Dante’s thoughts in De Monarchia (1313),
demonstrating its up-springing.
Is the up-springing leading to the Italian nation’s destiny? In
Illiad, the fate of Illios (Troy) is impressed in the “early cosmic
history,” according to Richmond Lattimore, who explains:
The more immediate cause (for war) arose from another
unusual marriage involving divinity. Zeus desired a sea
nymph Thetis, but the same fear – that the offspring of a
powerful goddess might oust him from his rule – led him to
marry her off to an unsuspecting mortal, Peleus. At the
wedding of Peleus and Thetis, Discord (Eris), who had not
been invited, tossed the famous apple inscribed kallistei – ‘to
the fairest.’ Three goddesses – Hera, Athene, and Aphrodite
– each claimed to match that description. Zeus chose a Trojan
youth named Paris to decide the contest. He favored
Aphrodite’s promise of pleasure (after rejecting the lure of
wisdom or power offered by the others). As his reward, he
received the ability to seduce the world’s fairest woman, Helen

Dante Alighieri, Allen Mandelbaum, and Barry Moser. The Divine
Comedy of Dante Alighieri: A Verse Translation with Introductions &
Commentary. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 3.
313
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– inconveniently married at the time to Menelaos, a powerful
king in Greece. 314
Here, Troy 315 is the place belonging to Illios, 316 son of Dardanus. 317
Paris is Aleksander 318 (born-like-a-dream), and Afer – dite 319 is the
near – day condition. Zeu 320 is the voice that brings Aleksander to
favor Afer – dite. This act marks Aleksander’s and Troy’s destiny, in
the chaos leading to a new beginning. Near – day alba awaits
Aeneas, son of afer – dite, and Anchises, leaving the war-devastated
Illios for the Italian peninsula. Alba reveals itself to Aeneas in Alba
[Longa]. Rome is born.
In Rome, Mussolini hopes (for Italy) to find and re-establish
the lost ancestral connection. He has to rely on history, to set that
record straight. Historically, Alba is in the up-springing of the Italy of

Homer, Richmond Lattimore, and Richard P. Martin, The Iliad of
Homer. (Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 11.
315
Troy in Albanian is troie or troje meaning land or place.
316
Ilios (Iliòn) term appears in Dante in I 75 ('l superbo Ilïon), P XII 62 (o
Ilïón...), Mn II III 11 (Virgilian citation: Yliacae urbis). Both Ilios and Yliacae in
Albanian translate as yll meaning star (i.e., Illyrian king Bardhyl composed of
bardh – white, and yll – star). Name Yll-i is of common use among Albanian
speaking people.
317
Dardanus in albanian translates as the Dardanian from Dardania
(present day Kosovo).
318
Aleksander, a noun which when split into four syllables: a (short for
asht) – lek (born) – si (like) – ander (dream), or a – lek – si – anda (desire)
translates born – like – a – dream (or desire) in Albanian.
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Dante and Mazzini. Mussolini sees the up-springing going beyond
Italy, towards the new Empire of the fascist Rome. Next, we take a
look at how the transformation from myth to nation affects part of the
desired Empire by geographically crossing the Adriatic towards
Albania. Such desire directly conflicts with the awakening of a nation
and the role architecture assumes under independent and later
occupied Albania. We attempt to sort out the question of architecture
in its predetermined photographic sense and the question of building
type in the casa as presented and claimed by the fascist government
both in Tirana and Rome.
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3.2
Between
Unforgetting & Remembering
The end of the Great War (WWI) lifts the feeling of the Italian
spirit. There are many attempts to recover lost territories and
interests outside of Italy. The example of Poet Gabriele D’Annunzio
leading Fiume's recapturing (geographically located on the Adriatic's
upper east side) arouses the nationalistic spirit Mussolini makes sure
to appropriate and expand further.
The program for a new Empire of Rome becomes a
widespread program of the fascist government. Early in its formation,
Mussolini's government achieves the Lateran Pacts 321 , a series of
agreements in which the Italian Monarchy recognizes the Holy See
as the independent state of Vatican City and establishes a bilateral
relationship with the church. As we’ve seen thus far, with these pacts,
the fascist government intends to diminish the church's role, which
traditionally is known for its vital role in Italy and beyond.
Furthermore, it gives the impression of the ambitious part of the
fascist government in Italy. Let’s not forget the local autonomous role

321

Patti Lateranensi in Italian.
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of the Italy of Rioni. Thus, eliminating the church's active role allows
the fascist government to replace it with its social programs. The new
Italian man shall be fascist at heart and mind. Edifice types 322 serving
exclusively to the corresponding fascist programs would cover the
new fascist Italian man's entire life cycle.
At a scale that crosses over the Italian peninsula's
boundaries, the fascist government also intends to further appeal to
the Monarchy into re-establishing the new Roman Empire. Next, we
take a look at the nature of the ambitious plan of the fascist
government as it unfolds over at least one part of the Balkan
peninsula, specifically, in Albania. In the spring of 1939, the fascist
government enters the Pact of Steel 323 with the Nazi government of
Germany. Several weeks earlier, on April 7, 1939, the fascist
government decides and acts upon Albania's invasion. An act of
retribution, invasion also completes the full cycle of Albania’s total
dependency on Italy. A few days later, Vittorio Emmanuele III, King
of Italy, accepts the Albanian Crown.

Case infantili (houses for infants), case del balilla (houses of fascist
youth), stadi (stadia), città universitarie (university cities), case del fascio (houses
of fascists), and case popolari (public housing).
323
Patto d'Acciaio in Italian.
322
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Albania's transition into Italy's occupation is more of a
bureaucratic act and is visible in administration transition. As King
Zog of Albania departs in exile, all government branches de-facto
surrender to the Italian military. Albania's conditions favor a strong
presence of Italian enterprises, which constitute a significant part of
the economic investments, with the full support of the Fascist
government.
Keeping the political climate in mind, we can now look at how
these current events impact the city. First, let’s take a look at a Tirana
valley town as the choice of Albania's new capital. The agreement
between the local political forces involved with such a decision is
geo-political. It also is the desire of formally embracing the modern
notion of moving forward, through revolutionary means, towards a
prosperous future, against all possible internal and external
backtracking forces. In its aspect, Albania's newly elected 324 capital,
Tirana, presents itself as a settlement lacking urban formality. It is in
their respective buildings' religious representations and situation that
it achieves a sort of equilibrium. Archaeologically, it is possible to

324

February 2, 1920.
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trace it to Illyria, but it is the recent past centuries from which the
newly elected capital is attempting to escape entirely.
The mountains on the north, south, and east surround the
valley where the capital is situated and opens up west towards
Durres port city. Historically, the formal importance of the castrum
town on the mount Kruja, 325 on the northeast, and the castle of
Petrela 326 on the south, counter the lack of a proper urban condition
of Tirana. The choice of the relatively unknown town of Tirana as the
capital of Albania is for its central location between the two major
northern and southern ethnic groups. 327 Additionally, in fulfillment
with the demand of Italy, there is interest in keeping the capital city
near the port of Durres, 328 if not the port-city itself.
Following the instituting of the Society for Economic
Development of Albania (1925), 329 with complete financial support of
the

fascist

government

in

Italy,

the

Albanian

government

commissions Armando Brasini to work for the urban development of
Tirana. Brasini commits to a previously introduced north-south

Center of the Principality of the Kastrioti family.
Known as PetrAlba in Greek.
327
Geg and Tosk are the two major Albanian ethnic groups.
328
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329
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axis 330 in the center of Tirana. In Brasini’s plan radiating streets
spring off the center, with the north-south axis acting as the principal
artery. In neo-Baroque fashion, Brasini’s plan is an impression on the
superimposition of the Roman templum (in the form of a template)
over the existing local pattern. Brasini offers a symbolic revival of the
past, in the sense of allegiance to Rome.
To do so, Brasini considers disregarding the so-called local
element, mostly present in the buildings of religious representations.
There are two significant factors supporting commissioning Brasini
with the plan for the new center of Tirana: 1) Considered an
academic, Brasini as an architect is close to the fascist government
in Italy. 2) Lack of a significant architectural argument in Albania
allows for the choice to be of symbolic and appealing nature. The
government of Albania relies on pursuing a particular urban and
architectural model, which it would then implement.
It is clear that for the Albanian government, the architecture is
a question of image for the Albanian capital. As complexities arise in
Brasini’s propositions, the Albanian government commissions
Florestano Di Fausto with the planning of the center for Tirana. Di
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Cardo in Italian.
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Fausto preserves, to a degree, Brasini’s approach. In Di Fausto’s
plan (Fig. 33.1), the turning point for the inwardly directed roads from
northeast, northwest, and east-west constitutes the city's center. The
fixed turning point translates further south along the principal axis,
allowing for the government buildings proposed on both sides to
define the space between the two turning centers. Di Fausto’s plan
for the center of Tirana, shows his sensitivity to the local conditions
in the streets converging at the center and the buildings of religious
nature included in the proposal.
In Di Fausto’s, like in Brasini’s plan, the east-west axis 331 does
not assume significant importance. Di Fausto works in neoRenaissance fashion, integrating local symbols in decorative
elements throughout the government buildings. The implementation
of Di Fausto’s plan for the center of Tirana concludes with
government buildings' construction. Di Fausto projects a symbolic
image of an urban condition. Tirana's center represents a particular
image, relying on the so-called Italianità of an architecture that lacks
of a good rational argument. In Di Fausto’s ambiguity, neither
universal nor local have a chance. Incidentally, his approach acts as

331

Decumano in Italian.
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an announcer of the fascist takeover of Tirana. The government
buildings in the center, along the north-south axis (Fig. 33.a), are
complete not too long before Albania's invasion. Under these
conditions, the Italian Undersecretary of State in charge of the
Albanian affairs Zenone Benini assigns architect Gherardo Bosio to
lead the Albanian Central Office of Building and Urban Planning.
Bosio revises Tirana's regulatory plan and focuses mostly on
the southern part of the central north-south axis named Viale
dell’Impero (Fig. 33.2). Bosio designs and oversees the completion
of Dajti Hotel (Fig. 33.b), the Governor’s building 332 (Fig. 33.c) along
the Viale dell’Impero, and construction of the Viale dell’Impero.
Gherardo Bosio marks the end of Viale dell’Impero with Casa del
Fascio on the Piazzale del Littorio (Fig. 33.3). Buildings dedicated to
after work fascist activities, erected on each side of the Piazzale del
Littorio. The House of the Albanian Lictoral Youth 333 (Fig. 33.d)
stands on the right of Casa del Fascio (Fig. 33.e) and the National
House for Afterwork Activities 334 (Fig. 33.f) on the left.

332
Uffici Luogotenenziali in Italian. Offices of Francesco Jacomoni,
Lieutenant-General of the King in Albania.
333
Casa della Gioventù Littoria Albanese in Italian. Shtepia e Djelmnise
se Liktorit Shqiptar in Albanian.
334
Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro of Tirana in Italian.
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Fig. 33. Photographic table (clockwise, from the left): Diagrammatic plan for Piazza Skanderbeg (1) Viale
dell’Impero (2) and Piazzale del Littorio (3). Florestano Di Fausto’s plan for the center of Tirana. Gherardo
Bosio’s perspective for Viale dell’Impero. Gherardo Bosio’s perspective for Piazzale del Littorio: (clockwise)
Casa della Gioventù Littoria Albanese, Casa del Fascio, and Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro.

In the final scheme, Bosio places the Casa del Fascio of
Tirana on a plenum. A dominating lictoral tower, 335 flanked by two

335

Torre littoria in Italian.
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lower structures, presents itself with a front loggia on the plenum in
the middle. Central symmetry rules in the hierarchical order of the
building. Bosio applies classical features in the balcony's symbolic
presence, overlooking the Piazzale del Littorio, and a series of
arched openings at the top of the tower. The very thought of a Casa
del Fascio in Tirana is obsolete; so, to the local spectator, it is only a
matter of letting the cycle (occupation) run its course. In the Casa del
Fascio in Tirana, hierarchy is symbolically additive. Architectural
elements that emphasize symbolism work in favor of the image
hierarchy needs to illustrate. Casa del Fascio in Tirana depends on
compositional means to reveal its presence. Compositionally, the
building image treads along the lines of the bureaucracy in the
Fascist government. Lack of autonomy doesn’t stop at the building
scale. It grows proportionally to the urban scale of Tirana.
Several claims about rational Italian architecture present in
Tirana, the center of which goes through a two-part organizational
plan. In the first part, Armando Brasini simply sees the steering of
whatever local political condition in Albania towards Rome and the
Holy See in the representation of architecture for Tirana's center.
Brasini considers the sense of Italianità in an architecture that recreates a theater or an image of exemplar-based architecture. The
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classical, and any other revival forms, come to mind when searching
for the “right” approach to a particular project.
In Italy, Brasini’s revival approach is evident in the Palazzo del
Governo's project in Taranto and his monumental entrance to the
zoological garden in Rome. It is even more apparent in the proposal
Brasini offers for the Danteum in Rome, which he recycles more than
once in the form of a monument to the Soviets in Moscow, U.S.S.R,
and the memorial to the Catholic spirit of Italy. Consequently,
Brasini’s plan for Tirana's center precisely offers the possibility of a
theater's image. Brasini’s solution to the problem of Albania’s lost
time is in realigning it to Rome.
One one hand, there is the tendency to claim Baroque
architecture as the closest to the Holy See. Thus, Brasini’s plan
represents Albania’s re-alignment with the Holy See. Politically, there
are expectations in the Pope’s blessing of the marriage between King
Zog I of Albania and Countess Géraldine Nagy-Appony. 336 On the
other hand, Florestano di Fausto’s plan acts as a composition that
lets the so-called local play a part. In today’s terms, this is a
triumphant story of inclusivity. But in reality, there never is a healthy
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architectural argument in Albania. Instead, there is a very passive
acceptance of the offerings of Brasini, Di Fausto, or even Vittorio
Morpurgo, who represent Rome via S.V.E.A.
In Albania, the modern social movement is of international
socialist nature. The conservative Albanian government is a form of
camouflage over all sorts of residues of anything before the nation’s
independence. Therefore, from the beginning of its existence, the
Albanian government relies on many economic agreements with
Italy's Fascist government. The choice is rather strange, considering
that Italy leaves in defeat a few years earlier from Vlore's port city. 337
Several concession agreements, mostly economic, have initially
made an enormous impact in Albania.
Due to Galeazzo Ciano’s interest in strengthening ties
between the two nations, Albania's dependency on Italy's Fascist
government grows. The involvement of Roman architects Armando
Brasini, Florestano di Fausto, Vittorio Morpurgo, and so on, in
various architectural and urban interventions in Albania emphasizes
the lack of architectural maturity in Albania. The Albanian spirit

337
"The Treaty of London." 1915,
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articles 6 and 7 of the secret treaty of London which the Kingdom of Italy signs in
1915 before entering the war. The treaty assigns the city of Vlore (Valona in
Italian) and the surrounding territories to Italy.
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seems to be still captured by a centuries-long curse. Thus, these
architectural and urban interventions are all model-based and
formulaic. All of the architects mentioned above, including Gherardo
Bosio, find themselves entangled in the representation form of
rationalism. Thus, there never is a search for the rational in their
architecture. Giuseppe Terragni and Il Gruppo 7 expressively warn
against such mockery. Like Via Egnatia, the Albanian concessions,
whether urban or architectural, all lead to [the mere image of] Rome.
The fascist bureaucratic labyrinth, while in search of a lost
connection with the Roman Empire, lands on the trivial.
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"‘What proof hast thou of all this?’ asks the sophist, ironically.
Humanity replies: ‘I remember it.’” 338
Benedetto Croce

3.3
Impressum
Giuseppe Terragni and other Italian modern architects find
challenges in how much architecture can still be essentially Italian.
Closer to Rome, the concern of Italianità turns into a question of
style. The Gruppo 7 provides the following response to the question
of architecture and its Italianità: “The new architecture, the real
architecture, must derive from a strict adherence to logic, to
rationality… for us, in particular, there exists a certain substratum of
classicism… a spirit of tradition.” 339 The rational as a search that
spreads throughout Europe faces the spirit tied to Italy's genus loci.
Terragni sees the essence of the spirit in the fascist movement as
the one necessary part of being [Italian].
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Benedetto Croce and Douglas Ainslie, Aesthetic as Science of
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Thomas L. Schumacher, and Giorgio Ciucci. Terragni's Danteum:
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York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004), 31.
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As we see in earlier arguments, Terragni’s rational approach
shares the movement's influences with the same architectural
tendencies spreading throughout Europe and beyond. They provide
a sense of familiarity between the Novocomum apartment building in
Como and Golossov’s Zuyev Workers’ Club building in Moscow. The
article “Confronti utili: chi plagia?” published in the periodical La Sera,
on January 6, 1937, in a critical review of the Casa del Fascio in
Como, claims 340 that its designs are a sort of plagiarism from Otto
Haesler’s complex in Kassel, Germany, and Bohuslav Fuchs’
‘Vesna’ school in Brno, Czechoslovakia.
Throughout the arguments concerning ratiocinium, it is clear
that for Terragni, the sense of familiarity is not a mere question of
mimicry of this or that project. A series of formal considerations, in
which the rational is the one side of the binary reason-sense,
includes the under layers of the [Italian] spirit. Alberto Sartoris raises
the question of similarities between Casa del Fascio in Como and
‘Vesna’ school in Brno, Czechoslovakia, with Bohuslav Fuchs, the
architect of the building. Fuchs responds to Sartoris, “My impression
is that Casa del Fascio in Como and the 'Vesna' School are different
Mantero, Enrico. Giuseppe Terragni e la Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. (Bari Dedalo libri, 1969), 165. Author’s translation.
340
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objects shaped by the same modern spirit, which clearly illustrate the
effort made to create the functional form of today's architecture.” 341
Fuchs describes the difference between the two buildings as
part of the “nordic thought” in the Vesna School in Brno and the
manifesting of the southern character in Como's Casa del Fascio. 342
Fuchs’ statement reveals the two distinct aspects of architecture as
a rational act that aims at the universality of reason. Similarly, to the
rational in the arguments of Gruppo 7 and Giuseppe Terragni, in
which the mathematical reasoning approach in the architecture of
buildings, bound to mechanical understanding, allows for the
universal to prevail. The other aspect is viewing building type as part
of an urban condition for the political to manifest itself. An element
that Fuchs presents as part of the regional character of a building.
Fuchs continues, “Although I have no intention of affirming
that national movements can create new forms, the regional
character of the two buildings is present.” 343 At a first look, modern
social movements of international and national character show that
their influence orients architecture towards either the universal or
local. In reality, both act as a driving force behind questions of
Ibid, 168.
Ibid, 168.
343
Ibid, 168.
341
342
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function and a particular projected image, respectively. Meanwhile,
the question of mathematical reasoning may be of universal concern,
so light and other elements in the building do not bear any question
of nationality in themselves. For such an argument to make sense,
the technocratic management needs to fully replace international or
national political conditions.
Otto Haesler responds to Alberto Sartoris's question about the
similarities between Casa del Fascio in Como and his building
complex in Kassel, Germany. Haesler states: “the two works
compared, one in Como, the other in Kassel are so different in their
essence that there can be no matter of copying or even
derivation.” 344 Haesler claims that “both works have a common
purpose, that of removing the building from the action of customary
automatisms, but they employ completely different means and
composition to do so.” 345 Haesler continues by stating that “all the
spiritual influences coming from the political direction belong to the
functional construction factor.” 346
Both letters reject any form of plagiarism from Terragni. They
have in common the question regarding the spirit, which turns
Ibid, 168.
Ibid, 168.
346
Ibid, 168.
344
345
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towards regionalism in Fuchs' terms. Meanwhile, Haesler attributes
it to the political. Question of type remains a constant in Terragni’s
argument, always relating to the urban form. It is in the modus
operandi of Terragni where the project demonstrates the search in
terms of type. Mantero points out, “It is possible to infer a judgment
on the city in Terragni's work precisely by reading the contents of
some primarily representative types. Judgement on the city is
judgment on typology, its role, and its value hence as a building block
of the urban scene.” 347 The building block's question in the Palazzo
del Littorio in Rome and the urban form in scale belongs to the tracing
of ancestral Rome. On the editorial Concorso del Palazzo su via
dell’Impero, published initially on Quadrante 18, (1934), Bardi claims,
“You will see that there, the new Italian architecture of Mussolini will
be born, ‘today next to the ancient heritage.’” 348
Articles 2 and 3 of the Bando del Concorso 349 for the Palazzo
del Littorio in Rome demand the building's footprint be set back

Ibid, 17.
Ibid, 139.
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around eighty feet from Via dell’Impero (Fig. 34), allowing so for a
piazza over a plenum where massive gatherings can take place. The
same articles also suggest an arengario (podium) and a balcony
overlooking the piazza. According to these guidelines, the Palazzo's
overall height should not be taller than the Maxentius’ Basilica on the
opposite side of Via dell’Impero.

Fig. 34. Via dell’Impero in Rome.

d’Italia, Segretario e relatore della Commissione. Senatore Corrado Ricci,
Segretario Nazionale del Sindacato Fascista Ingegneri, L’Ispettore generale dei
Servizi tecnici del Governatorato, Il Direttore dell’Ufficio dei Belle Arti del
Governatorato di Roma.
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Fig. 35. Photographic table (from the top): View towards Coliseum. Front prospect of Palazzo del Littorio in
Rome. 2nd floor plan. Ground floor plan.
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In Soluzione A, 350 the building erects from a plenum that
extends throughout the entire area, dedicated to the complex.
However, neither Soluzione A nor B addresses the condition
between the plenum and Via dell’Impero. Drawings and model
presentations (Fig. 35) show Via dell’Impero to be entirely in level.
Terragni and his colleagues are not attempting to establish an ideal
condition. To a degree of another, all the entries make the site
appear relatively flat in their renderings. Giuseppe Terragni and the
group of architects invited to proceed in the second phase of the
competition (Concorso di 2° Grado) 351 express their concern in a
letter directed to Achille Starace, president of the jury. Terragni,
representing the group, states “… it is necessary to make available,
with precise elevation and planimetric data, a well-defined area as
form and size allows, due to the required large number of rooms and

Giuseppe Terragni and his colleagues present Soluzione A and B as
options in response to the competition for the Palazzo Littorio in Rome. Team
members are: Antonio Carminati, Pietro Lingeri, Ernesto Saliva, Giuseppe
Terragni, Luigi Vietti, Marcello Nizzoli, Mario Sironi.
351
Giuseppe Terragni representing competition entry team, architect
Mario Renzi, architect Vincenzo Fasolo, architect Brenno Del Giudice
representing competition entry team, architect Vittorio Cafiero, architect Duilio
Torres, architect Adalberto Libera, architect Del Debbio, architect Arnaldo
Foschini, architect Vittorio Morpurgo, architect Luigi Moretti, architect Giuseppe
Samonà, architect Giuseppe Vaccaro, and architect Gaetano Rapisardi.
350
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the character of the work, the creation of an ample breadth
organism.” 352
The question is irrelevant to the Concorso di 2° Grado
because the site (Fig. 36) for the Palazzo del Littorio shifts from Via
dell’Impero (Fig. 36.1) towards the end of Viale Aventino, In Piazza
Raudusculana (Fig. 36.2). This shift alerts Terragni and colleagues
about the frontal nature of the proposed new site.

Fig. 36. Plan of the proposed site (1 & 2) of Palazzo del Littorio in Rome.

Mantero, Enrico. Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. Architettura e Città. (Bari, Dedalo libri, 1969), 138. Author’s translation.
352
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In Via dell’Impero, both Soluzione A and B have the building face the
street, a decision imposed by the Basilica of Maxentius on the other
side. Considering the scale challenge, Soluzione A demonstrates an
appropriate proportional relationship between the Palazzo del Littorio
and the Basilica, against the Coliseum's backdrop. It even attempts
something the Basilica or Coliseum alone could not demonstrate the
spirit. Since its inception, Rome has been the stage of the in-passage
of spirit. It is the status-quo (a sort of a museum without the muses)
that mutes the spirit. In Soluzione A, the spirit is awake, present in
the theatrical staging that awaits the characters' roles. It is only in the
spirit that Rome can re-appear.

Fig. 37. Palazzo del Littorio in Viale Aventino in Rome.
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In the Concorso di 2° Grado for Palazzo del Littorio (Fig. 37),
Terragni and colleagues present a strong argument regarding the
transition from the street to the building complex. From Piazza
Raudusculana, the plenum steps gradually up, through the piazza,
into the loggia, towards the cortile. In the Relazione of the Concorso
di 2° Grado for the project of Palazzo del Littorio in Rome, the group
presents the following argument on the Palazzo del Littorio in Piazza
Rauduscolana “Here, on the piazza, reserved to the quarters of Duce
and areas of representation of the highest hierarchies, a grouping of
architectural volumes of monumental character, with the lictoral
tower 353, a memorial of the fallen 354, podium 355, and the courtyard 356
of honor.” 357
All that Terragni needs seems to be in place. We know that
these elements accompany Terragni’s search for the spirit. So, the
question of the spirit remains. Is the spirit there? At first look, the
site's choice lets the palazzo elements manifest their presence in a
manner mentioned above. Lictoral tower is the marker. Everything

Torre Littoria in Italian.
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else follows in revealing the block's actual scale, symbolic at the
entrance, quickly transitioning into the heavily bureaucratic set of
layers. As propagated by all the fascist party and government
entities, we have seen in earlier arguments that casa del fascio
occupies a prominent place in the society's urban condition. The role
casa del fascio plays, among other qualities, has that of a welcoming
house. The notion of the Palazzo del Littorio in Rome is the
culminating of all the qualities, particularly that of the welcoming to
the Fascist House, prominently situated in Rome. The proximity of
the Palazzo del Littorio to the Porta San Paolo indicates more of
farewell than a welcome. In Piazza Raudusculana 358, Terragni and
colleagues are bound (exiled, in a way) to the limits of the situation.
They are not allowed to free the spirit.

Shadow
The sense of monumentality in the image over spirit turns
more explicit further south at the E.U.R. (Esposizione Universale di
Roma), where both the fascist bureaucracy and most of the
academic body (of which Piacentini is a good personification) avidly

Later renamed Piazza Albania, on which the equestrian statue of
Albanian leader Gjergj Kastrioti – Skanderbeg erects.
358
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want to emphasize the Italianità in the image of Romanità. The Italian
Fascist Government officially enters its candidacy and secures the
world fair spot of 1941. In June 1935, the secretary of education,
Giuseppe Bottai, published a letter which expresses Mussolini’s will
that Italy finally has a chance to showcase its achievements. The
government intends the world fair to start in 1942 so that it coincides
with the celebrations of the twentieth anniversary of the Fascist
revolution.
Organizing

committee

of

the

world

fair

Esposizione

Universale di Roma (E.U.R.) announced several competitions
regarding the site master plan followed by individual building
proposals. Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana, a monument to the Italian
civilization, is one of the permanent buildings at the world fair project.
The temple where the cult of one 359 takes place. The jury 360 of the
Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana competition adjudicates the winning
prize to a team lead by architect Ernesto La Padula. Oil on canvas
painting by La Padula shows the building's front elevation, sitting on
a plenum. The author represents the Roman arch as the one feature

In terms of relationship between one and many.
Competition Jury composition: Cipriano Efisio Oppo, president,
Marcello Piaccentini, De Francisci; arch. G. Michelucci, arch. G. Pagano, arch. P.
Portaluppi, and ing. G. Caffarelli.
359
360
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that repeats itself in an arcade surrounding the building. He proposes
thirteen equal arches on each side of the building on each of the eight
stories. La Padula’s concern isn’t the Roman arch's actual structure,
as much as the form of the essential exemplar.
Piacentini proclaims that architecture at the E.U.R. should
break from the past but still draw from the Roman spirit, which
appears more of a statement drawn from the Gruppo 7’s manifesto
(four notes on architecture). According to the jury’s right to suggest
changes to the project, the competition entry team adjusts the
building’s proportions from thirteen to nine equal arches on each side
and eight to six stories high, “coincidentally” matching with the
number of letters in BENITO MUSSOLINI, respectively, six and nine.
The compelling force projects Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana as
a monument to Italy's people symbolically on the genius, which
materializes in sculptural form. Sculpture personifies each of the
twenty-eight individual trades/professions. In the bottom, there are
the silhouettes of six foundational sculptures. At the top, the
inscription reads: “a people of poets, of artists, of heroes, of saints,
of thinkers, of scientists, of navigators, of trans-migrators.” Palazzo
della Civiltà Italiana as a house – monument, presents itself in the
appropriate relationship between piazza, plenum, and loggia. In
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many aspects, the building acts as the backdrop, inheriting the
properties of the Roman theatre scaenae. Those properties are
impressed in the vaulting arcades that repeat in the temple (Fig. 38).

Fig. 38. Front prospect of the Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana, EUR ’42.

In the Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana, construction does not
dictate the direction in search of the new spirit. Superimposition of
travertine to a béton arme structure acts at first, against the nature
of reinforced concrete, in favor of the turning vault's image. The
sensibility in the casting of individual shadows of each vault lets the
depth of one dominate. Even though, proportionally in its aspect, the
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building has to submit to the pragmatic. Each vault turns into a
memorial, the depth of which leads to the spirit of Rome.
Similarly, the trabeated loggia form in the Casa del Fascio in
Como (Fig. 39) casts the shadow in the spirit of the same ancestors.
Béton arme structure in the Casa del Fascio in Como dressed in fine
stone, only so that material disappears and the rational manifests
itself in the highest form. The material is in the depth of shadows at
sunset and reflection of the energy from the within.

Fig. 39. Perspective of Casa del Fascio in Como

Terragni’s travel to Rome is through Greece, especially regarding the
rational in architecture within society's urban condition. We see a
strong demonstration in Terragni’s ratiocinium and the act of building
in Como and Rome. However, in the Danteum, Terragni needs
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Jerusalem, in the prophetical istoria of Dante Alighieri. Therefore,
Danteum, in the very sense of prophecy, becomes a point of arrival
for Terragni.
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3.4
Terragni
&
“Il Relazione sul Danteum”

In addition to the arguments presented so far in this
dissertation, we attempt to sort out architect Giuseppe Terragni and
Rome's relationship. Both competition for Palazzo del Littorio and the
commission for Danteum in Rome reveal that Rome, in its urban
condition, exists in the conflict between the monumental scale of the
Roman construct and what follows. Rome's urban condition exists in
the conflict between the Catholic Church's role and Rome's political
situation in time, particularly under the Fascist government. Thus, in
his practice, Terragni attempts clarity in architecture's ability, which
by virtue can demonstrate the outcome of the Fascist revolution.
At this point, Terragni’s practice is after the impression of an
architectural arrival to the new Imperial Rome – a manifestation of
the Fascist revolution and prophesied in Dante’s wishes. As soon as
Giuseppe Terragni and Pietro Lingeri receive the commission for a
Danteum, they immediately embark on a search for the constituents
of its dignifying form. So, here, we take a look at the arguments laid
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out in the Relazione sul Danteum, attempting to sort out questions
about Terragni’s ratiocinium in the proposal for Danteum in Via
dell’Impero in Rome.
Rino Valdameri, 361 with the financial sponsorship of
Alessandro Poss, 362 takes the initiative to propose a Danteum,
dedicated to the work of Italian poet Dante Alighieri. In the Statuto
del Danteum, Rino Valdameri proclaims that the institution of
Danteum in Via dell’Impero demonstrates, “the will and genius of Il
Duce in implementing the Imperial dream of Dante, a temple to the
greatest poet of the Italians." 363 According to Valdameri, 364 the
program of Danteum consists of celebrating and divulging Dante's
work. The library would house works inspired by the Divine Comedy
and The New Life 365. Furthermore, Danteum would extend the
interest in researching Dante’s work throughout Italy and beyond and
promote initiatives that demonstrate the imperial character of fascist
Rome. Its statute sanctions for the entity to have twenty members

Director of Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera in Milano.
Italian industrialist, president of Società "Chatillon" in Milano.
363
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum Di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 145. Author’s
translation.
364
Ibid, 145.
365
Divina Commedia in Italian and Vita Nova in vulgate Italian.
361
362
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divided between government, fascist party, Società Nazionale Dante
Alighieri, Società Dantesca, etc.
In many aspects, Danteum is not a random request, but a
desire for an institution that honors, curates, and further divulges
Dante Alighieri’s body of work. The Unification of Italy, in a way,
centralizes the attention to Dante’s work. Società Nazionale Dante
Alighieri, an entity with representation in more than sixty nations
worldwide, founded at the end of the nineteenth century, dedicates
its energies to broadening of interest in Dante’s work and the Italian
language. Società Dantesca, established around the same time,
focuses on scientific research and public lectures on Dante’s
intellectual activity.
Valdameri, in agreement with Poss, commissions Giuseppe
Terragni and Pietro Lingeri with the architectural designs of the
Danteum. The situation of the building is of particular interest to
Terragni. Its geographic location is at the corner of the Via
dell’Impero and Via Cavour. The site is the same area dedicated to
the Palazzo del Littorio in Rome in the Concorso di 1o Grado. A
Danteum at the proposed location concurs with Dante’s wishes
regarding the role Imperial Rome plays. Terragni expresses his
gratitude by praising the choice of the site: “In this way, it will remain
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documented that the providential coincidence of choosing for a
monument to Dante the area of the ‘Via dell’Impero’ (Fig. 40), could
not have greater spiritual responsiveness and safer prediction.” 366

Fig. 40. The proposed site for the Danteum in Via dell’Impero in Rome

In its scale and content, this is a condition that belongs to the
depths of the Roman civilization. Via dell’Impero, connecting
Coliseum to Piazza Venezia, introduces Roman ruins on either side,
presenting another question about the site's irregularity. Terragni and

Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 140. Author’s
translation.
366
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Lingeri recognize the importance of the chosen location at the scale
of Imperial Rome. They immediately realize the need for a sense of
rigor to the irregularly shaped area at the practical level. Terragni and
Lingeri find themselves in architecture bound to a relationship
between their universal and worldly roles. At the same time, they are
bound to movement, as shown in their geometry and ancestral spirit.
Terragni and Lingeri prefer not to rely on the tholos 367 for the
actual monument. Terragni explains that this is due to an immediate
sense of comparison between the modest scale of Danteum to the
Coliseum's ellipse. 368 Instead, he declares as proper, the choice of a
particular rectangle, “which due to the harmonious relationship of its
measurements would impress the entire construction of the
Monument of that value of ‘absolute’ geometric beauty that is the
prerogative of the exemplary architectures of the great historic
epochs.” 369
Terragni claims that “the architectonic monument which exalts
the Divine Comedy is a living work and not some sort of scholarly

Tholos ϑόλος in Greek.
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 135. Author’s
translation.
369
Ibid, 135.
367
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effort, or a theatrical director’s fantasy.” 370 Thus, for Terragni, the
building “cannot be a museum, palazzo, or theatre, but a temple.” 371
Terragni and Lingeri divide 372 the Danteum into three rooms, placed
at different elevations, establishing an ascending course. Terragni
claims that the three rooms, “built differently, integrate each other,
and gradually prepare the visitor to a sublimation of matter and
light” 373 The initial problem consists in the inserting of geometric
schemas, meaning, myth, and symbol, intended as spiritual
synthesis in Dante’s work, numeric. 374 Terragni explains that the
golden rectangle 375 is the appropriate rectangle, which clearly
expresses the law of harmony of the unity in the trinity. In the golden
rectangle, the minor side is the proportional medium segment
between the major side and the segment, resulting in the difference
between the two sides.
In Terragni’s demonstrative argument about the golden
rectangle, one is the rectangle; three are the segments that

Ibid, 135.
Ibid, 135.
372
Ibid, 135.
373
Ibid, 135.
374
Ibid, 135.
375
Rettangolo Aureo in Italian.
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determine the golden ratio. 376 The argument for proposing a plan
based on the golden rectangle is traceable in its practical
demonstrations throughout many civilizations. Terragni and Lingeri
trace its presence in the Basilica of Maxentius on the opposite side
of Via dell’Impero. They project the minor segment in the Basilica
plan, marking with it the long segment for the plan of Danteum.
Meanwhile, the minor side segment of the Danteum is equal to the
difference between the major and minor sides of the Basilica.
Terragni

explains:

“established

form,

dimension,

and

orientation of the building plan, it is necessary to determine ‘le grandi
campiture’ so that the harmonious law of the golden rectangle is
respected.” 377 Fundamentally, the elements of the construct rely on
relationships established by one, and three; one, three, and seven;
one, three, seven, and ten, according to Terragni. In the Relazione
on Danteum, he states, “A numerical law that relates directly to the
philosophical construction of the Divine Comedy – to coincide or
overlap these two laws, one geometric the other numerical.” 378
Terragni claims that, “in this numerical law relies upon the reasoning

376
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 136. Author’s
translation.
377
Ibid, 135.
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in the choice of measures, spaces, heights, thicknesses, to establish
a plastic ‘factum’ of absolute value, spiritually constrained to the
criteria of the composition of Dante.” 379
According to Terragni, the poem's spiritual dependency on the
first canto must be expressed in an unconfounding manner. The
situation should weigh on the mortal person – the visitor, who should
be moved, in the same manner as the journey moved Dante while
contemplating the misfortune of sinners he would meet in [his] sad
pilgrimage. Terragni points out 380 that such “mood”

381

is quite

challenging to achieve with poetic means. Therefore, it would be
more difficult to demonstrate the same mood in proportional
relationships' plasticity architecturally.

Interpretation
Terragni claims the necessity of searching for the essential in
interpreting the [Divine Comedy] poem. The search confronts the
literal, allegoric, and analogic senses: 382
The literal sense is the description of an ‘earthly’ journey that
is part of the cycles of medieval poems on the destiny of man
Ibid, 137.
Ibid, 137.
381
Stato d’animo in Italian.
382
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 141-142. Author’s
translation.
379
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(journey of St. Paul, Purgatory of St. Patrick, etc.), and
achieve perfection for the sense of art, and the Christian
height of the end.
The allegorical sense is the improvement of Dante's moral
(sinful humanity) through consideration of guilt (inferno) in the
atonement of repentance (purgatory) of grace (paradise).
The analogic sense is the vision of humanity's eternal
happiness and obtained by the construction of the Roman
Empire, based in Rome for the earthly prosperity and moral
restoration of the Church, freed from the temporal power that
pollutes it, for spiritual happiness based in the same Rome. 383
Terragni claims that the “search for the essential” in the three senses
leads to the consideration of the “didactic purpose of the work” as a
reminder of the “confirmation of Dante's prophetic gifts.” 384 The
search goes further into the demonstration of harmonious
relationships in the Divine Comedy. According to Terragni, “The law
of ‘unity’ and ‘trinity’ is contained within the rectangle, just as it is
strictly respected in the 'symmetrical' division of the poem: three
‘canticles’

of

thirty-three

cantos,

and

one

‘canto’

of

the

introduction.” 385 Terragni explains that, “One hundred cantos are the
equivalent of the square of number ten,” which is a “symbol of
perfection (3 x 3 +1).” 386 Terragni claims that the same rhythm of

Ibid, 141-142.
Ibid, 142.
385
Ibid, 141.
386
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“third” is analogically present “in the partitioning of the courses of
marble blocks in the principal walls of the building.” 387
Number seven in the Divine Comedy corresponds to the
seven capital sins 388 and seven virtues (3 theological 389 + 4
cardinal 390). Seven is the days of Dante’s allegorical journey, started
on April 7, 1300 391 (Holy Thursday, of the Jubilee year). 392

Fig. 41. Diagrammatic plan of Danteum: Cortile (1), Forest (2), Inferno (3), and Purgatorio (4).

387
388

and sloth.

Ibid, 141.
Seven capital sins: vanity/glory, avarice, lust, envy, gluttony, anger,

Theological virtues: faith, hope, and charity.
Cardinal virtues: prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance.
391
Also corresponding to Friday, April 7, 1939 (Easter Sunday, April 9,
1939). The day when Rome (Mussolini’s Fascist Government) commenced the
Imperial journey with the occupation of Albania and later, the war on Greece, via
Albania.
392
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 141. From the
Relazione sul Danteum (17): “sette i vizi capitali, sette le virtu’ teologali, e
cardinali (3 + 4), sette i giorni impiegati da Dante nell’allegorico viaggio
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Fig. 42. Diagrammatic plan of Danteum: Paradiso (5) and Imperum (6)

Plan
The planimetric schema (Fig. 41) of Danteum divides the
rectangular area into the courtyard (Fig. 41.1) and three “large
rooms” to represent the three 'canticles’: Inferno (Fig. 41.3),
Purgatorio (Fig. 41.4), and Paradiso (Fig. 42.5), and to be situated at
the respective heights from the ground: 2.70, 5.40, and 8.10 meters,
multiple of three measurements. 393 Terragni invites the visitor to feel
the change in elevation while continually turning. Although Terragni
stays away from the symbolic in the round image, he finds
demonstration in the visitor's circular movement towards the final
state, that of the Paradiso.

393
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Fig. 43. Danteum. View towards Coliseum in Rome.

Prospect
In Danteum’s prospect, a monumental wall (Fig. 43), parallel
to the front, separates the building's front from Via dell'Impero. On
the front, a long frieze, proposed by Mario Sironi “sculpted of
masses, similarly superimposed to those of the Pellasgic 394 walls, of
which precious traces are preserved in the Greek peninsula and the
Aegean islands.” Terragni considers the wall to be “a screen” for the
Danteum “delimiting an internal slightly sloped street that reaches
the entrance,” 395 allowing for a discrete entrance to the building,
analogic to Dante's justification: ‘I do not know well how I entered.' 396
One hundred marble stones form the front wall of the Danteum. The
same as the one hundred cantos of the Divine Comedy. Terragni
394
Ibid,138-139. Claimed ancestors by many ethnic groups in present
day Balkan peninsula, including: Albanian, Greek, Macedonian (except the Slavic
population).
395
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 139-140.
396
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claims that each one “has measures proportionate to the thirds of
each canto.” 397 Terragni points out that “the strong frontal presence
Maxentius’ Basilica explains the lesson on the Roman Empire's
universality. Something Dante exposed by polemizing in the De
Monarchia and the Convivio, exalting it in the admirable thirds of the
Poem.” 398

Cortile 399
The golden rectangle in Danteum divides the plan into three
rectangular partitions. Terragni claims that a fourth space delimited
by the building's contour walls remains excluded from the schema of
three in the architectonic organism of Danteum. Three is
fundamental to the philosophical “construction” of the Divine
Comedy. Terragni considers the fourth space (Fig. 41.1) an
“enclosed courtyard” 400 comparable to the “enclosed garden” 401 of
the typical “Latin house” 402 or the open atrium of the “Etruscan

Ibid, 139-140.
Ibid, 140.
399
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house.” 403 Terragni considers the courtyard an intentionally “empty”
space, which acquires symbolic significance architecturally, referring
to Dante's life, until his thirty-fifth year of age, as a sinful life of
corruption and transgression. 404 Terragni claims that, “entrance to
the ‘rooms’ of the Danteum is an architectural motif of great plastic
effect. The forest bordering the ‘courtyard’ and the need for visitors
to begin the course of the ‘rooms’ dedicated to the three ‘canticles’
of the comedy.” 405

Fig. 44. Inferno in Danteum

Inferno
Terragni and Lingeri propose the ‘room’ of Inferno 406 (Fig. 44)
as dark with light barely appearing through the “fissures” between
403
Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
1938. Architettura Opere. (Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1980), 139-140. Casa
Etrusca in Italian. Author’s translation.
404
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405
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406
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the decomposed monolithic blocks. According to Terragni, Inferno
should leave the visitor in “awe” spiritually. The Inferno floor plan
follows the mathematical construction of the golden spiral, composed
out of seven squares. “The rigor in applying “harmonic law contained
in the golden rectangle makes possible the decomposition,” 407
argues Terragni. A column at the center of each square supports a
reflected square soffit block. 408 Terragni states that “… the area of
each square proportionally decreases towards the infinite. To stop
such decomposition to the practically achievable, we have limited
this operation to the seventh square. 409 Furthermore, Terragi points
out that “The imaginary line that brings them together, being the
spiral, guarantees that such arrangement, not at all arbitrary, will
certainly be a plastic effect.” 410
Terragni goes further in claiming that Inferno “Invokes the
ancient constructive criteria… adhering to the thought of Dante, who
describes the moral structure of the Inferno … as a revival of pagan
Aristotelian philosophy.” 411 Terragni claims that Dante traces the

Thomas Schumacher and Giuseppe Terragni. Il Danteum di Terragni,
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moral order of the Inferno to Aristotle, as a rational and pagan
conception which must find support in faith “with the theological and
cardinal virtues.” 412
“…fractured ceiling and the decomposed floor in sloping
blocks, scarce light filtering through the fissures of the block
coverings announce the feeling of the catastrophe of pain...” 413
Terragni claims that in the poem “… capital vices, ‘mal dispositions,’
which contrast the three theological and four cardinal virtues, could
be known as true decompositions of the moral structure of the Inferno
and Purgatorio.” 414 In Inferno, Dante provides an analytical
classification of the punishable sins caused by the capital vices.
Meanwhile, in Purgatorio, they are “moral stains,” according to
Terragni. 415 He also claims that “these premises are necessary to
give a comprehensive explanation on the architectural composition
of the ‘rooms’ of Inferno, and Purgatorio, as they appear from the
drawings of the Danteum.” 416
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Fig. 45. Purgatorio in Danteum

Purgatorio
Terragni explains that “The law of counterbalance that Dante
highlights in the two systems: punitive or atoning in the kingdoms of
Inferno and Purgatorio (Fig. 45), plastically represented in the ceiling
and floors of the two rooms [Inferno and Purgatorio].” 417 Thus,
Terragni needs to provide a sense of clarity in terms of the plasticity
in the Purgatorio. Terragni claims that in the Divine Comedy, “Dante
imagines Purgatorio in the form of a truncated conical mountain with
seven frames emerging on the southern hemisphere, following
Lucifer’s fall from the empire that sank to earth and created the abyss
of the Inferno in the northern hemisphere. 418 Both Inferno and
Purgatorio are bound to number seven. So, Terragni and Lingeri play
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with the notion of mathematical division of the golden section into
seven consecutive squares, which diminish in size following the
route that the visitor needs to travel.
Terragni claims that “the ‘room’ intended for it [Purgatorio] is
so much clear and more open than the previous. In the second
‘canticle,’ the atonement with the repentance of sin, gives way to the
divine poet to represent sinners, scenes, and allegories with
humanity...” 419 Terragni claims that together with Lingeri, they plan
on “presenting [Purgatorio] in a dignifying manner, including the
“poetic feeling.” Allowing for the abundant light coming from the wide
openings of the ceiling, create a healthy feeling of relief, recalling
visitor’s gaze to the sky.” 420

Empire & Paradiso
Thirty-three transparent columns constitute the room of
Paradiso. Next to Paradiso (Fig. 42.5) is the ‘room’ of the Empire
(Fig. 42.6), which Terragni describes as: “the "longitudinal spine" that
consists of three walls (alternately full and perforated) at the top of
the ‘room’ dedicated to the Imperial conception of Dante.” Terragni

419
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claims that “This ‘room’ of fundamental spiritual importance
represents the core of the constructive organism resulting from the
sum of the spaces taken progressively from the ‘rooms’ of Inferno,
Purgatorio, and Paradiso.” 421 Thus, for Terragni, “this is the central
nave of the temple… Universal and Roman Empire that Dante
imagined and preconceived is the ultimate purpose and the only
remedy in saving humanity and the church from disorder and
corruption.” 422
A Danteum in Via dell’Impero marks the wishful thinking in
fulfilling Dante’s prophecy for Rome's Empire. Terragni’s search for
the spirit in the elements that constitute the rational in the projection
of a dignifying Danteum, not only to Dante Alighieri’s opera but more
so to the new order Empire of Rome is attempting. In the Relazione,
Terragni sets forth the underlying numeral order, derived from the
Poem. Then offers a basis for the search of the essential, literal,
allegoric, and analogic. As we’ve seen elsewhere, especially in
Como, Terragni’s modus operandi is not formulaically based, but it
is, instead, a careful observer’s search. Thus, the sorting out favors
the ‘optimal condition,’ which cannot be pre-established or pre-
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conceived. Terragni and Lingeri rely on ratiocinium and only let the
poet's prophecy allowing for its spirit to come in the mythical. So,
conciliation of Rome's spirit in the philosophical prose of De
Monarchia and the “canticles” in the Divine Comedy culminates with
the fulfillment of the prophecy.
Terragni and Lingeri project the form of Danteum in the
impressum of a temple. So, the “empty” of the cortile is genuinely the
necessary mark for the house in the temple form to come in as well.
The raised (slightly sloped) internal street towards the entrance
(cortile) indicates architects’ consideration for a plenum's presence.
There are a few more drawings to show early alternative(s) to the
final schema in the projecting of the Danteum. Still, the drawings (and
a well-preserved portion of the Relazione) which we consider to
understand Terragni’s and Lingeri’s stance in Danteum only indicate
Terragni’s careful consideration in demonstrating the ‘condition’ of
which he is in constant search.
Terragni’s arrival to Via dell’Impero is not about the situation
as much as it is fulfilling the mythical search in both Palazzo del
Littorio (Soluzione A) and Danteum. In Terragni’s designs, the
prophecy is behind both buildings, but in the modest scale of
Danteum, the angelic figure of the prophet – Dante, stands above
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the control of Rome. Rationally, Terragni starts with the square (a
rectangle), translating it into a golden rectangle, from Maxentius’
Basilica. Skillfully, it welcomes the “golden rectangle” but not Rome's
frontality, present in the Basilica prospect. Terragni turns to the
building's plan to determine the movement throughout the ‘maze’ of
Danteum. And the poem allows for such order in the movement,
which is cyclical, and allows for lateral and altitudinal translation of
“stato d’animo.” An analogic course through Dante’s allegorical
journey.
Danteum can only exist in Rome, which spirit Terragni is
attempting to show. That Rome, analogically, goes through the same
stages that the visitor in Danteum goes through the factual (literal),
the simile (analogy), and the symbolic (allegory). Once the mythical
is out, then we are left with mere historical considerations. For Giulio
Carlo Argan Danteum is “A huge mistake. The idea of a building's
planimetric organization, corresponding with a poem's structure, is
almost comical. But no more than that of architecturally expressing
the victory, the ‘Patria,’ and the everlasting Empire.” 423 In this
manner, we’d not be able to see the Rome of Alberti and his search
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for concinnitas. We’d not be able to see Bernini and the allegoria.
Rome itself rejects the revolutionary nature of modernity, which
favors historicity through means of certainty.
Benedetto Croce claims: “Historicity is incorrectly held to be a
third theoretical form. Historicity is not form, but content: as form, it
is nothing but intuition or aesthetic fact.” 424 Croce continues, “History
does not seek for laws nor form concepts; it employs neither
induction nor deduction; it is directed ad narrandum, not ad
demonstrandum; it does not construct universals and abstractions
but posits intuitions.” 425 Terragni, instead, is in search of the order
contained in the form. Even when approaching the poem and its
theme, Terragni is after its laws (as he points out). Such laws
become then essential to the formal order in Danteum.
Benedetto Croce has this to say about form:
Matter, clothed, and conquered by form, produces concrete
form. The matter is the content, which differentiates one of our
intuitions from another: the form is constant: it is a spiritual
activity, while the matter is changeable. Without matter, the
spiritual activity would not forsake its abstractness to become
concrete and real activity, this or that spiritual content, this or
that definite intuition. 426
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Dante’s prophecy is in the awakening of the spirit. Terragni
exemplifies the rational in the last Basilica of Rome [Maxentius’], the
holder of the key to the fulfillment of Dante’s prophecy – Empire of
Rome. Empire has the obligation of rebuilding the plenum of Saint
Peter’s church. L’aquila 427 at the front of the Imperial room is the

Paget Jackson Toynbee and Charles Southward Singleton. A
Dictionary of Proper Names and Notable Matters in the Works of Dante. (New
ed. Oxford: Clarendon P., 1968), 48.
Tracing of the eagle (l’aquila in Italian):
In the heaven of Mercury, the Emperor Justinian traces the course of the
Imperial Eagle from the time when it was carried westward from Troy by
Aeneas (the traditional founder of the Roman Empire), down to the times
when the Guelphs opposed it, and the Ghibellines made a party ensign
of it, Par. VI. I-III, after referring to the transfer of the seat of Empire
eastward to Byzantium (c. A.D. 326; the new city, Constantinople,
dedicated in A.D. 330) by Constantine, two hundred years and more
before he himself became emperor (A.D 527) (v.v. 1-10) [Constantino:
Giustiniano]. Justinian relates to Dante how Aeneas planted the Eagle
in Italy, Pallas died to make way for it (vv. 35-36) [Pallante]: how it
flourished at Alba Longa for three hundred years and more, and how the
Horatii fought for it (vv. 37-39) [Alba: Oratii]; he then refers to the period
of the Seven Kings at Rome, from the rape of the Sabine women to that
of Lucretia, and the expulsion of the Tarquins from Rome (vv. 40-2)
[Sabine: Sette regi: Lucrezia: Tarquini]; and recalls the wars of Rome
against Brennus and the Gauls, and against Pyhrrus, king of Epirus, and
others (vv. 43-45) [Brenno: Pirro]; the noble deeds of Mantius
Torquatus, Quintius Cincinnatus, the Deci and the Fabii (vv. 46-48)
[Torquato: Cincinnato: Deci: Fabi]; the war against the Carthaginians
under Hannibal, and the victories of Scipio Africanus and of Pompey (vv.
49-53) [Annibale: Arabi: Scipione: Pompeo]; the destruction of Fiesole
by the Romans after the defeat of Catiline (vv. 53-54) [Catilina:
Fiesole]; he then recounts the exploits of Julius Caesar, viz. his
victorious campaigns in Gaul (vv. 55-60) [Cesare: Era]; his crossing of
Rubicon (vv. 61-63) [Rubicone]; his wars in Spain and Epirus against
Pompey, his victory at Pharsalia, his pursuit of Pompey into Egypt and
defeat of Ptolemy (vv. 64-66) [Spagna: Durazzo: Farsala: Nilo:
Tolomeo]; his visit to the Troad, and his defeat of Juba, king of Numibia,
and of the sons of Pompey at Munda (vv. 67-72) [Antandro: Juba:
Munda]; Justinian next relates to victories of Augustus over Brutus and
Cassius at Philippi, over Mark Antony at Mutina, and over Lucius
Antonius and Fulvia at Perusia (vv. 73-75) [Filippi: Modena: Perugia];
427
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beginning, leading Aeneas to the Alba of promised Rome. L’Aquila –
the symbol of Imperial Justice.

Fig.46. Transformation of the eagle

the death of Cleopatra, and the long peace under Augustus (vv. 76-81)
[Augusto: Cleopatra: Iano]; the crucifixion of Christ under Tiberius, and
the siege of Jerusalem by Titus (vv. 82-93) [Tiberio: Tito]; then, passing
over centuries, he comes down to Charlemagne and the destruction of
the Lombard Kingdom (vv. 94-96) [Carlo Magno: Desiderius]; and
finally, passing over another five centuries, concludes with the mention of
the wars of the Guelphs and Ghibellines in Dante’s own day (vv. 97-111)
[Guelfi: Ghibellini]. Dante gives similar summaries of periods of Roman
history in the Convivio (iv. v. 11-19) and Monarchia (II. Iv. 5-10, x. 2-7).
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CONCLUSION
Danteum is an impressum. As such, it is full of non-objectivity.
Not only does Terragni see in Danteum a memorial to Dante
Alighieri, but he also sees a memorial to the Fascist movement, in
fulfillment with Dante’s prophetic anticipation of Imperial Rome,
Mussolini being its savior. Decades later in Architecture and Utopia
(1976) Manfredo Tafuri claims, “A coherent Marxist criticism of the
ideology of architecture and urbanism could not but demystify the
contingent and historical realities, devoid of objectivity & universality,
hidden behind the unifying terms of art, architecture, and city.” 428
Such misconception leads to the understanding that the end of either
World War is not a new beginning. They (the wars) act as a break in
the real struggle – the revolutionary, in any of the aspects social
movements may acquire. Architecturally, that which acts as a muse
changes into something devoid of being or essence and becomes a
mere illustrative device servicing the many ramifications of the
economic agenda. Once Marxist thought completes one revolution
in terms of its ideological application, so does its basis of existence,

Tafuri, Manfredo. Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist
Development. (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1976), 179.
428
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the economic program and its application. The economic program
demonstrates the limit by either heading towards a catastrophe or
outside of its ideologic application.
Richard Nixon’s meeting with China’s Communist Party
Chairman Mao Zedong, during his visit to People’s Republic of China
(1972) takes place in the middle of Chinese cultural revolution (19661976). In Mao’s terms this is the phase of societal cleansing from any
reactionary residues embedded in Chinese culture. Mao Zedong’s
thoughts about the new Chinese culture are clear in his argument for
a New Democracy where he states the Communist action on a New
China:
For many years we Communists have struggled for a cultural
revolution as well as for a political and economic revolution,
and our aim is to build a new society and a new state for the
Chinese nation. That new society and new state will have not
only a new politics and a new economy but a new culture. In
other words, not only do we want to change a China that is
politically oppressed and economically exploited into a China
that is politically free and economically prosperous, we also
want to change the China which is being kept ignorant and
backward under the sway of the old culture into an
enlightened and progressive China under the sway of a new
culture. In short, we want to build a new China. Our aim in the
cultural sphere is to build a new Chinese national culture. 429

Mao Zedong. On New Democracy. 4th ed. (Peking: Foreign
Languages Press, 1966).
429
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In reality, such cleansing clears the way for Deng Xiaoping to put in
place a pragmatic economic agenda that breaks the boundaries of
distinction between social and capital-based schemas, as they
become part of the same interwoven economic web. Social concerns
demand from the capital and feed the capital's demand for labor. I
would like to re-emphasize that social concern is an attempt, aiming
at a society which at its base takes over the state.
At this point, Marxist communistic fiction turns obsolete. As an
example, The Socialist Albania 430, while attempting to apply a
Marxist governing model after World War II, enjoys a special
relationship with Communist China 431, as it goes through its
cleansing – cultural revolution. This is played against the revisioning
of post – Joseph Stalin USSR. 432 The relationship, portrayed in the
friendship between the Marxist ideologues and the leaders of
respective countries Enver Hoxha and Mao Zedong, has an abrupt
end at the time of Nixon’s visit to China. Economically, this marks the
beginning of the collapse of the social experiment in Albania, whose
economy cannot sustain itself for a lot longer, and the

People’s Socialist Republic of Albania.
People’s Republic of China.
432
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
430
431
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implementation of the new schema for the same social experiment
in China.
Deng Xiaoping coins the new socio – economic condition of
the Chinese socialist state, as one country – two systems. This
marks the beginning of another full revolution in the social state,
which on one hand, the social state allows the flowing of the capital
in a controlled manner. Then, on the other hand, the social state
turns into a question of the strong leader (choice of the politburo)
maintaining control of the one class – the laborers. In her “Human
Condition” published in 1958, Hannah Arendt explains, “the clearest
indication that society constitutes the public organization of the life
process itself may be found in the fact that in a relatively short time
the new social realm transformed all modern communities into
societies of laborers and jobholders…” 433 Arendt continues by
emphasizing “in other words, they [laborers] became at once
centered around the one activity necessary to sustain life [labor].” 434
Under the current conditions of society in general, it is less
difficult to determine that the common economic interests dictate the
demand of labor – as a lifelong theory and practice-based condition.
Arendt, Hannah. The Human Condition. 2nd ed. (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1998), 46.
434
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Currently, architecture is fully committed and cannot escape either
the needs of society, nor the showcasing of this or that policy or
strategic plan. Society already is a boundless undistinguishable
composite of complexities, falsely claiming that architecture can
address questions outside of its ethical and necessary limits.
At their dawn, modern social movements make demands of
similar nature to architecture. Before, during, and after the Great
War, socially driven programs demand architecture to address
questions regarding the new spirit, speed, and so on. Antonio
Sant’Elia draws from the promised future, in the name of which he
fights in the trenches of the Great War. The illusion of technology and
desire of speed to which Marinetti sings ode joy, is quickly overrun
and turns into a joke. And, Margherita Sarfatti sings to its irony:
Marinetti è quella cosa
Futurismo più cazzotto
Dieci pel, bel giovanotto
Taratà zumzum zumzum.
Marinetti is that thing
Futurism with a punch
Almost bold, good looking guy
Tarata’ zumzum zumzum. 435

Sarfatti, Margherita and Frederic Whyte. The Life of Benito Mussolini,
from the Italian of Margherita G. Sarfatti. (London: T. Butterworth, 1926, 49.
435
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Giuseppe Terragni shows that the search of the rational in
architecture still has a chance.
Terragni explains, “Many, too many examples of buildings,
with a typically modern structure, barbarously masked by false
architecture, are before us to demonstrate the clear distinction
between ‘Architecture’ and ‘Construction’.” 436 Terragni claims that
“… all periods of architecture have been the result of constructive research. From the lintel, to the arch, from the crossing vault to the
dome, geometry and mathematics have offered the means to erect
architecture of temples, basilicas, aqueducts...” 437 Terragni never
ceases in being a champion of the harmony of all constituents, in
order for the rational to prevail in architecture.
He claims that, “no geometric formula or rule of static could
have indicated the harmony of individual masses, and the play of
volumes under light. Building elements are the basis, the alphabet
with which an architect can compose more or less harmoniously.” 438
In his ratiocinium, Terragni is constantly attempting to sort out the
question of spirit as well, which at times, belong to the desire of

Enrico Mantero, Giuseppe Terragni e La Città del Razionalismo
Italiano. Architettura e Città. (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1969), 94. Author’s translation.
437
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438
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projecting into the promise of the future. In other instances, the spirit
reveals to belong to the ancestral. A search that turns into a given
word for Terragni. In the world Homer 439 describes as the land Illios
inherits from father Dardanus, legacy wants form to be in the given
word, destined to stand no chance in front of the transformation.
What lies ahead is the promise of the new day. Illios (of light) the Ilir
(free) has been fooled into acting out the role in the play of his
destiny. The unfolding of this play unravels the question of legacy.
The spirit of Rome is in the promise, as Greece has yet to come and
lead the way.

Croce, Benedetto and R. G. Collingwood. The Philosophy of
Giambattista Vico. Mineola, (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 2014), 332.
439
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